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HEARING ON KR. 3286, THE WORKFORCE 2000
JOB TRAINING PARTNERSHIP ACT AMEND.
MENTS OF 1989

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER le,

Holies or REPRMNTATIVNI,
SUBCOMMITrill ON EMPLOTBUINT OPPORTUNMIS,

Comfy= ON EDUCATION AND Liao&
Washington, DC

The committee met., pursuant to notice, at 1:20 p.m., in Room
2175, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Matthew G. Martinez
[Chairman] presiding.

Members present Representative. Martinez, Bartlett, and Haw-
king.

Staff present: Maxine Grant, administrator; Eric Jenren, staff di-
rector; Dan Adcock, legislative assc.iate; Terry Deshler, legislative
assistant/clerk; Tammy Harris, legislative aesistant, Subcommittee
on Employment Opportunities; Terri Schroeder, professional staff
member, Education and Labor Committee; and Tracy Hatch, mi-
nority staff.

Chairman MARTINIZ. Let me have your attention. We are wait,
ing for several members to arrive. I am notified that they are on
their way. I think what I will do is go ahead and start the

At this particular time I might as well invite the first panel to
come forward.

Let me introduce the first panel. We're wai for two people
that will be a part of the first panel, collmves mine, Frank J.
Guarini, Member of Cowen, from the 14th ct of New J3rsey
and the Honorable William J. Hughes, Member of Congress from
the 2nd District of New Jersey.

Joining them at the table is Mr. Dan Schulder, National Council
on Aging from Waskington, D.C.; Ms. Ina Davis, Associate Director
of Medishare Health and Education Learning Programs, Edison,
New Jersey; and Ms. Alice Obelleiro, Senior Employment Coordina-
tor, New Jersey Division ou Aging, New Jersey Department of
Community Affairs, Trenton, New Jersey.

It seems like we have someone else pining us, Ms. Dana Berry.
Mr. SCIIUMIR. Mr. Chairmam.there is cis* a second person testi-

fying with the National Council on the _A ging. It's Gerri Garvin
who is the chairperson of the National Assuciation of Older Worker
Employment Services. Mrs. Garvin.

Crman MAATINI12. Thank you. We have Ms. Dana Berry,
Project Director, Union City Day Care Program, Inc., Union City,
New Jersey.
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Today's meeting of the House Subcommittee on Employment Op.
portunities is called to receive testimony on H.R. 3266, the Work-
force 2000 JTPA Amendments of 1989.

As the subcommittee with jurisdiction over employment training
programs and over full employment and productivity policies ofour
nation, it is critical that we as a committee set policies that are co-
ordinated with varied programs and systems at the local level. As
responsible officials for the limited tax dollar at our disposal, we
must insure that public dollars spent give us the beat return for
our investment.

It is in this spirit that we've worked with and heartily endorsed
Chairman Hawkins' JTPA proposal of H.R. 2089 to reform trTPA
targeting and quality training efforts. Chairman Hawkins is to be
commended for his tireless effort to direct Federal training efforts
towards the long-term needs of this country.

H.R. 8266 is a complementary bill to H.R. 2039 that I hive intro-
duced to additionally address some of the common concerns we
share. To break the cycle of poverty and welfare dependency and
reduce the drag on society, we need to and we must target the
hardest to serve in our society for skills training. This includes the
long-term unemployed, the school dropouts and the teenage single
mothers. Therefore, H.R. 3266 focuses on some critical support
services and targeting issues.

I have included provisions to preserve funding and services for
older worker training, to provide linkages botween JTPA and Older
American's Act programs, to provide child care services for JTPA
trainees, to provide standard government accountability in the
JTPA program, to develop critical labor shortage and wage data for
training base, to reform the Indian JTPA Training Program, and
to update Migrant Farmworker Program administration.

H.R. 3266 is an additional effort to address some of the basic con-
cerns that many in the training and client conununity had about
the existing administration of the JTPA program.

There are many substantial JTPA reform bills which have been
introduced by Chairman Hawkins, by the Administration and the
Senate, the fundamental thrust of which I support. It is my sincere
hope that the House comes out with the strongest and most com-
prehensive bill which gives the unskilled individual of our society
the best support and tzaining opporturities to help them become
contributing workers of our workforce.

I look forward to hearing from our esteemed panel of witnesses
before us today.

We'll start with Mr. Schulder.
[The prepared statement of Hon. Matthew G. Martinez follows:]
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STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN MATTHEW 6. MARTINEZ, HEARING ON M6M'S JTPA
AMENDMENT:, HR. 3266, TUESDAY, SEPT. 19, 1:00 PM., 2257 RAYBURN

TODAY'S MEETING OF THE HOUSE SUBCOMMITTEE ON EMPLOYMENT

OPPORTUNITIES IS CALLED-TO RECEIVE TESTIMONY ON HR. 3266, THE

WORKFORCE 2,000 JTPA AMENDMENTS OF 1989.

AS CHAIRMAN OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE WITH JURISDICTION OVER THE

EMPLOYMENT TRAINING PROGRAMS, AND OVER FULL EMPLOYMENT AND

PRODUCTIVITY POLICIES OF OUR NATION, IT IS CRITICAL THAT WE SET

POLICIES THAT ARE COORDINATED WITH VARIED PROGRAMS AND SYSTEMS AT

THE LOCAL LEVELS. AS RESPONSIBLE OFFICIALS FOR THE LIMITED TAX

DOLLARS AT OUR DISPOSAL, WE MUST ENSURE THAT PUBLIC DOLLARS SPENT

GIVE US THE BEST RETURNS FOR OUR INVESTMENT.

IT IS IN THIS SPIRIT THAT WE HAVE WORKED WITH, AND HEARTILY

ENDORSE CHAIRMAN HAWKINS' JTPA PROPOSAL, HR. 2039, TO REFORM JTPA

TARGETING AND QUALITY TRAINING EFFORTS. CHAIRMAN HAWKINS MUST

BE COMMENDED FOR HIS TIRELESS EFFORT TO DIRECT FEDERAL TRAINING

EFFORTS TOWARD THE LONGTERM NEEDS OF THIS COUNTRY.

HR. 3266 IS A COMPLEMENTARY BILL TO HR. 2039 THAT I HAVE

INTRODUCED TO ADDITIONALLY ADRESS SOME OF THE COMMON CONCERNS WE

SHARE. TO BREAK THE CYCLE OF POVERTY AND WELFARE DEPENDENCY,
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AND REDUCE THE DRAG ON SOCIETY, WE MUST TARGET THE HARDEST TO

SERVE IN SOCIETY FOR SKILLS TRAINING. THIS INCLUDES THE LONGTERM

UNEMPLOYED, THE SCHOOL DROPOUTS, AND THE TEENAGE, SINGLE MOTHERS.

THEREFORE, HR. 3266 FOCUSES ON SOME CRITICAL SUPPORT SERVICE

AND TARGETING ISSUES. I HAVE INCLUDED PROVISIONS TO PRESERVE

FUNDING AND SERVICES FOR OLDER WORKER TRAINING, TO PROVIDE

LINKAGES BETWEENS JTPA AND THE OLDER AMERICANS ACT PROGRAMS, TO

PROVIDE CHILD CARE SERVICES FOR JTPA TRAINEES, TO PROVIDE

STANDARD GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTABILITY IN THE JTPA PROGRAM, TO

DEVELOP CRITICAL LABOR SHORTAGE AND WAGE DATA FOR TRAINING BASE,

TO REFORM THE INDIAN JTPA TRAINING PROGRAM, AND TO UPDATE

MIGRANT FARMWORKER PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION.

HR. 3266 IS AN ADDITIONAL EFFORT TO ADRESS SOME BASIC

CONCERNS THAT MANY IN THE TRAINING AND CLIENT COMMUNITY RAD ABOUT

EXISTING ADMINISTRATION OF THE JTPA PROGRAM. THERE ARE MANY

SUBSTANTIAL JTPA REFORM BILLS WHICH HAVE BEEN INTRODUCED BY

CHAIRMAN HAWKINS, BY THE ADMINISTRATION AND THE SENATE, THE

FUNDAMENTAL THRUST OF WHICH I SUPPORT. IT IS MY EARNEST HOPE
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THAT THE HOUSE COMES OUT WITH THE STRONGEST AND MOST

COMPREHENSIVE BILL WHICH GIVES THE UNSKILLED INDIVIDUALS OF OUR

SOCIETY THE BEST SUPPORT AND TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES TO HELP THEM

BECOME CONTRIBUTING WORKERS OF OUR WORKFORCE.

I LOOK FORWARD TO HEARING FROM OUR ESTEEMED PANEL OF

WITNESSES BEFORE US TODAY.

4 0
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STATEMENTS OF THE HONORABLE FRANK J. GUARINI, A REPRE-
SENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY;
THE HONORABLE WILLIAM J. HUGHES, A REPRESENTAIIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY; DAN SCHULDER,
NATIONAL COUNCIL ON AGING, ACCOMPANIED EY GOSH
GARVIN, CHAIRPERSON, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF OLDER
WORKER EMPLOYMENT SERVICES; INA DAVIS, ASSOCIATE DI-
RECTOR, MEDISHARE HEALTH AND EDUCATION blIARNING
PROGRAMS, ACCOMPANIED BY ROBERTA HOUSEMAN, ASSOCI-
ATE DIRECIOR OF MEDISHARE, AND VIRGINIA FRESION,
FORMER DIRECTOR OF URBAN WOMEN'S MITE* ALICE M.
OBELLEIRO, SENIOR EMPLOYMENT COORDINATOR, NEW
JEIPSEY DIVISION ON AGING, NEW JERSEY DEPARTMENT OF
COMMUNITY AFFAIRS; DANA BERRY, PROJECT DIRECTOR,
UNION CITY DAY CARE PROGRAMS, INC., ACCOMPANIED BY
HILDA MARTINEZ, CRISELIA PEREZ AND NICK PAPPAS
Mr. Saimaa Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. My name

is Dan Schulder and I am the Senior Public Policy Official with the
National Council on the Aging. I am accompamed here todey on
my right by Gerri Garvin who is the Cimirpezeon of the NCOA
membership unit, the National Asseciation of Older Worker Em-
ployment Services.

Mr. Chairman, our orpnization 'a engaged in a variety of serv-
ices to older adults, everything fron senior center services to long-
term care, to housing and employment. For the last 40 yaws we
have been engaged in a variety of employment and training pro-
grams, starting way back in the era of the Manpower Development
and Training_ Act, and up to the present where we are mie of the
largest nth) V Older American's Act contzactors providing etin=
ment services to about 10,000 older workers annually in 63
and in 21 states.

We believe that as a national Title V contractor we have the
most exteniive set of relationships with three percent met-aside pro-
grams across the country, and rd like to talk to about that.

It is because of our long history in expanding -
for older Americans that we are here to enth I endorse
your efforts to assure that JTPA services to older workers are
maintained and expanded, and that effective measures are imorpo-
rated to enhance JTPA and Title V coordination and cooperation.

Mr. Chairman, NCOA has been involved, as I said, for over four
decades in employment programs. It's our belief that because of the
deep persistence of age bias in the labor market across the country
that many of the Federal and state and local public and private
employment and training programs have adopted that same set of
biaseu and mirror those Mmes in the operations of their programs.

Mr. Chairman, I don't think in any one 3rear of the CM pro-
gram the number of persons or proportion of persons in CETA over
the age of 56 ever exceeded one percent. Over the years the Con-
gress and many private and piblic groups around the couneval-
uated those programs, looked at them, and so when the Job Train-
ing Partnership Act was paned several years ago those organiza-
tions and those members of the Congress who were concerned
about the responsiveness of these programs to older workers insert-

1 1



ed the three percent set-aside as a modest guess at what would be
needed to continue the efforts started under CETA and needed in
the___yaars ahead.

We believe that the Congress was correct. The three percegitc-
gram has shown itself to be a marked success acmes the
There are lite:ally hundreds of communities in which became of
the three percent setpaside there are joint training programs and
employment programs involving Title V, EDWAA, as well as the
three percent

In fact, giveninr:laie of growth in this if you want to
look at the chart, Mr. Chairman, that is attached to our etatement,
the rate of this program is the most vigorous in all of the
Job Partnership ct. We eotimate that by the program
year 1989-1 ' is completed, that the program will have expended
about ;81 million of JTPA funds, and that's approximately one and
a half timee the annual allocation af that program.

It has caught hold. It has caught the imagination of the employ-
ment and training network around the country, and we think that
if it were ever disnuintled, it would be a pftt lom to this country.

Therefore, we endorse your iproal, Mr. Chairman, in Section 7
to assure a continuation of a funding set-aside at least equal to the
funds available for the current year.

We wonder whether or net you miOt with the full committee or
on the floor consider a firm number like seven percent. As we un-
derstand it, the adult Title JTPA will have about a $1.1 billion ap-
propiation, or something close to that. At a seven pereent set-

that would reserve about $77 million, which would be just a
little bit less than what we think will be spent on the three percent
program in the coming program year.

So, we would suggest that either your language, or a hard seven
percent set-aside, might be useful to preserve the program and give
it some modest expansion, especially as the adult appropriaWm
for JTPA does arise.

We also support your intent in Sec*ion 7 to assure that the eligi-
bility for one program doesn't interfere with the eligibility for the
second. We would you might be able to simplify the
languap by mying e *ty for services under Title V of the
Older A.meriwa's Act I be deemed, as eligibility for programs
under this Act, JTPA.

That's neat and simple, it doesn't get into comparative qualifica-
tions, and it weuid alert the whole network that they have to be
responsive to the Title V program.

Lastly, we alao support your proposed amendment on perform-
ance standards. There is a lot of flexibility in the way the Nation
and the way the states implement performance standards under
JTPA, but in most states and in most communities, part-time work
doesn't count. The lower wages related to part-time work is a nega-
tive factor, and many of the proama, therefore, are worried about
losing funds because of the performance standards if they recruit
and try to serve older workers.

We think that those can be adjusted. We would hope that the
Congress would mandate that the Department of Labor in adjust-
ing those standards would take the advise and heed the advise of
public and private agencies now tint iged in older worker services.

1 2
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Mr. Chairman, throughout tlr committee bill, Mr. Hawkins' bill,there are many, many previsions for exemplary prucrams for
youth. Time are all needed and memitial and 3sey uught to gothrough.

We also think, however, that given the fact that almost a third ofthe workforce today are over tbe age of 45-86 million persons self-
employed or employedthat a similar level of effort on behalf of
older workers ought to he 'hewn in the program.

While I'm not sure teSet this set of amendments this year could
CilligYesibility of splitting the adult title of ITIPA into two porta

stand it, it seems to me that the Congress mt entertain
The first part for people II through 89, younger work ws and newentrants into the workforoe. Tbe other part, prhaps 40 percent of
the appropriations for the adult title, for persons over the age of 40
and over the iw of 50 and 60 and beycnd.

We -key that Wawa the ADEA prrsm. the Age Diecrimination
and Employment Act, identifies age 40 as the start of negative fac-
tors in terms of employment.

We have a few other recommendations for you, sir. We urge that
the governors under this law retain the authority, as under current
law, to determine the most effective use and pattern of an older
worker mt-eside. That coiild be a statewide program. They could
simply move it to each SDA on formula, or they could Itind an area
of tM state which needs this service, such as Los Angeles county
which now has a similar kind of area-wide three percent sated&

rEatin.hink that older workereerving agencies should be represent-ed at the state and the PIC level in the whole JTPA program. We
think they have a lot to offer the program.

Lastly, sir, we would hope that the Department of Labor wouldupgrade its reporting procedures so that we can see whatto adults in the; 80 to 39, 40 to 49, 50 to 54, up tloisallifibeyond. It's very difficult to see how this program is working under
the current reporting system in terms of age cohorts. It would not
take a lot to get this additional information.

I would like to mak,.. a final note on this before Gerri Garvin
would like to make her comments, Mr. Chairman.

There has been some discussion about percentage set-asides of
participants mew dollars. Now, I've administered Job Training
Partnership Act programs, MDTA programs, Neighborhood YouthCorps programs on my own. I've done it at the state level in New
Jersey. I've done it in New York data and I've done it nationally.I am absolutely convinced that a dollar set-aside, a flinding set-
aside, the knowledge that mi have to .spend these a60,000 or these
$50 million on behalf of workers a far better administrative
tool than a participant set-aside.

Unfortunately, when you look et the dat. on Table 2 of our a-
tria mentif you look at the entire 78 percent JTPA program, only
two percent of the enrollees outside of the three percent set-aside
group were actually age 55 years ofage and older.

We urge you in considering changes to the Job Training Partner-ship Act under Chairman Hawkins, who has joined you, that you

13
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do not talk about a participant set-aside--it's too easy to ikidge on
those thingsbut a dollar set-aside.

Mr. Chainnan, Gerri Garvin, the Chairwoman of the National
Association of Older Worker Employment Programs would like to
give you just a couple of other additional comments.

rrhe prepared statement of Dan Schulder follows:]

1 4
6
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Ir. Chairmen, my moms is Omalai Oftaldar aahd I am the

maim public policy oftioer f ein Matinee. Council om th.

Aging. I am acoompealed today/wag. Oncri amnia, Cbalspersem

of the mon sonhowship emit, Ilia Rationed Asseciatisa ed Older

eerier impleymamt Services (0b011111).

1100h is a private, nem-profit =loaner/ea 'Ischiap to moot

the curreat and.ameraiag seed, steldez peceems through research,

.pahlicatIons, prelim's end advesecy for public ',liaise.

Oar members axe drams from sevecel thrummed state and local

relic sad ase:prefit egoacias previdimg a reads of services

iacludiag amoioymeat assistance, edmeatioa, sea/or canter

activities, long-term ease, admit day oars, bossing, arts and

hananititis amd istargemoratioesl pregrammiag.

Vs are a natissal resource for program development,

research, training amd technical assistance ua all aspects of

aging.

For the record, ar. Chairman, I should note that 11001 has

been eagalad ia anyeading employmest and traimiag appoctsmities

for older Americans for almost 40 years. Vis have pummel

tralaing for older waters simos IPSO mod vs haws hem involved

in dvery major Federal amplopost program Lecledimg 110211, the

Concantrated Impleymemt Program, C2126., 20A, !ride Adjustment

Assistance and the Mith program. In addition, me beve voched for

passage and expansion of the Age Discrialsatioa in Omployment Act

dur...ng these same years.
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Me administer one of the largest Title V, Older America=

Act, national programs providtag week and training to many

10,000 older workers annually in 63 projects La 21 stets*.

Almost all of our local projects, including our major project La

Los Angeles, have mocking ea:moments with their state and local

JIM counterparts In fact, of ell the Title V, Mitiomal

Contractors, the MC01 Title V pefiram, SCUP, has the largest

number of partnerships between JTPh nnd Titl programs

currently utilising the 30 scales.

Our membership unit, MACAW, has over SOO local and state

older worker programs and organisatiome as members operatfug

across the nation serving thousands of older mockers in their

40s, 50e, 60s and above each week.

It it because of our long history and stake in expanding

work opportunities for older Americans that we are hers to

enthusiastically endorse your efforts to assure that JTPA

services to older workers ere maintained and expanded and that

ffective measures are incorporated to enhance JTPh and Title V

coordination and cooperation.

14e of MCOA and MUM hope and expect that the tall

Commits*. eill promptly consider and add your amendments to

pending JTPA legislation. Me mould also like to cffer same

additional approauhes toward full JIM service to mature and

older workers.
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Mr. Corinna, there has bees minimel JIVA-related testimomy

provided to this Committee sad to the SiMilt, ia riving to older

ember needs. ghat is why this heariag is so crustal. An

smooptioa to thia paucity of Wm:Ratios is the remit statememt

of Michael Tilles and Sally James provided to the fell Committee

earlier thla monk. That statemeet, 9the Need fee Itzgeted Job

/raising and Tinsman Pilgrims tor Older Meters° summarises

inch of the case tor a antismog set-aside of OW& older meter

fonds sad we will quote from it today with the authors'

knowledge. Me will also provide to this Subcommittee a copy of

that statement.

Ths.S1 111-1M-2SKOBILOB

Mr. Maims*, MC0h has been involved in the planing sad

implonentation of employment programs for older mockers for four

decades. It is oar belief that becaure of the deep persistemce

of age bias iR the workplace, a bias which is mirrored is the

operation of may or most pablic and private employment programs,

moss of the gamy national manpower power of the pest or

Innen has achieved equity or efficiency in service to mature

and older worbees.

MTh failed older person as did CM2h. 2he employment

initiatives of the lir cm Poverty hived on the youmg and the

youager disadventaged. There Ina good cause for this

comentratios because of the hese and of millions of youag

people for jobs aad trainiag. Mhat wee not justified was the
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virtual emolusios of ovally disadvantaged mature persons from

Ores same programs.

It is me assideet that the oector of greatest growth is the

mark of the Sepal Isploymemt Opportemity COmmisaLem is the Age

Sreezimisatiem in Omployment bet.

Mem the Clagresa sleeted the JOb Training Partmmaddp Act

it listened to argaminatioes enah am MCOh-and it @ermined the

*ingest/des el the Csecamtrated Omplopmest and ?raising Act

(MTN. Secemee of the previews failures of Morel amd state

employment and training prewar te dee,* peresse shove the ege

of 40 er SO aad to escourage coordination with Title V, the

Comgress mandated a modest 3% set-aside of Title II-a JTPA tends

for the seclusive use of workers over the age of 55.

VS believe that the Congress was correct in requiriag this

limited set.aside. The 3% program bas shoes itself to be a

marked success across the natioa La state after state. Is

hundreds of commedities there are linkages of 3% Mk programs

with Title V.programe in service to thousands of older workers

who would/not have been served otherwise. Although the initial

3% prog4 underspent JTPA program funds in the first two years,

the ra.. of speeding end the rate of program effectiveness has

areal rated to the extent that the set-aside program is currently

spend g at the annual estimated rate of 134% (see attached mu
Tills, and Jaaas). No other JTPA component can demonstrate

such an acceleration of activity as the 3% prograa.

,19
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However, what is startling about this success story is the

fact that almost three gescteri of all MA participants age SS

and above came into the program throagh the tiny 3% est-aside.

(No Ishig_LX, Ilumm_AmiLamm). The *mainstream° MA program,

spending 71% of all funds (and excluding the 3% est-aside),

howed only 2% of its enrollees (11,207 of 117,011 in 1117-111S)

at ages SS or above.

Only the mandated influence of the 3% set-aside prevents the

entire JTPA program from being judged an abject failure in its

service to older workers.

If the eongress fails to cantinas to require a 'Willa

response to the desires of nlder workers for work and training,

the new MA program is likely to be judged such a similar

failure in the neer term.

Thus, SOCA and muss endorses your proposal in Section 7,

(a) (2) to assure a continuation of a fubding set-aside at least

equal to the current year. VW presume that the "amount

available* refers to both the current allotment and to carry-over

funds from previous 3% unspant allotments. Sowevetr, because data

indicate that current year expenditures of 3% funds is About $74

million, we would urge r, reformulation of the former 3% est-aside

requirement to a _Is_ast-aidm_of_JaTALKInlyALLIe_ficsaa. Soon a

7% requirement would hold older worker expenditures to About $77

million based on a MA adult Title appropriation level of $1.1

billion. lhe are concerned that a lower percentage est-aside or a
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freesia, of older worker reemzoos at current levels meld

represmot-a acme's in resources available across tho &sties,

especially if admit .7/Ph appropratioms rise La the moor teem.

This decrease in resources will be scouring just at the time me

know the aging workforce is evading.

Alialbilitx

We also support your intent, la Section 7, (e), to achieve

common eligibility standards for Title V and A. IN bellows

that another approach which night be simpler to administer would

state, "(411) eligibility for services under Title V of the Older

Americans Act shall be deerld as eligibility for programs under

this Act."

we also support your proposed amendment to J/PR performance

standards (Section 7, (c)) which would go far to easing the bias

against older 41141 participants that operates in currant

standards. we believe that additional elements of performasoo

standards applicable to mature and older workers be incorporated

by the Department of Labor with the advice and assistance of

organisations working in their behalf, especially in programs

supported by Title V, JTML and SOMA.

Mr. Chairman, 7 should note that Mr. Hawkins' bill, m.n.

2039, contains numerous and needed references to special efforts

in behalf of-disadvantaged youth. We support those provisions.

what we ars sayLop today is that older adults, those above.the

age of 40, have similar needs for "sampler'," approaches to

_24
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employment berriers. Older workers have literecy needs amd

&glacial counseling needs. They learn differently La training

situatioms as compared to ravager persems. Patterns of

recruitment which vork for Irminger persons often tail for

displaced homemakers in their forties and fifties. Older garters

oftem have skills that do not have to be relearned in a basic

vocational class--but they seed assistance ia translating such

skills for mew job situations. They face age diacriminatiom,

younger workers do not.

In fact, mt. Chairman, we believe that the Congress should

still comaidar a division of the proposed adult .7TPh Title. One

part of the adult title should be devoted to the job amd traiaing

needs of younger worbers end newer job entrants below the age of

40. The rest of the Title, with perhaps 40% of the toads, should

be earmarked for the use of workers 40 and above with special

efforts contiaued for persoa above the age of 33.

Such a program, conducted at a seal which at state and

local levels would affect overall employmemt aad trainimg policy,

would reflect the true demographics of the American wo, _arca.

There are currently almost 36 minima persons over the age of 43

in the workforce. Tbat is Nearly a third of all workers. !hat

is a picture of our labor market future. Our employmeat amd

training programs should be taking mote of theme developmemts

even beyond the need for a 7% set-aside.

C")

'<A;
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mr. Chairmen, there are a member of other adverts of the

arra program comermiag older workers that we would like to

present La summery fashixa. They includes

1. 06 urge that the Omani= retain the authority, se endow

carreat JTPA law amd regulatioa, to determine tbs. Met efficiest

use and gettern of thsiolder worher seteside. In same cases,

the Govermor may decide to pass the tends down to the SOLe as an

earmark on each adelt arra area allotment. In other camps, as

would fit ruch regions as the Los Angeles area or viral areas,

the Governor may decide to award melti-S0A contracta as the moot

efficient use of funds. In other stators, the Goveraor may decide

to provide for a state-wide older locker program with Ainkeges to

all Snas. Please continue the flexibility.

2. Me urge that there be mandated representation for agencies

serving the needs of older workers at PIC and state .7TPA advisory

levels. Such organisations will have much to offer in terse of

technical information, local contacts, coordination with Title V,

etc. Se believe such repreeentation is an obvious need.

3. We ergo that the Congress require more explicit MIA (and

MIA) participant record keep*, by age. We hoeld know what

persona are receiving JITA services at ages 30 to 39, 40 to 49,

50 to 54, 55 to 62 and 63 and above. Currently we capture and/or

publish data only in longer age ranges which makes it difficult

to examine true patterra of service us. and differentials based

23
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oa age. This data I. mot readily available for somitoriag sod

slamming purpose.

5. Sectica 203 of the Committee JIth ansadonta posits

°additional Megairenents foe Cee-Melf of Participamts.° Ibis

sectLoa tweets ponces with math sad reeding deficiencies, low

term depeademcy ow pm:clic-assistance, aad pereoss with a

subetantially limited or unsuccessful work history. 110 would add

a fourth category Plumes age 45 sad above who have

encountered barriers to employment related to age or occupatioeal

dancieacies.°

Mr. Chairman, we would llke,to add a final note to this

teetimouy. In the Somata we believe that there is some novemmet

to motor, the older worker setwside at some level. There mate

discussioas in the inmate regarding the possibility of a

me firmly believe that a fund set-sside is the best and most

accountable method of assuring adherence to a mandate. & fend

set-aside is a better planate., reporting sad administrative

device. It is far more difficult to fudge dollar reports thee it

is to recruit and 'serve targeted individeals with misdeal

SerViCes. In addition, fund set-asides can serve as clear end

present disciplines om the states sad Sba to assure perfaceence.

me hope that in fall Committee andior ca the floor you can

support this positLoa.

Thank you nr Chatham.
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Chairman Malmo= M& Garvin, before you start, let me recog-
nize the chairman of the full committee who hos just joined us.
Since we did go into opening statements and the chairman was not
here, let me ask at this time if the chairman would like to make
any opening comment& Mr. Chairman.

Mr. HAV/U10. Thank you very much. I would not like to inter-
rupt the witnesses. I am here to fmd out what it is you're doing in
preparation for a JTPA hearing that we have, as you well know,
scheduled for tomorrow. So, just proceed and not let me interrupt
at all. Thank you.

Chairman 11Lurriprzz. All right. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Ma
Garvin.

Ms. GARVIN. Mr. Chairman Martinez and Congressman Hawkins,
I would like to also thank you for the opportunity to testify on
behalf of the National Association of Older Worker Employment
Services.

NAOWES is the largest membership organization in the United
States serving older worker employment and training service pro-viders. Our meniberspre.ent a diversity of older worker pro-
gramming. Some are JTPA employees; some are Title V project di-
rectors; others have programs funded by United Way, the private
sector, city or county funding, or a blend of fimding from soine or
all of the aforementioned sources.

Altlyligh they may not always agree on every imam, they are
united in their concerns regarding the proposed JTPA amend-
ments. At this pivotal point in the shaping of the older worker em-
ployment and training program, our primary_ goal in presenting
this testimony is not. simply to preserve the JTPA three percent
program or to act out of self-interest as service providers.

As the NAOWES members, we are. focusing on the need to for-
mulate a long-range comprehensive and consistent national per-
spective on employment and training for the country's aging work-
force.

We would like to suggest that amendments to ..the JTPA system
act as a stimulus to the state and local planning to increase the
quality and quantity of older worker employment and training pro-
grams and that. those planning activities lead to stronger-partner-
ships between JTPA, Title V and other older worker employment
and training service providers.

Together we must- effectively design programs that reflect com-
munity need _and agency resonree integration. The $74 million cur-
rently being expended should be regarded as a floor, not a ceiling.
This funding level reflects the growing-number of mature and
older workers who must be encouraged W ;remain or to reenter the
workforce.

Now for Dome specifics. We applaud your bill: H
i

.R. 3266, Chair-
man Martinez, for ncluding the following provisions:

That the current funding level =remain at $74 million with
modest annual increases, as project& in the Tilles/James testimo-
ny submitted b7 Mr. Schulder;

That the eligibility for services under Title V of the Older Ameri-
cans Act shall be deemed as eligibility for programa under this Act;

That performance standards reflect the special conditions experi-
enced by older workers. This becomes even more crucial since the

23
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three percent incentive grants are based on serving 50 percent or
more of the hard-toserve population; and

That at least one member of the State Council, SJTCC, be a rep-
reasntative of older Americans.

In addition, we ask that you consider the following:
That to act as a stimulus to improved planning at the state and

local levels, a representative of the older worker employment and
training system serve as a vWng member of the local PIC, and,
further, that the member of ;he SJTM proposed in H.R. 3266 is a
representative of the older worker employment and training
system;

That there be a requirement for improved reportZtc rd such re-
ports be made available to the local PICs and the as well as
the governor, for monitoring and planning services by these
groups;

That language be inserted into the Act encouraging and support-
ing the partnerships and networks betwwn JTPA, Title V, and
other older worker employment and training service providers and
that such language also encourage governors to develop statewide
coordination and linkages and have at least one annual meeting.
Sir, we do have information about a successful coordination effort
by the State of Colorado that we would be glad to make available
to you.

NAOWES will continue to encourage local older worker employ-
ment and training service providers to strengthen their coordina-
tion efforts at the local and state levels.

We also ask that a clear message be conveyed by the final JTPA
Amendments as to the continuation of specific funding and pro-
gramming for the aging workforce. A consistent and comprehen-
sive effort to provide effective programming for older workers will
only be successful when it is founded on a secure funding base that
includes modest annual increases.

In closing, I would like to add that in our role as advocates for
improving the employment and training opportunities for mature
and older workers I would like to offer NAOWES technical assist-
ance to you, Chairman Martinez and Congressman Hawkina, and
your staff as you develop your final reports.

On behalf of the NAOW'M members and older workers, I would
like to thank you for your efforts. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Gerri Garvin followsl
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Chairman earth's., I also would like to thank yes for this

opportemity to testify ea behalf f the Iletiamal Asesciatise of

Older etcher loplopmmit.leovices membership. MOOMMS.Is the

largest membeeebiop ergemisattoa in the Vetted States ~rime

older worber employmest amd traii0eg servise providers. Oar

members repreeemt a diversity of older umber programmias. Some

are MBA employees, NM -11ZO litle V project direintecs, others

have programs tended by th, Molted Vey, .the private sector, city

amdior county fending or a bleed of readies from some er all the

afcremestieeed sources. Althorn* Us.? mmy not always agree on

every imam, they ow united is their cascaras regarding the

propoeed OVIPAAmmadmeats. At this pivotal point in the shapiag

of the older worker employmost and traiming programming, ear

primary goal La promoting this testimony is net simply to

preserve the Jilit 3% program or to act oet of 'elf-interest as

service provider,. As MACOMB sembers we are focusing oa the seed

to formulate a comprehensive and coneetest natiomal perspectival

on employment mad training for the comatry's Wag workforce. Me

would like to suggest that amendments to the Mlit system act as

27
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stimulus to state mod lecal planmiag to immerse the qma1ity amd

quantity of older umber employment and =aiming pregramming amd

that those plamming activities lead to stronger partmenaips

between JIM, Title end other older vochme employmest sad

training service providers. ',gather, um nest effectively *maga

programa that reflect oemmeity need amd agency reemmos

integration. The $74 minim currently bedsg empemded shoeld he

regarded as a floor, sot a ceiling. This tendieg level reflects

the growing ember of mature mod older umbers mho mat be

encouraged to ramie, or to re-enter, the vorkform.

Now for some specifics. NW applaud your bill, N.R. 3226,

Chairman Mortises, for imcludieg the following provisicess

o That the current feeding level ramie at $74 million with

modest animal Increases as projected ie the Tulles/James

testimomy subnittsd by Mr. Schelder.

o That the eligibility for services under Title V of the Older

Americans Act shall be deemed as eligibility for program

under this Act.

o That performance standards reflect the special comditioss

f.porloncod by older umbers.

o And that at least me member of the SJTCC (State Council) be

a representative of older Americans.

In addition, we ask that you consider the followings

1. That to act as a stimalus to improved planning at the state

and local level', a repromentatire of the older worker employment
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sad training Groton serve as a voting member of the local PIC,

and further that the member of the SJ/CC (proposed in RA. 2221)

k a representative of the older worker empleyneet and trate/mg

system.

2. That there be a reguiremeet Sac improved reporting amd seek

reports be lode evailabloto local PIC* and the SJTCC, am sell as

the Governor, for monitoring and planning perposee by these

groups.

3. That language be inserted into the Act encouraging and

supporting the partmerships and metworks between JTPA, Title V

and other older worker employment and training service providers.

That such language also encourage nevermore to devalop atate-wide

coordination and linkages with at least ome annual meeting. VS

support language allowing a Oovernor's discretion in developing

the appropriate administration of older worker funding. MOMS

will continue to encourage local older worker employment and

training service providers to strengthen their coordination

efforts t the local und state levels.

4. That a clear message be conveyed by the final JTPA Ammndments

as to the continuation of specific funding and programming for

the aging workforce. A consistent and comprehensive effort to

provide effective programming for older workers will only be

successful when it is founded on a secure funding base that

includes modest annual increases.

29
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In closing, I would like to mid that in our role as

advocutes for improving the amplopment and traimimg opportunities

for nature and older workers I mould like to offer MAWS

technical assistance to you, Chairmas Martinez, and your staff as

you develop your final report(s).

On behalf of the MAOMOS members and older uorkmrs, I would

like to thank you for yoar efforts as reflected in N.R, 322g.

Thank you, W. Chairman.

(-)
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(In 'Miens)

Program Tear Allotment Available 'impend

of Allot. f Avail

Timansition 84
9 ace. $42.3 $42.3 $12.3 30% 302

PT 24-25 55.0 25.3 32.4 67% 45%

in 65-86 55.0 103.7 53.4 450 510

11 26-27 53.9 103.1 50.2 III% 58%

Pt 27-88 54.5 07.6 67.6 1340 490

Pt 88-89, 55.5 85.7 74.6 134% 87%

PT $0-00** 555 66.6 21.6 1472 1222

* Precise figures on expenditures and available carry over funds aredifficult to obtain. The D.S.
Departsent of Labor is unable to providecomplete data for the start up program and Program Tear 10114-SSI datavas inconsistent for Progren tears MISS - 114S. Ihie table is our beeteffort to compile data obtained from the 0. S. Department' of Labor, theNational Governors Association, the State ot California and severallocal service providers.
Inconsistencies anon, allotment°.'available', and xpenditure percents may be duo to the exclusion ofAlaska, Neu mimic* and the Territories from sees of the-program yeartotals.

Projections for Program years 1181 and MO are based on a oonser-vative assumption of program service
and expenditures at an annual 100growth. Such growth could not occur unions upplemental funds areallocated by XII% and/or other funding sources.
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xrim OLDER WORMS TTTLE ZIA 71% AMO 3 TESMIMITION1

PROGRAM TSAR 1167 - MOSS

TERNIMATIOSO 11T moms ALL CALIF.

TITIA II A, 711% 617,6115 0,1116

AGA 55+ 16,307 1,124

1 15+ 31 1.10

TITLE II A, 3% 41,127 3,1116

TITIA IIA, 760 & 3% 11,134 4,110
ACE Sp+

ALL pp+ IN 3% PROGRAMS 721 73%

LOS ANIMUS
CITE

572

721

SOURCES: Estimates iron U.S. Departaent of Labor, State of
California JTPD Officio, City of Los Angeles Training and Job
Development Division, Community Dousing:nes* Ommulment

tt Estimates for total city of Los Angeles 711% clients projected
from prom** provided by the city.
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Chairman MARTINEZ. Thank you, Ms. Garvin.
With that, we are going to turn now to a colleague of ours, the

Honorable Frank Guarini.
Mr. Guiana. I want to thank yo4i for giving me an opportunity

to being here, Mr. Martinez. We &rare a common belief. That is to
insure that the needs and interests of the older workers are safe-
guarded.

Our older workers are among the greatest resources we have in
our country and they are highly underutilized I think we must eu-
courage them to participate and contribute to our society. Many of
them have a great deal of experience and background and energy
and skills that they can give to making our country a better coun-
try.

I think we have to understand what their problems are and how
to fulfill their needs and in turn get their help to make the older
American program and the JTPA work even better than it does
not. I think that's an important oversight that we have in this par-
ticular legislation.

I comment Chairman Hawkins for his amendments to the JTPA
which targets at-risk youths. That's very important. However, our
elderly workers access to these programs will be cut off if we lose
our three percent set-aside. That is not a lot of money; it's a very,
very small swn. But, still, it's very critical and very, very impor-
tant.

I do think that we've got to also consider the nature of our older
Americana. We wonder why more older Americane are not served
under Title II-A which has been really funded at a very, very low
level for them. Much of this is that there are part-time needs.
Many of these older Americans can work part-time, but because of
their particular status and state they prefer to work a half a day or
part of a day instead of the full workweek that younger people are
inclined to work.

So, if we underritand where they're coming from, we can certain-
ly make better we of the people we have, which consists of over 30
million people that are drawing Social Security today.

I do know that H.R. 2039, the full committee's program, will
eliminate this program and transfer the funding into regular II-A
training title. I3ut unless we eliminate the requirements of Title II-
A, older Americans who now benefit will be cut off. So, we're not
only not doing something for them in the future that we've been
doing, but we will even cut off completely the little help that we
have been affording them.

So, I do esk this committee to consider the fact that part-time
work is what many of the eenior citizens would need and would
prefer. I believe that while we still want to serve our youth, we
want to take care of our senior citizens.

I do want to commend, though, Chairman Hawkins and the com-
mittee for the coordination of Title V for older Americans and the
JTPA.

Dana Berry on my right here has done wonders with various
senior citizens that I have that have come from Union City that
have been working in a Union City day care program. This has
been spotlighted by many of the television programs and much of
the media and magazine articles as to the wonderful work that

23-356 0 - 90 - 2
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they are doing and how succenefUl they've been in utilizing the
skills and talents of our older American& At the same time inter-
generationally giving thetir efforts and building a better day care
center mit American.

So, they are being trained and at the same time not only are
working themselves part-time and doing something productively
for themselves, but they are filling a very important social need.
That is, helping to provide their presence, their love, their care
with our young Americans so that single parent families and the
two parents that go to work can work and that their children are

ileft n day care centers safe and secure.

commend r Menendez, who is the mayor of the city, and Dana
Union really been in the forefront of this and I want to

Berry, and all the good people that have worked very hard in
to make these pirsins a success.
is the direction like to see us go into. Of course, we can

promote fkill-time opportunities and I think do America a big favor.
I would like to ask the oommittee to ask specific questions to

these people because they can give you tremendous insight as to
where 30 million Americans are coming from. I think that this
committee should learn that.

I want to commend the chairman for his amendments to the bill,
to the main committee bill that has been put, H.R. 2039, in which
he addresses himself to the three percent set-aside, the part-time
need of senior citizens, and linking JTPA with Title V.

Thank you very much.
Chairman Mummer. Thank you for that very fine statement,

Congressman Guarini.
Let me ask you a question. I know your time is limited and so we

would just ask you this question.
rve thought about this lately, you know, about how inconsistent

we are sometimes, We fought very hard in 'order to preserve the
right of older Americans to continue to work in the age discrimina-
tion laws that we passed. There ere some workers that have al-
ready retired but still have a lot to offer, people that can contrib-
ute back their wisdom and experience gamed over the years of
their more active and productive life.

Yet, we seem ahnest reluctant to carry that natural step forward
from protecting older workers in the workplace to granting a real
opportunity for them to still contribute, and maybe m a completely
different Ane of work that they might need some small training
for.

Even the simpleit services like job search, which is a valuable
toolyou know, yog can skew those figures. The question is,
whether any meaningful number of dollars are being spent for
training.

Do you have a reflection on that?
Mr. Guaann. You know, we do a tremendous ^mount to discour-

age the skilled and trained le who are 65 from working. We
almost let them think that are to be cart 'side, that they are
not productive any longer, s that they can j 1st wait out the re-
mining twilight years and wait for the grim reaper to come.

The fact is that many of these people have a great deal to give to
society. You know, they have livel through the good times and bad
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times. They understand life. They have raised their families. They
have fought for their country. These people bring to the table a tre-
mendous amount of knowledge and background.

Wecay when.you're,65 for every 42.00 you earn you have to give
$1.00 of Sonial Security back. So, we encourage them not to w ork.
Then after 70 th.iy can go.back on the rolls again.

Our laws are counterproductive. We should want to have the
strength and. energy and talent of our older Americans. There are
many societies in the ,fare of this earth that respect age as an age
of wisdom where they can beach And be leaders in their communi-
ties, as in Chine and places in Asia. We -seem to cast our eeniors
aside.

I think it's wrong. I think it's not only morally, but it's
counterproductive economically. Some of the udges in our Su-
preme Court- are in their 80ss S'ome of -the peop e that have made
great.contributicns have been in,the 70s and 80s. I have a mother
who is 89 and, God bloodier, she is the most productive woman I
know.iShe is far from being in her twilight. She is a very energetic

I think that orar laws should work so that we get the production
and the productivity, and the drive that many of these people have.
Some of.them are ill. If they can't work, then we have Social Secu-
fit-T, But I think we should alter many of our laws and put these
people to workif not in day care centers and hospitals, then in
other .places where they can give their life and their love and their
exttrznricieanto making our society a better society.

Ktamocz. I agree with you. We don't have to look
very, very far to see people who are outstanding individuals who
are still contributing past that age of 65. I think I can look a very
short ways to my left.

[Laughter.]
GUARINI. Everybody looks at the Chairman right now. Well,

how you want to handle that is up to you.
Chairman harnwaz. Well, I'll give him the opportunity nnw.

Chairman Hawkins.
Mr. HAWKINS. This, obviously, is one of the undecided provisions.

Obviously if you just look at me, you would know that I would not
discriminate against older workersnot want to.

Some of the facts seemed to Mdicate that some change was
needed now. Maybe we can argue that out. If I were on the Appro-
priations Committee, for example, trying to acknowledge the extra
amount that this committee hopes to give, and I looked at the ex-
penditure percbatagee, that the three percent older workers set"
aside really has not been used.

Now, that would argue against ihcreased funding in the current
setting of a very fiscal minded Congrees. Either the states have not
done a good ,job or else the money wasn't needed. We have attempt-
ed to deal with ihat issue so as to be imminently fair.

Under the three percent, what we've done is we've tried to redi-
rect it from the state level to the SDA level where there could ac-
tually be more money available and the older workers could be
better identified and served. I'm not saying that we have come up
with the correct solution. I am simply trying to give the rationale
of why we felt it was needed.
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Now, we've had individuals say to us that inat's true in the past
but it's going to be much better in the future.

Mr. Guaium. Mr. Chairman, Title II-A--
Mr. HAWKINS. FIR only saying why we have made some changes.
Mr. GUASINI. Right.
Mr. HAWKINS. You seem to differ with that.
Mr. Guaan.n. Well, there is one thing that we may have lost

sight of. It's the fact that many seniors don't want to work full-
time. If we make Title II-A full-time and part-time, then we will
cover all our bases. There is no reason why we can't. That would be
the easiest change to make.

I know of many seniors that want to work in my district I have
a rather aging district. I think it's lamentable that we don't give
them the opportunity.

Mr. HAWKINS. Well, that's a matter of local design, not a defect
in what we are attempting to do.

I'm trying to see how we can do both, how we can do what you're
suggesting and at the same time make sure that in the overall pro-
gram that senior citizens, as well as anyone else who needs the
services, obtain them.

Mr. Guaana. See, Mr. Chairman, I don't look at society as pi-
geonhole boxes where we're seniors and youth, and we're middle
age. All of this is intergenerational. All of this should be linked to-
gether. That there should be synergism.

Mr. HAWKINS. Well, now you're making my argument.
Mr. GIANNI. Beg your pardon, sir?
Mr. HAWKINS. You're making my argument.
Mr. GUAIUNI. Yes. There should be synergism.
Mr. HAwxtris. Yes, we should try to do away with the little pi-

geonholes and direct the services to those who need them the most,
whether they are senior citizens or not.

Now, whether or not you carve the jobs in such a way that they
are full-time or part-time is not for us to say really at the Federal
level. Our job is to give some diacretion at the local level for that to
be done.

Mr. CUARINI. But if we don't want to put them into pigeonholes,
then we can say Title II-A should be full-time and part-time, and
then you've covered everything.

Mr. HAWKINS. Well, have you seen the language we have in the
other JTPA bill, H.R. 2039? If you would look at that language and
recommend this, or whatever language you care to, we are anxious
to have the input. I can assure you that this bill, H.R. 2039, is not
going to be reported out py the committee tomorrow.

Mr. GUARINI. AB it if). No.
Mr. HAWKINS. We intend to hold some additional hearings on

H R. 2039, if need be. I am meeting this week with the Secretary of
Laborand I'm sure that she's going to have some suggestions. AB
a matter of fact, the Administration's bill takes somewhat the
same direction that H.R. 2039 takes. So, I think we are deciding
the issue really for both the Executive Branch as well as the Con-
gress.

I'm open-minded and this issue is important. But, as I say, I
don't like to have to defend, before the Appropriations Committee,
what we recommend when we set aside some money and then it
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isn't being used. It deprives other groups of the money and it's
unfair it seems to me. I don't think unfairness helps anyone.

I'm open to suggeetions.
Mr. Gummi. rthink we can encourage the governors to develop/

programs. The senior citizens are really the key, as I *se it. Pat
Schroeder and I have a billand I think the Chairman may be an
original sponsor of itto develop more dal: care centers throsghout
the countzy. That's one of our most crying needs that we
what to do with our young children when their mother and father
are gone to work, and how are they being properly taken care of.

The answer lies in the 80 million people that are pst sitting in a
chair doinci nothing and wanting to do ',something. That's the pity
of it all. Now, we could change the language so that their work
habits could be included into Title II-A. All we have to say is that
it be full or part-time, as I understand it.

If they're not doim it, the governors aren't developing programs,
perhaps leadership thould come from Washington that we should
encourage them to develop these intergenerational programs be-
cause I think we are. dividing our generations too -much and we
should have a need for more synergism between all the generations
so that we have a fluidity within our society.

Mr. HAtwangs. I understand we could consider that if we folded
the older workers program into II-A and made modifications in II-
A. We'll give some consideration to that.

Mr. GIJARINI. Thank you, sir.
Mr. Hammel Hopefully that may give us another cpportunity.
Thank you.
Chairman MARTINRZ. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mt. HAWKINS. Thank you.
Chairman MARTINEZ. Mr. -Gnarini, we'll afford you the option

now of taking care of any other business you have or joining the
panel in asking some of the questions that you may have of some of
the panel members.

Mr. Gthuurn. I'm here and I'll stay. I'm interested in this sub-
ject.

Chairman MKRTINEZ. All right. Why don't you join us here then.
You can be an ex-officio member of the panel and ask questions ofthe

Mr. Gumum. Oh, I could stay at the table.
Chairman MARTINEZ. All right.
Mr. Gumula. But I appreciate being avited to the committee.
Chairman MwaziNzz. Very good. Tht I. we'll continue with the

panel and then we'll ask the questions. I know -you want to get a
chance to answer them. One of the questions I have prepared for
you will cover just that, as far as what the studies show end what
they don't.

Just let me say that I've heard the same remarks made before
about the xlislocated worker program, whether the monies were
being fully .used. That was the reason to cut back the appropriation
of funding.

Well, it wasn't being used because people didn't consider how the
money was contracted for and when at was due and payable, anti a
lot of other reasons. It goes back to the same thing.
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You know, with figures you can do anything you want and prove
any case you want. But on the other id& of the coin too is that if
o'als understood that the monies are there and what they're to
be used for, and those officials take the initiative and the innova-
tion of creating the programs that will best utilise those monies,
then there is plenty of use for it.

In fact, the whole JTPA is only reaching about three percent of
the ellgihle population. So I mtiM make the argument to the Ap-
propriations Committee that when we don't want to do something
we find some statistics to indicate why we shouldn't run aprogrum
when in actuality what we ought to be , much as Congress-
man Guarini has said, is to encourafe .)i w with that responsi-
bility to use the money because it is sorely needed out there. In
other words, single out poor management, but don't punish the cli-
entele.

With that, we'll go to Ms. Ina Davis.
Ms. DAVIS. Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman and Mr. Hawkins. I

am Ina Davis, Associate Director of Medishare Health Education
Learning Programs. I am accompanied today by a delegation of
older worker graduates of Medishare's child cate prOvider training
program. Also, the other Associate Director of Medishare, Mrs. Ro-
berta Houseman, the instructor of the child care provider program
in Trenton New Jersey., and Ms. Virginia Freezon who is the
former Director of the Urban Women's Center in Trenton, the
place where we housed ou programs.

Each of these ladies is truly exceptional, and each has a story to
tell that goes right to the heart of the effort you are making, Mr.
Chairman, to preserve the right of older workers to meaningful
JTPA participation.

I do hope that you and the other members of the subcommittee
will feel free to speak directly to our graduates in the audience.
They are ready, willing and able to respond to your questions, and
they are the ladies in the smocks.

Medishare conducts training under JTPA throughout the State
of New Jersey principally in the occupational area of geriatric
nursing assistant. For the past year we have also been training
older workers as child day care providers using combined resources
under the Three Percent Older Worker Set-aside Program and the
Title V Older American's Act Senior Community Se Employ-
ment Program.

Mr. Chairman, I know that there has been a sOirited ogue
going on within the House and the Senate Labor Committee with
respect to e propoeed elimination of the three percent worker set-
aside program.

I know that the rationale behind this proposal to eliminate the
set-aside is based on somewhat C. ...inting statistics regarding
utilization of the three percent by the governors during
the early years of JTPA. I understand t this problem has been
substantially corrected in most states and there are strong forces
in the House and the Senate, as well as the Department of Labor,
who favor doing away with the older worker set-aside at the state
lavel and transferring the money into the regular adult training
title at the SDA level.
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If that should happen, older workers will be shut out of the
JTPA program unless your amendment waiving performance
standards fir older workers is adopted.

You can ask anyone of the Medishare graduates who are here
today about the practical realities of getting older and about their
preferences to-work parttime opposett-ta fisll-time employment
You can also ask them about their concerns about wage levels that
might affect their Social Security or jeopardize their eligibility for
important aid programs such as assisted housing.

Since I am a nurse and specialise in geriatric nursing, you could
ask me about the problems of older workers and their preference
for part-time employment. As a matter of fact, I hope you will ask
me a lot of questions about that subject because from what L hear
there are some people in legislative positions who really don't real-
ize that getting older -means changes and about what coneider-
ations must be reflected in programs like -the JTPA sothat we can
encourage participation by older citizens., and keep them produc-
tive.

Mr. Chairman, your amendment on performance standards is
critically important, irrespective of what finally happens on the
older worker set-sside issue. Of course, I would like to see a set-
aside preservedand your hold-harmless funding amendment for
older workers achieves that objective without carving out an actual
seteside-which seems to be eo objectionable to some people.

But if inappropriate JTPA performance standards can be waived
for older workers, there will be both a strong incentive for partici-
pation on the part of older workers and a -strong incentive to pro-
vide services to older workers on the part of JTPA entities.

Older workers need a bridge to the JTPA, not a barrier. You, Mr.
Chairman, together with your cosponsors of H.R. 8266, are the
bridge builders to whom the older workers look with ...ope for a
better future under a new JTPA that recognizes the incalculable
worth of the older Americans.

Mr. Chairman, you can count on the full support of the Medi-
share organization and all of the people that it serves in the State
of New Jersey. Our graduates stand with you and by you in your
efforts to insure t.h.t other low-income older Americans can join
them as empioyed and productive citizens who are filling jobs that
are critically important in modern day America.

Thank you for all the work that you are doing to help older
Americans. Thanks also for the fine work that is being done by Mr.
Jensen and Mr. Adcock of your staff.

Mr. Chairman, the Mshare delegation and I would be very
pleased to respnnd to any questions which you may have, and may
I add that these women traveled four hours on a van from Trenton,
New Jersey. Mr. Martine?. we would love, if you have an opportu-
nity, to meet our delegation and to hear for yourself their stories.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ina Davis foliows:]
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Good afternoon, Mr,. Chairman and Members of the Stbcommittes.

I am Ina Davis, Associate Director of Modishare Swath Education

Learning Program:. I am accompanied today by a delegatiOn of

older worker graduates of Medishare's child day care training

program. Each of theee ladies is truly exceptional -- and %lath of

them has a story to tall that goes right to the heart of the

efforts you are making, hz. Chairman, to preserve the right of

older workers to meaningful JT7 Articipation. I do hope that

you and the other Members of the Subc-mmittee will feel free to

speak directly to our graduates tn the audience. They are ready,

willing and able to respond to your questions.

Modishare conducts training under JTPA throughout the State

of sew Jersey, principally in the occupational area of geriatric

nursing assistant. Tor the past year, tut have also been training

older workers as child day care aides, using combined resources

under the 3% older worker set-aside program and the Title V Older

Americans Act Senior Community Service Employment Program.

Mr. Chairman, I know that there has been a spirited dialogue

going on within the House and Senate Labor Committees with respect

to the proposed elimlnation of the 3% older worker set-aside

program.

I know that the rationale behind the proposal to eliminate
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the set-asiee iv based on somewhat disappointing statistics

regarding utilization of the 3% funding by the governors during

tht, early years of JTPA. I understand that this pr o lem has been

substantially corrected in most states, but there are strong

forces in the House and the Senate, as well as the Department of

Labor, who favor doing away with the older worker set-aside at the

state level and transferring the money into the regular adult

training title at the SDA level.

If that should happen, older workers will be shut out of tLe

JTPA program unless your amendment waiving performance standards

for older workers is adopted.

You can ask any one of the Medishare graduates who are here

today about the practical realities of getting older, and about

the preference of older workers for part-time, as opposed to

full-time, employment. You can also ask them about their

concern about wage levels that might affect their Social Security

or jeopardize their eligibility for important aid programs such as

asslated hovsing.

And, since I am a specialist in geriatric nursing, you czn

ask me about the problems of older workers, and their preference

for part-time employment. As a matter of fact, I hope you will

ask me & _ot of queations on this subject, because from what I

hear, there art, some people in -esponsible legislative positions

who have very little knowledge about the realities of getting
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older, and about what considerations should be reflected in

programs like Use JTPA so that we can mncourage participation

older citizens and keep them p4iactive.

by

Mr. Chairman, your amendment on perfnmence standards is

critically important, irrespective of what finally happens on the

older worker set-aside issue. Of course, I would like to see a

set-aside preserved -- and your hold-harmless funding amendment

for older workers achieves that objective without carving out

an actual set-aside which seems to be so objectionable to some

people. But if inappropriate JTPA performance st ndards can be

waived for older workers, there will be both a strong incentive

for participation on the part of older workers, and a strong

incentive to provide services to older workers, on the part of

JTPA entities.

Older workers need a bridge to the JTPA, not x t.avrier.

And you, Kr. Chairman, together with your cosponsors of H.R. 3266,

are the bridge builders to whom older workers look with hope for

a better future under a new JTPA that recognizes the incalculable

worth of older Americans.

Kr. Chairman, you can count on the full support of the

Medishare organization and all of the people that it serves in the

State of New Jersey. Our graduates stand with you and by you in

your efforts to ensure that other low-income older Americans can

join them as employed and productive citizens who are filling jobs
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that are critically important in modern day America. Thank you

for all the work that you are doing to help older Americans -- and

thank you, too, for the fine w_Irk that is being done by Mr. Jensen

and Mr. Adcock of your staff.

Mr. Chairman, the Medishare delegation and I would be very

pleased to respond to any questions that you may have.
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Chairman MARTIN/Z. Thank you, Ms. Davis. Is that pronounced
Ms. Obelleiro? Is that Spanish?

Ms. Ouumno. Yee, it is. It's Spaniah right by Portugal so my
family identifies with being Spanish. But I think Obelleiro is a
name common to that.

Chairman Maximsz. I was trying to pronounce it as an Italian
name, and I get those all messed up, as Frank can tell you. Go
ahead.

Ms. Oazuziso. My name is Alice Obelleiro and I'm with the
New Jersey Division on Aging. I want to thank you, Chairman
Martinez, and Congressmen Hawkins and Guarini for enaNing me
to come to represent my division. I'm with the Department of Com-
munity Affairs, Division on Aging, and I'm the project coordinator
for the Older Americans Act, Senior Community Service Employ-
ment Program.

We have the statewide program and we also receive funding
from the National Council on the Aging. I'm very proud to say that
many of the older workers that are in this room were enrollees onour p d they are now our success stories because they
were era:a:

anmove

on into what we call unsubsidized employment.
It was largely thanks to what I call formal training that was pro-
vided by the Job Training Partnership Act.

I think that with Medishare and the Union City Day Care Train-
ing Center these were prime examples of where we were coordinat-
ed and communicating together and we tried to work with all
levels of government to make this work.

In New Jersey the governor is advocating the concept of lifelong
learning. If we do not have what we call formal training for the
older workers, then they will not be able to become part of the
workforce of the future in New Jersey and in the United States.
So, if emphasis is not placed on them in the Job Training Partner-
ship Act, we feel that they might be lost in the shuffle and that
programs will not be designed to try to meet their needs, which are
different than some of the younger groups.

We look forward to a new JTPA because we know in some ways
the old one did not work, and we don't like to think that the it's
the old JTPA but more that it was in transition. That it was a new
concept and it had to be looked at.

I think that some of the changes are good, but we don't want the
older worker to be forgotten in this. We fell that if it's mandated, if
coordination is mandated on the state and local service delivery
area levels, that we will be able to do our job more effectively,
which, of course, would be to train our older workers, our mature
workers, to get jobs.

Many of the jobs require at least a seventh grade reading level.
A lot of our people, they need the training, the current training, in
order to achieve that.

In New Jersey there is a very pressing issue, as is there through-
out the United States. There are many older workers and at the
turn of the century there is a vast increase. Many employers will
want the mature worker. But in our dynamic kind of world, we
have to prepare for that. I think that's what the changes in the
JTPAI think that's what we're all trying to work towards.
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We support your amendments to the Job Training Partnership
Act, and we just want to point out that one of the barriers and dis-
incentives that we had working with the local JTPA people was
that the performance stuadard was very harsh became many of
our older workers choose to work part-time. So, the local level
people were hesitant to work with them because they were not able
to meet their performance standards.

You can't bkme them because I know there's great pressure. I
know in our particular senior employment program there is a lot of
pressure on us to make our performance so that we can receive the
money and help the other workers that might be harder to em

So, I know that if the performance standards were chançed we
would be able to serve more older workers, and I think you si see a
lot more of their number in the use of the money for the fimding.
So, we do support that.

We also support the formalization of the coordination with the
State Unit on Aging. Of course, that's our unit. It enables our
group to do our job more effectively. As I said before, of the people
that are in this room, many of the older worken would not be here
if we were not able to work together with the local people and the
training provider.

I think programs have to be marketed to the older worker, but
they have to also be developed for the older worker. That's where
we feel that there should be special emphasis for the mature
worker in the Job Training Partnership Act. So, the New Jersey
Division on Aging wants to commend you on the amen'''. tsiits that
you are submitting for the JTPA.

We want to also point out and submit this for the testimony, that
the National Institute on Aging in the U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services recommlnds to older workers that they not be
afraid to explore part-time job opportunities. As I told you before, I
would say the majority of our mature workers, especially after the
age of 65, choose to work part-time. So, the removal of the perform-
ance standard I think would show that many of them would take
part in JTPA because, as I said before, this concept of lifelong
learning is very important.

Thank you for allowing me to make my presentation. I would be
available for any questions. I would like to also have my testimony
submitted for the committee.

[The prepared statement of Alice M. Obelleiro follows:]
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Employment for an older worker is one of the best vehicles for
achieving a positive self-Image. In the State of New Jersey during
1944 three percent (1%) of the State's approximately 4 million work
force or 117,000 residents age 63 years and older held full and
part-time jells.

To better utilise an older work force, mploymnt and training
programs must be based on a sound understanding of the changes
occurring in OUT economy. Work force policies traditionally in the
United States had been widely influeaced by the pressure for what
appeared to be an endless supply of young workers. Two factors have
more recently Wens apparent that the work force policies for the
latter half of the twentieth century and the twentyfirst centur) must
reflect:

1) The longevity of the worker which has dramatically
increased since 1950; and

2) the dwindling supply of the age group from 16 to 24
as a source. (See attached chart.)

The current tme.csis on employing the mature worker has brought
about philosophical and procedural changes in government funded Income
maintenance programs for the mature economically disadvantaged worker.
The Older Americans Act Title V Senior Community Service Employment
Program since 1910 has emphasised the employability of the older worker
in all public, private, buciness, industrial, and governmental
endeavors.

In New Jersey the programs which can be identified as a:reins older
workers are:

1) The Older Americans Act Title V Senior Community
Service Employment Program uith nine diverse providers
of service;

2) The Job Training Partnership Act Three Percent Older
Worker Set-aside Programs; and

1) PROJECT RESOURCES in two of Neu Jersey's community
colleges. The thrust of this program is to provide
employment placement to people ago SS and over. The
distinguishing feature of this program is its
emphasis on the older worker without regard to
financial need.

(1)
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Nature worker JTPA program experiemce in New Jersey currently is
primarily is the child day care field with represeetatlon is tee
urban/sihurbas cousties sit of a Wel of twenty-one. In each f
these experiences a partnership between the JTPA aseacy, the USW
Title V Programs sad the training provider coatributed to its success
in terms of finding mployment for its participants and tilde**
develepmest.

Establishias ea ongoing *opal portnership between the Job
Training Partnership Act soli the Older Americans Act Title V Senior
Community Service Employment Prograa has produced positive results is
New Jersey. These results were achieved when comsideratien was given
to the target pepulatievi. The seeds of the senior population are
just as diverse as any ether age group. However, there sre certain
chatacteristics that are valid wilts handling say group of sealers:

1) The fear of not being able to learn after s long
absence from formal training;

2) The fear of not being able to succeed at the training;

3) Absorbing the latest technologies) changes vven in
job that they previously held; and

4) The fear of not beim able to compete with the other
umbers of the work force.

One of the elements that can help overcome ome of those problems
is in the initial design asd sarketing of the progress. le New
Jersey we have been successful in several instences when the Private
Industry Councils, the JTPA administrative agencies, and the Older
Americans Act Title V Senior Community Service Employment Programs
established open cossumication and consultation to meet the precise
needs of this particular group.

The proposed elimination of the JTPA 3% Set-aside Program has
caused the N.J. Division on Asing much concern as this special
emphtris on the mature worker whom coupled with the services
available through The Older Americans Act Title V Senior Community
Service Employment Program has enabled the mature worker to enter the
labor force with viable skills.

(2)
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V. wish to avoid the loss of this very iaportant element of tho
Job Training Partnership Act. It is free this standpoint that we
advocate the followill policies:

1. !Lineation of a set-side policy and program;

2. Specific leaves. to insure service to older workers,
should that set-eside be lost;

3. Retention of the SS. eligibility guidelines to insure
ths strongest possible coordination with Title V OAA;

4. Nsndatod representation of older worker advocates on
the State JTPA 'Wards;

S. A stromger connection to the older worker nytwork st
both stte and local (SDA) levels;

6. The continued urging of strong JTPA/Title V OAA
Coordtnetion t a planning and implementation level; and

To better meet the special needs of the older worker
we also propose that the JTPA 34 Set-aside Program
provide for an opportunity for those individuals who
have not been successful in locating unsubsidited
employment to be linked to the Title V OAA Proves.
Consideration also needs to be given to the alteration
of the JTPA unsubsidined placement standard to include
part-tine oeploynent as an allowable performance
objective.

In New Jersey, as throughout the nation, JTPA involvement by
older workers has been under the 3% Governor's set-aside program.
Since the total funding available in any given year under the 34
progran represents a small portion of overall JTPA funding; it is
natural to wonder why more older Anericans are not served under Title
11-A which has significantly higher funding levels. The reason
for this disproportiwnste NA041!leorpsentation by older workers in
the JTPA participant populatiorris (hat Title Il-A porfornance
standards do not take into consideration the fact that msny older
workers, particularly those 60 years of age and older, prefer
pert-tine work as opposed to the full-time enployment required by the
Title 11-A performan:e standard. This preference for pert-time work
reflects the realities of the aging process which I am sure I do not
have to detail for tnis Committee.

(3)
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In addition to their preference for part-time work, many low-income
older individuals are concerned about wage levels which might
jeopardise their Social Security retirement intone or their continued
eligibility for such important aid as assisted housing. The prograa's
local job developwrs have to conduct pre-earollment briefings for the
older worker trainees to roes ure then that their SCSLP stipends sould
mot adversely affect their Social Security retiresent income.

Additionally, the JTPA Title Il-A perforsance standard relative to
wage at entered nploysent is often at a level which Intuit adversely
affect Social Security retkcesent intone, and gnislf imps I eligibility
for assisted housing sad other benefits importiiiiirto low-incase older
Alsericafts. Purthersots, wage levels dictated through the Title I1.&
performance standards maks it almost tspossible to link the Title V
Older Maritime Act Senior Cemmunit) Service Employient Program with
the JTPA, because the maximum amount of the hourly stipend that can be
paid under the Senior Community Service Employment Program is $1.35.

In direct response to the obstacles created by the Title II-A
performance standards, organisations interested in sponsoring older
worker training progress have saturally gravitated to the 31 set-aside
for older worker progress. gut both the House and Senate Labor
Committee bills, H.R. 2030 and S. 543 respectively, eliminate the 11
program, an4 transfer that funding into the regular II-A training titleat the local SDA level.

Although both H.R. 2039 and S. 343 contain language which
encourages the coordination of Title V Older Americens Act prograes
vith the JTPA, it is sy view that this coordination will be virtually
impossible with the cu-rent performance

standards applicable overall to
participants under Title II-A.

And, even though both bills encourage local JTPA Seivice Delivery
kress to continue to provide training services to older workers, the
TAtle Il-A performance standards requiring full-time employment afterjob training at wages which definitely exceed those authorized under
SCSEP babe already demonstrated their effectiveness as a deterrent to
JTPA participation by older individuals. In point of fact, these
inappropriate Title lI-A performance standards constitute a
disincentive to able-bodied low-incooe older Asericans who might
otherwise be interested in JTPA training for meaningful part-titeemployment in jobs.

(4)
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Ne at tho New Jersey Department of Conaunity Affairs, Division on
Aging, want to commen4 you for including language providing for a
waiver of performance standards for older workers, including those
participating in coordinated Title V OAA/JTPA training activities. The
asendments you propose in H.A. 3266 "The Work Force 2000-Job Training
Partnership Act Amendments of 1919" to significantly enhance the
effective coordination of Title V Older Americans Act programs with the
JITA programs and we support your efforts on this behalf.

This concludes my testimony, Mr. Chairman. I would bo happy to
respond to any questions that you or the other members of tho Connittee
may have on ways in which coordination, comalunicatf^ and cooperation
can become an integral part of both JTPA and the Oloer Americans Act
Senior Coanunity Service Enployment Program.

94S9A
(5)
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Chairman MARTINEZ. Let me announce that all of the written
testimony that we receive will be entered into the record in its en-
tirety, and we have appreciated your summarizing those testimo-
nies.

Thank you, Ms. Obelleiro.
Ms. Dana Berry.
Ms. BERRY. Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman, and members of the

committee. I am Dana Berry, Project Director of Union City Day
Care, and I very much appreciate the opportunity that you have
extended to me to comment on the older worker provisions of
Chairman Martinez' legislation, H.R. 3266.

I have been accompanied to this hearing by three graduates of
the Union City Day Care's paraprofessional child care training pro-
gram, Ms. Hilda Martinez, M.s. Criselia Perez and Mr. Nick
Pappas. Each of them have interesting stories to tell about their
training and their subsequent experiences in working with our
children in our programs. They would be interested in answering
any of your questions and sharing some of their stories.

In order to conserve time today, I respectfiilly requeac that I be
permitted to submit a written statement for the record of this hear-
mg, which I have, and that will then make my presentation very
brief.

Chairman Martinez, you and our very distinguished Congress-
man Frank Guarini, are regarded, quite frankly, as the champions
of low-income older workers in our community in Hudson County,
New Jersey 'because you have taken the legislative action to ensure
that low-income Americans who are 55 years of age and older are
not shut out of the JTPA systems.

I hope I can do this with some flourish. When my family, the
Union City Day Care family, found out that we were coming down
to testify today, an effort was made between the children and our
older workers. This says, "Viva Congressman Martinez." You will
find that this is a combination work between our children at the
day care center. In English and in Spanish you will find some of
the written testimoniee of our graduates and what this program
has meant to their lives.

As director of the day care program, I can on' tell you that it
has enriched our educational program in ways that are simply
magical.

Chairman Mairrixzz. Thank you very much.
MS. BERRY. I will give this to you.
Chairman MARTINEZ. I appreciate that. I'll read the English and

I'll have Barry translate the Spanish for me.
[Laughter
Mr. hAwziNs. i nk it should be reversed. Let me do the Span-

ish and you do the English.
MS. BEERY. Sounds good to me.
Mr. Gumma. If they were truly good politicians, it would 1,ave

had Mr. Hawkins name on it also.
Ms. BMW. We're learning. Remember, we're workinti
Chairman MARTINEZ. That's at tomorrow's hearing, right?
MS. BERRY. Yes, right. For you. You just hang on there.
Chairman MARTINEZ. Okay.

OLPr
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MS. BURY. You invite us to your hearings and we will do some-
thing magically special.

Your older worker amendments, Chairman Martinez, will sub-
stantially improve coordination between the Title V Older Ameri-
cans Act and the JTPA and will indeed provide local SDAs withnot only the incentive, but the means to serve able-bodied low-
income citizens over the age of 55 who want to remain productive
and who want to supplement their limited Social Security end
other retirement incomes with a modest amount of earnings from
flexible part-time employment opportunitisa

For nearly two years the Union City Dal, Care Program has been
operating a highly successful paraprofessional child care tzaininq
program for older workers. This is a coordinated program which
combines t:ie JTPA and the Title VI Older Americans Community
Service Employment Program.

So far, 126 older workers, ranging in age from 55 to 82 years of
age, haw giaduated from our comprehensive program and they are
employed in child care jobs and positione throughout Hudson
County. Of the 126 who have graduated, 70 percent are really in
work-related programs at this time.

We have lost track of one percent because they have moved and
we haven't been able to fmd out if they're working or not, and 37
percent have left in part because of health reasons or family con-
eiderationsliterally takb 'T care of their children at home, their
grindchil0:4n rt homen-.J because of the SSI, the Social Securit3
income limitations which r-as addressed last week during testimo-
ny.

Our program has rece;,-, national media attention, which, of
course, we are delighted grith as we understand how this begins to
focus on the needs of young children, the fact that we need to pro-
vide for our youth as they go into the labor force. We need to pro-
vide wonderfully high-qui: .-,v caring places to take care of the
young workf rce's children.

So, my q- -,tion has become very recently who is going to take
care of the children because the youth of ou. country, who then
become the young parents of our country, are not interested in
goinv into positions in early childhood ix4ucation for a myriad of
reaso. But our older worker community, many of whom are re-tired and have worked either with children in teaching positions,
or have certainly had experiences as a mother or as an aunt and
are now grandparents, are just delighted to be able to come back
and serve as teacher assistants in our early childhood programs.

So, in part we're beginning to find a partial solution to the labor
shortage that we have when we ask the question of who is going to
take care of our children since we need to have our young worke
going into other fields to take care of our industrial and corporatv
American. I think we're beginning to see that this intergenera-
tional approach is indeed multifaceted and multi-leveled.

I would like to share with the subcommittee a visual essay for
your review that is worth more than the words that I ca., give youtoday. This La a composite of TV neweciips about our senior day
co,e program where you actually see the seniors and the young
ones working together. When you see the videotape, you will hear
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a news commentator as, "Wir aren't there hundreds of programs
like this around the country?'

Well, the answer to that tine really is qui' e km*.
te performance standara older the replier JTPraga

Title, Title II-A, mix. t im de to link the
JTPA with the Title V 01 ler ..mencans Act r Community
Service Employment Prograo.

These performence standards require full-time work at wage
levels that adversely affect Social Security recipients and they po-
tentially imperil the of the low older income Americans
for important aid to programs.

I really have to do a sell job to some of our older workers to
assure them that their assistance in Social Security in
housing assistance and food stamps will not be jeopsrdlied. Even
when I pull out some of the laws and the statute wording and give
it to them, they are still not quite sure that what I am saying is
really true. I ask them to give a leap of faith here, which they do,
and then they are able to join the programand their lives are en-
riched. So are ours.

Because of the conflict between the Title B-A JTPA performance
standards and the Title V OAA regulations, at the Union City Day
Care Program and the Hudson County Division of Employment and
Training we had to change our program in midstream and we had
to trade training dollars with a neighborirg SDA.

I can assure you, were it not for the commitment of Mr. Ed
Ferley, the Executive Director of the Hudson County JTPA Pro-
gram and Hudson County Office of Training and Employment, our
126 senior child care paraprofessionals would not be working today.
He was willing to take the extra mile. Our program in our commu-
nity would t.hen have lost some of the most productive and dedicat-
ed workers.

Most JTPA programs do not have administrators like Ed Ferley
who practically had to stand on his head to make the Title V com-
ponent of our training program fit with JTPA. Most of the direc-
tors would simply shrug and say, "Well, I guess we can't do any-
thing to help the older workers because it's just too complicated."
Ed thdn't stand on his head; he just shook his head, scratched his
head and said, "Well, let's figure something out," and we did.

One of the figuring outs was was having Mr. Nick Pappas, who is
not eligible became of his retirement income, fall through the
windowthat was the term that we used. You might want to dis-
cuss what made Nick want to "fall through the window" to go
through this training, to volunteer his time in a day care center.

Mr. Chairman, by introducing your amendments you have sent a
very clear signal to the JTPA community furl to the Nation that
older workers are important and that they deserve the opportuniV
to remain productive citizens through modest trLining that will
qualify them for jobs that need to be done to help solve the press-
ir problems of our contemporary American society.

care is juet one such need. We all can think of many more.
In his testimony before the House Select Subcommittee on Retire-
ment Income and Employment Mayor Robert Menendez proposed
the creation of a national service corps for senior Americans under
which older Americans would be encouraged to help this country
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meet our pressing social needs in an era of ever-tightening budget-
ary constraints.

Through your amendments, Mr. Chairman, this imaginative pro-
posal really could become a reality because .ITPA could be trans-
formed into the vehicle which harnesses America's untrapped re&
ervoir of older worker talent, ability and commitment, and with
very little added bureaucratic controls.

Thank you for recognizing the very legitimate needc of older
workers, Mr. Chairman, and thank you too for the excellent staff
work that has preceded your legislation. All of the older workers of
the Union City Day Care Program join me in expressing heartfelt
appreciation for your leadership. Of course, Mr. Chairman, I would
be delighted and my team would be delighted to answer any ques-
tions you or the committee might have.

[The prepared statement of Dana Berry follows..]
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TESTIMONY OF DANA W. BERRY
BEFORE THE HOUSE SUBCOMMITTEE ON EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

WASHINGTON, D.C. - SEPTEMBER 19, 1989

Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman and distinguished Members of the

Subcommittee. I am Dana Berry, Project Director of P. Union

City, Hew Jersey Day Care Program. I very much appreciate the

opportunity that you have so graciously extended to me to comment

on the older worker provisions of Chairman Martinez' legislation,

H.R. 3...6. I have been accompanied to this !miring by three

graduates of UCDCP's paraprofessional child day cars training

program for older workers -- Ms. Hilda Martinez, Ms. Crisolia

Peres and Mr. Nick Pappas, who would be very pleased to reupond to

any questions that you or the other Members of the Subcommittee

may have regarding their training and their work in the child day

cars field.

Older workers have been the magic ingredient in our child day

cars program in Union City, which currently serves 235 children

between the ages of six months and six years in two non-profit

child day care centers and a home-based satellite infant care

program supervised by UCDCP. Our young clients are principally

from lce-income Hispanic families.

UCDCP's child day cart program is one of only eleven programa

in the State of New Jersey accredited by the National Academy of

Early Childhood Programs, the accreditation branch of the National

Association for the Education of Young Children. I might note

that the UCDCP program is also the only multi-site, multi-cultural

-1-
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program in the State of New Jersey to 'Imre received NAECP-accredi-

te ion.

Since February of 19$11, UCDCP has been engaged in a coopera-

tive partnership ffort with the State of New Jersey Division cn

Aging, the Rudson County Division of Employment and Training and

the Hudson Courty Private Industry Council, through which low-

income individuals 55 years of age and older, principally Hispan-

ic, have been trained by UCDCP as paraprofessional child day care

teaching assistants.

To date, 126 older workers ranging in age from 55 to $2 years

of age have completed the training program, which consists of both

a classroom training component and a follov-up trainirg component

of up to six months of DCDCP-supervised work experience at SCSEP

child day care work sites. The average age of our graduates to

date is 65 years.

The classroom training component itself consists of 160 hours

of instruction conducted over an eight-week period. The curricu-

lum is based upon a theoretical framework consisting of the Hawaii

Developmental Scale for Early Childhood, together with daily

practicum experiences that are tied directly into the classroom

lectures on early childhood education theory. Further, there are

daily c7essroom arsignments during which i .ainees have ,n oppor-

tunity to practice what they are learning on a very concrete 1. val

-- working directly with the children. The trainees also spend

-2-
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time in each of the various age-level classrooms so that the

trainees experience the difrerent stages of young children's

growth ahd development. During the classroom training ;hese, our

participants receive a stipend of $3.35 per hour for up to twenty

hours per week, paid directly to them by the Title V Older Ameri-

cans Act Senior Community Service Employment Program.

Following the completion of classroom training -- with a

graduation ceremony complete dith cap and gown and keynote

speakers -- the trainees receive up to six additional months of

UCDCP-monitored work experience training in public and private

non-profit child day care centers and after-school programs which

have been pre-approved by UCDCP with respect to program caliber,

workplace quality, and their commitment to hire the trainee or

trainees for non-subsidized teaching assistant positions within

six months of their work experience start date. During this stage

of the program, participants continue to receive their SCSEP

stipend of $3.35 per hour for up to twenty hours per week.

The component of the training program which immediately

follows classroom training is impertant, because it represents a

supervised transition stage during which UCDCP continues to

monitor its graduates to ensure that they are coping successfully

in their new work environment. Remember, that for many of the

older woJters, this stage of the training program represents their

first experience in a formal occupational setting. Up to this

point, they have had the support system of their classmates and

-3-
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instructors. Now, they not only have to function as individuals,

but they also hav to adjust to a new setting and new people.

This may be an easy thing for you and for me, but it can be a

scary proposition for someone who's nearly 70 years old. That's

why we don't classify this stage as actual 'placement*, but

rather, as "work experience for our nw graduates.

I am very pleased to report tha the training model that we

developed has been highly successful in terms of outcomes for the

participants and their community. All of our graduates ar now

working in unsubsidized jobs in child day care and related pro-

grams. They are working in day care centers, in before-school and

after-school programs as teaching assistants, and as home-based

child day care providers for private clients or as part of our

UCDCP satellite infant-care program. And they are going to be an

indispensable resource in our planned Union City Family Education

Center, where they will be employed as teaching assistants to help

teach parenting skills and parent-child education programs to

Hudson County families -- narticularly those transitioning from

welfare to work as part of the State of New Jersey REACH welfare

reform program.

The UCDCP older worker program has generated considerable

media attention, and will be featt.red in Life magazine later this

year.

-4-
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As you can see, Mr. Chairman, there is a lot of good news

coming out of our program. Dut the bad news is that prograMe like

it are almost impossible to replicate under JTPA's current Title

II-A performance standards.

We originally tried to use Title II-A as the funding source

for our classroom training component. But because the Title II-A

performance standards do not recognize the part-time employment

and $3.35 per hour wage that is required under the Title V Senior

Community Service Employment Program, the Hudson County Division

of Employment and Training was denied placement credit for our 68

original graduates.

For our second training program, the Hudson County Division

of Employment and Training sought a waiver by the State JTpA

office of the Title II-A standards. And, HCDET alternatively

sought 3% older worker set-aside funds for the program in the

event that the State JTPA office did not wish to grant a waiver of

the Title 1I-A performance standards. Both requests were turned

down by the State JTPA office. So in order to get funding for the

classroom training component of UCDCP's second training prograr,

the Hudson County Division of Erployment and Training was forced

to negotiate a trade of fund-nq with a neighboring SDA that had

been awarded 3% set-aside funding under New Jersey's competitive

allocation methodology.

-5-
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Mr. Chairman, I Wieve that the problems that we encountered

in trying to link JTPA Title II-A with the Title V Older Americans

Act SCUP program probably mirrors what other organizations an*

SDAs around the country have encountered. No wonder there ar so

few older workers served under Title II-A. And no wonder that so

many older worker organizations are expressing groat concern about

the proposed elimination of the 31 set-aside program for older

workers.

Mr. Chairman, your amendment requiring yaiver of STPA perfor-

mance standards for older workers is essential to ensure that the

special needs and preferences of older workers for part-time work

are fully reflected in the statute. Your amendment will also

ensure that the JTPA system does not ignore the concern that has

been voiced by countless older individuals who fear that the wage

levels re;uired by the current Title II-A performance standards

will adversely affect their Social Security pensions and their

continued eligibility for important aid programs such as assisted

housing.

Mr. Chairman, I also commend you for your amendment requiring

the JTPA State Joh Training Coordinating Council to include a

representative of the State older worker unit. As I learned

through my own experience, the State older worker unit is often

overlootli, ty-passed or ignored by the Sta.e JTPA oifice. Your

amendment will significantly enhance coordination between the JTPA

and Title V Older Americans Act programs.

-6-



Mr. Chairman, on behalf of all the older workers in the Union

City Day Care Program, I thank yrn very much. Your amendeents

will not only improve the JTPA statute, but will also improve the

chance for countl-ss older Americans to remain productive through

appropriate training and part-time work. Your amendments will

also help countless communities around the country to utilize

their JTPA program more effectively so that America's great

untapied resource -- its older citizens -- can be nlisted in our

national effort to expand the availability of competent and

affordable child day care, to provide tutoring and counseling for

school-age children, to provide literacy training for youth and

adults, to help in the war against drugs through education pro-

grams for children and youth, and to serve as mentors and coun-

selors to youth and adults who have had no positive parental role

models in their ltves.

This conclucles my testimony, Mr. Chairman. Both I and the

UCDCP training program graduates that I have already introduced to

you would be deliohted to respond to any questions that you or the

other Memberu of the Subcommittee may have about the role that

older workars are so effectively performing in the Union City Day

Care Program.

-7-
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Chairman RTINEZ. Thank you very much, Ms. Berry.
On your la-. xlmment, of the unlimited potential for jobs to help

in an ever-weakening infrastructure in local governmentsthey
could 5e trained for all kinds of things. Recreational directon and
just a myriad of directive programs within a local city or county
itself.

One of the things that is troubling to me about this whole situa-
tion, the reluctance of some people to accept this easily and read-
ily, is the fact that we have struggled for two sessions of Congress
now to try to get out a child day care program and we have never
looked at the tremendous potential of retired people out there that
could be trained very easily.

It seems to me that there is a great potential of using these
people in the JTPA training programs themselves to allow young
people the time to take the training to get employed.

It's interesting that you mentioned supplementing their Social
Security. For years in this country we have reminded the senior
that Social Security was not a full retirement, that it would only
supplement, and that they had to do other things to make sure
that they had a livable income when they did retire other than just
the Social Security.

Well, the thing that we never stopped and thotwht about, was
that there were a lot of people in this country who had retirement
because of tho kind of employment they had or because they had
menial jobs that there wasn't much they could do to put awayor
they were raising fam!Les and puttir4 every dollar into the educa-
tion of those families.

So, that Social Security in many cases becomes a total income.
Now, here is a chance, through training these people, to give them
an opportunity to supplement that Social Security, to do exactly
what we realized they must doprovide some other help for them-
selves besides the dependence on that Social Security.

You can go on and on and make the positive arguments, but
you're always going to have people standing on the other side
throwing rocks and trying to determine why we can't or why we
shouldn't carry out older-worker programs. In reality it's foolish
because it's penny wise and dollar foolish. You know, to make
people selfeufficient, we try to pass laws that would change that
whole situation.

In the day care areaI don't know how it is in New Jersey be-
cause I don't live in New Jersey, but in the area that I live in I
know the biggest snwle needthe biggest single needfor young
families is day care. Tile second statement to that is what you said,
quality day care. The kind of care that the parents can go, assured
that their child is being well taken care of and do their jobs, so
they can continue their careers.

I imagine it's the same. way in New Jersey, isn't it? That the
single biggest need is day care? And here you have a lot of people.

Now, you have an acquaintance with day care centers, Ms. Obel-
leiro. Aren't these people natural to be trained to do that?

Ms. OBELLICIRO. Yes. Not all of the older woriwrs, of course,
choose to work in child day care. But we have found that it was
what we call a reproducible experiment. We first went with Union
City Day Care and we coordinated with them in all of the Titie V
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Older Americans Act projects and gave them enrolleeepartici-
pants. They were very successful. They also were very successful at
recruiting people that were interested in getting into child day
care.

Then we thought we'd like to see if this works in another area.
We w ant to the central part of New Jersey. That's in the northern
part of New Jersey by New York city. We went to the central part
of New Jersey, Mercer CountyTrenton--and we got hooked with
the Medishare Group. We were able to find many people that were
interested in that.

I think the main principle behind that was that the local SDA,
JTPA people, the state division on aging, and the local Title V pro-
grams, and the local agencies that work with older people, all got
together to try to m2rket the program and develop the program
around the mature worker.

I think that's why it was successful, because it was really
thought out. It was thought out on the issues of what would we
have to do for the older worker to get them interested and to make
them want to, and love it- Then we also said, well, what is there a
need for? It was for the day care.

We were able to do that in some other arms with other types of
programs, but not to the extent that we have with the child care
programs.

Chairman MARTINEZ. I think you hit on a key too, what you do
to get older workers interested. Because, you know, someone else
commented on how insecure they are many times, and what they
are going to lose by getting involved in any program. You know,
when you get older wnatever little you have, you're so dependent
on that that you don't want to take any chance or risk of losing
any ground that you may have.

I want to ask Mr. Schulder to get into a couple of things, the
seven percent set-aside versus the three percent. The percentage of
dollars versus the percentage of participation. Then, a little bit on
statistics that you might have compiled as to whether the money is
beMg used, and if it's not being used, how it could easily be used,
and why we have proof that it can be used.

But, before I do thatI hope you'll keep that in mind and I'll
come right back to youI'd like to turn to Mr. Bartlett, who is not
a member of the committee, but he's a member of the full commit-
tee. Mr. Bartlett has a very deep and sincere interest in these
kinds of situations. I would ask him if he has any comment or
question.

Mr. BARTLETT. Mr. Chairman, I do have a question. First. I have
a comment for the panel on how well prepared you are. I'm quite
impressed with your testimony and what you Jo in your own state.

I want to focus on the question of set-asides and pursue your tes-
timony that in your judgment we ought to continue to set aside for
older workers.

If the Cmgress were to choose to not have a set-aside in JTPA,
would your state continue your successful job training plan? Would
it be expanded in any way, or would it be discontinued at the state
and local level if we were to not mandate a set-aside from the Fed-
eral level? Ms. Obelleiro?

23-356 0 - 90 - 3
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Ms. Ossumito. Okay. Can I answer that? I'm Alice Obelleiro,
Project Director from the SCSCP Program in New Jersey.

I would say that unless the coordination was mandated then it
would probilly not be as strong a link as it could be. That would
be the liey for us, that we would see. That if there was at least
mandated coordination, which really doesn't cost too much to make
that happenI think just the effort of the people involved--then Ithink it would happen and I think the older worker would be
served.

Of course, I would like for there to be funds for the ,fraining _be-
cause I feel that the only way that we could prepare the er
worker would be through the formal training. We don't like to callit that because that's not a good marketing way to get them in-
volved.

We do want the three percent set-aside, but if it had to be re-
moved, then I would say that we would have to mandate the co-
ordination, we would have to try to change the performance stand-
ards for the unsubsidized placement because it would be very hard
for the local JTPA people to want to coordinate with us if our
client poptlation is interested in part-time work and they can only
count the unsubsidized as full-time. We're really not linked tothem.

So, if you could change the performance standard, that would
help us also. It would help in the effort to get them involved.

Mr BA/marr. If we were to eliminate the seteside in order to
keep the older worker training funding, we would have to change
the evaluation of the aesessment to account for older workers as a
successful placement, even though it may be part-time?

Ms. OBILLIIRO. Right, even if it was part-time. Right. And we
would also like that there be mandated coordination toetween the
state unit on aging and the other Title V Older Americans Act
Senior Employment Program and other mature worker agencies
that deal with the older worker.

I think in in New Jersey we were a new member in that
group, so to s So, we were not a full partner yet. I think we've
become that, ut if it was not mandated, I don't know how far that
would go because their time would be spent on other issues, right-
fully because of pressure.

Mr. BARTuerr. A follow-up question to that. On the set-aside do
you see any indication that your three percent set-aside amount
either has or may also, in adffition to being a floor, has it or will it
become also a ceding? That is, the state JTPA councils and the
local PICs, are they satisfied to say, well, the law says that we pro-
vide three percent and we're doing three percent. Even though we
could justify five percent or ten percent, we're going to leb ve it at
three percent. Is there a danger that your floor becomes a ceiling
also?

Ms. OBELLIIRO. I would say there is a danger of that. But in some
counties, especially in Hudson County and Mercer where they have
a lot of experience in working with the mature worker and the
groups, I would say that they would want moreyou know, theywould try to use more than the three percent available to them.

Mr. BAirrizrr. Mr. Chairman, I might also say that the most sig-
nificant thing that this Congress can do, even though it's not iech-
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nically within the jurisdiction of this subcommitteeperhaps we
could incorporate some backdoor way into this bill. The most signif-
icant thing we could do for jobs for senior citizens would be to
repeal the Nimble limitation in the Social Security Act. That is
the principal barrier, and all of the job training in the world does
not get around that barrier.

There have been some recent studies out that have concluded
that in fact repealing the earnings limitation would immure reve-
nue to the Federal Government because of the rather large number
of persons who are deliberately holding their earnings to just below
the $8,400 level.

So, Mr. Chairman, at some point perhaps it wouldbe appropriate
for this subcommittee to consider either a sense of Congress or a
resolution, or some type of mechanism within this bill to at least
demonstrate this subcommittee's support for that.

Mr. Schulder?
Mr. SCHULDZR. Mr. Congressman, may I comment? I don't want

to really sound naive, but the full committee and the Convene is
considering an enormous earmark for youth. Youths, 17. 18, 19, 20
and 21. An appropriate earmark because your finding is that there
are disadvantaged youths throughout the country, rural and urban,
who need services. You found that you can earmark for youtbs.

All we're talking about here is a much, much more modest level
of earmarking of funds for older workers. We already have an ex-
ample of non-earmarking. It's called CETA, Concentrated Employ-
ment and Training Act. It's called the Manpower Development and
Training Act, and many-other programs, where despite advocacy
groups like the National Council on Aging, and others, there was
no earmark

There were moral suasions oi. the law, statements by the Secre-
tary of Labor and governors, and nothing happened. The lastyear
of the CETA program had leas than one percent of participants
over the age of 55. At least now we've driven this up to about seven
percent of all the participants in the adult title over the age of 55.

Before you came here, sir, we were talking about this and in my
testimony I noted that almost three-quarters of all of the partici-
pants in the JTPA program over the age of 56 come through this
tiny three percent set-aside. If you remove that and then only five
percent of all the oi.her participants in the adult program are age
55 and above, there:is no doubtI've administe you
know, to paraphrase a vulgarism of a former President, if you get
them by their set-asides, their minds and hearts will follow.

.tlatitifiVnza. You remember. It's the one way in bureaucracy
responds. Control the funds, give them the mandate, and they'll go
ahead. We all believe it's a good thing so I'm sure they will do that.

I would really suggest that you take a look at the testimony of
the National Council on the Aging. You'll see those charts. Unfor-
tunately, Chairman Hawkins is not here any longer, but his assist-
ant is here. It is true in the first two or three years, with the rest
of the JTPA program, that the older worker set-aside program did

inot use its money. It s now running at the rate of about one and a
quarter the annual allocation. In just a year from now we will have
spent all of the carryover funds from the first two or three years
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that we had all those carryover funds. We've run out of it. We're
running at the rate of about $70 or $75 million a year right now.

It's a successful progrum. It's the incentive for states and local
communities to link in with Title V, EDWAA and private efforts
and move ahead. I don't see why people are so frightened about it.
It works.

I think that it's important that the Department of Labor tak.) a
look at our testimony and the testimony of others and confirm or
rebut that data. We say they're open ling the money. The Chair-
man suggests that the program has not been spending the set-aside
money and that's the main reason it's being dropped. I think there
is every good cause to contin, le the program.

Mr. Barium. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I yield
back.

Cherrnan MARTINZZ. Thank you, Steve. Steve. on the back of the
testimony of Mr. Schulder there is a chart which shows 4he in-
crease in expenditures as the years have gone by. In fiscal year
1989-1990 they are expending 81 perce;-* of the allocation. You can
see the chart there on the back yourself.

Mr. ScHumsa. /f we're wrong, Mr. Chairman, I wish the Depart-
ment of Labor would show that that is incorrect. It's not that easy
to g_ data out of the Departmentyou know, performance data.

Mr. Barruerr. Mr. Chairman, with regard to that chart I do have
one additional question. I confess, Mr. Schulder, I was not here for
your testimony and I've not read it in its entirety.

Is there either on this chart or is there a similar chart available
that demonstrates the number of permanent placements that re-
sulted from each of these allocations by year?

Mr. ScHtrunta. There could be some refinement on that. These
are all just terminations from the program. Most of them are in
fact p'Acements. I would be happy to provide this subcommittee as
quickly as we possibly could that additional data from the Depart-
ment of Labor and the National Governor's Association. Yes.

Mr. Barna Tr. Okay. Mr. Chairman, if we could hold the record
open. I'm not saying that it's not there. I just don't know. I tend to
be more impressed by charts that demonstrate the success as meas-
ured in human lives, as opposed to the success that we are now ex-
pending more of our funds that were allocated to us.

I'm not suggesting that it's not a successful program, but I would
like to see it in numbers also.

Mr. SCHULDaft. one last point, sir. In this room there are a
couple score people who are successful human beings because of
this kind of linkage that has occurred between the Title V program
and the Job Training Partnership Act Program

Mr. BArruerr. I did take note of that.
Mr. ScHumait.--and there are many thousands of others around

the country.
Mr. Baanarr. I did take not.) of that and I believe that that's

rorrect. If we could put it to some numbers, it would be useful for
me.

Chairman MARTIN12. If you can provide that for us, Mr.
Schulder, then we'll make sure as a committee that my staff com-
mittee director, Harry Jentsen directs that to Steve Bartlett and
the other members of the committee.

OJ
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Mr. ScHtnpaz. Thank you. We welcome the opportunity.
chairman Mairrnizz. Thank you, Mr. Bartlett. One of the things

thrt you mentioned just a while agoand you got into some of the
things that I was going to get intois the idea of tat-asides as was
argued by Chairman Hawkinsyou know, that rather than
counter to what Mr. Guarini said about pigeonholing and he'd
rather make it all-inclusive. I don't think we really get away from
pigeonholing when we say that 40 percent of the allocation will
now be diverted to routh.

You have estalished that you need to serve a percentage of
youth or a certain percentage of the dollars need to be used to serv-
ice the youth. You've already done that, and you've just said that
it's a very modest three percent if we were able to be successful in
that.

But for the seniors, the thing I'd Ilke you to address is how we
are so inconsistent that we say we can't do this but we do do this
and how we need to come together. Actually, what's going to make
the pe^ple come together is the successful linking of the programs.
as we've described.

Mr SCHULDKR. It would seem to me that such persons as your-
self, Mr. Chairman, who are championing this cause, we don't have
enough of. I again suggest that when you look at the caseload of
the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, as I mentioned in
the testimony, the great growth in the work of the commission is
ADEA, the Age Discrimination in Employment Act. That's where
more complaints than any other, in terms of the rate of growth,
are being filed.

We just think that the employment and training system in this
country reflects the local labor market. Until things got very tight,
McDonalds wouldn't hire that older worker. When they couldn't
find a young kid because there's two million leen teenagers, sudden,
ly they got some virtue. That's what's been happening, sir.

I think the purpose of the earmarking, the purpose of holding
back funds is to prime pump the system. Once the employment and
training agencies, the vocational trainers, the employers, aee that
older wkers are in fact efficient, willing to learn and can learn,
and are an asset to their program, in fact they will continue this
program. They will continue to involve them.

But, again, if you take a look at the labor market right now, the
labor force, 36 million Americans are over the age of 45 in a labor
force of about 115 million. That's almost a third, Mr. Chairman.
However, if you take a look at the performance information or data
from the Job Training Partnership Act, the proportion of workers
being trained do not show that kind of a proportion in the Job
Training Partnership Act.

All we'r3 saying is that the programs have to regear themselves
to look at the real workforce and the real participant pool in the
communities. They need this stimulation. They need this coercion,
if you will.

As they do it, they become, as in the case of Mercer County, New
Jersey. They see that older workers are an asset, they're easy to
train, the employers want them, the employers hire them and once
they get them they like them. That's all this is.
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If we can continue this kind of earmarking in a significant levelfor the next four or five years, we won't need it in six or seven
years in my view.

Chairman Mumma. Frank, in your experience with the Federal
Government and n Federal programs, if the dollar amount as a
fixed targeted amount were removed, would the service continue at
the current level?

Mr. GUARINI. No, I don't think so. Not at all.
You know, when I said pigeonholing, I was referring, of couree,to the philosophy of bringing the generations together. That thatshould not be our division of p
But you probably have to mtairwarTgling. I agree that you're

right. I imagine that we're still grossly underfunded.
Chairman MARTINEZ. See, that's the problem That when you

make a statement, you know, someone looking to prove the other
side of the coin, that there is another side of the coin, is going to
then jump and say, well, which is inconsistentes I said before.

Mr. GUARMI. But you have to set criteria.
Chairman MARTINEZ. Yes.
Mr. GUAIUNI. Once you set criteria, then you know how muchyou're going to fund to. If you don't have your standards, thenthere is no way of intelligently funding or targeting those pro-graMS.
Chairman MARTINEZ. I maintain that you must target funds to a

particular needy population. I mean, we do it all the time. We rec-
ognize that unless it's done and unless, as you said, the programs
are mandated, it's just not going to happen and you're going to fmd
a lot of people that go unserved and it's really a waste.

Mr. GUAIUNI. But there should be a rhyme and reason if we're
going to get our best value out of our dollar and t.ry to make itstretch as far as we canto know exactly the identity of those
standards. Then put the necessary funds that are available to make
the programs work.

Chairman MARTINEZ. One of the big argumentsMs. Davis?
MS. DAVIS. Mr. Chairman, as indicated in my statement, you will

see that predominantly we train people to be geriatric nursing as-
sistants, but we are training under II-A basically and youth.The reason why we started going into the old.er worker programis because we found that we could train all the youths and all the
single mothers in the State of New Jersey that we had funding for
but who was going to care for their children?

So, you ean expend a lot of money into each areP, but it boils
down to that if their children are not being cared for, they will notseek employment.

Chairman MARTINEZ. Thank you, Ms. Davis. You know, we'vetaken a lot of time with this panel probably because you've got alot to offer and we need it.
I'm going to let the record remain open for two weeks and draw

up some other questions that we'll submit to you in writing. If you
could respond to us, they will be inserted in the record.

With that, rd like to thank the panel and dismiss them.
Mr. GUARINI. If the Chairman would want to ask any questions

as to how the day care centers work and how Union City with theirgood work has worked in this intergenerational problem we have
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and one thing I can say is that our country is beginning to pit gen-
eration against generation in the struggle for the dollarsyra
know, the seniors want catastrophic medicine, the youth wai.;
more programs because they need better job training and the
young don't think there's going to be Social Security out there
when they become senior citizens.

There a a fire that's being fanned by our Federal policies where
one generation is going after and being dissatisfied with what's
happening with the benefits of another generation. I think that
this is very unfortunate, and we saw that in catastrophic methane.

So, if you have any questions at all of these people that have
been brought up from Union City and have worked very closely in
this day care program which Dana Berry and the others have al-
luded to, I do think it would be helpful for the committee to get
some insight as to what they have done. That can be done formally
if you don't want to do it on the record.

I would like you to meet with them and ask some questions to
just see how it wor'-.ed. They took the trouble of coming down here
and I'd like them in give the benefit of their experience to the com-
mittee.

Chairman MARTINEZ. Well, Frank, right after the hearing I will
meet with them and get that. More than that, I would like to ar-
range for a field trip out sometime.

Mr. GUARINI. Right. You're more than welcome. We'll Ire the
red carpet.

Chairman MARTINEZ. Okay.
Mr. GUARINI. You have a gold-plated invitation.
Chairman MARTINEZ. Very good. Thank you. Thank you all.
Our next panel consists of Mr. Norm DeWeaver Washington Rep-

resentative of the Indian and Native American Employment and
Training Coalition in Washington, D.C.; Mr. 7" omas M. Dowd, Ex-
ecutive Director, Native Americans for Coml. ty Action, Flag-
staff, Arizona; Mr. Ron Allen, Tribal Chairman, Jamestown Klal-
lam Tribe, Board, Chair, Western Washington Indian Employment
and Training Program, Tacoma, Washington; and Mr. Randy Ed-
monds, Executive Director, Indian Human Resource Center, San
Diewo, California.

Mr. DeWeaver, one moment.
Mr. DEWEAVER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. With your permis-

sion, I'd like to have Mr. Dowd go first and give you his view from
the operating end of the program.

Chairman MARTINEZ. All right.
With that, we'll go ahead and start with Mr. Dowd.

P^t
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STATEMENTS OF NORMAN C. DEWEAVER, WASHINGTON REPRE-
SENTATIVE, INDIAN AND NATIVE AMERICAN EMPLOYMOIT
AND TRAINING COALITION; THOMAS M. DOWD, EXECUTIVE DI-
RECTOR, NATIVE AMERICANS FOR COMMUNITY ACIION: WIL-
LIAM RON ALLEN, TRIBAL CHAIRMAN, JAMESTOWN KLALLAM
TRIBE BOARD CHAIR, WESTERN WASHINGTON INDIAN EM-
PLOYMENT AND TRAINING PROGRAM: AND RANDY EDMONDS,
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, INDIAN HUMAN RESOURCES CENTER
Mr. DOWD. Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman. My name is Tom

Dowd. I am the executive director of Native Americans for Commu-
nity Action in Flagstaff, Arizona. I would like to thank you for in-
vitIng me and my associates on the panel to share our hopes, our
concerns, and our ideas on how to improve the employment and
training programs serving Indian people Job Training Partnership
Act.

The Indian programs in JTPA have proven to be vital onee in
preparing Indian people for the jobs available in today's and tomor-
row's labor markets. Equally important to us is the support which
JTPA can offer in the development of our communities, both on
and off the reservation.

Nationally, the Indian program in Title IV of JTPA serves about
34,000 youth and adults. A wide variety of services are offered with
JTPA support by 183 program grantees all across the country.
These grantees include tribal governments, Indian organizations in
off-reservation areas, such as my own, and by Native Alaskan
groups. Tribal governments also receive funding from the JTPA
Title II-B program to provide services to reservation youth.

I would like to share with you some of our own experiences with
the program in northern Arizona. Native Americans for Communi-
ty Action, NACA for short, is an Indian-controlled nonprofit orga-
nization. We work with Indians in the off-reservation portions of
Coconino County, Arizona. I knight acid that it is the second largest
geographical county in the Nation. Our neighbors include two of
the largest tribes in the United States who have reeervations im-
mediately to the east. The largest Indian tribe in the Nation, in
fact, the Navajo tribe.

In helping tc open up job opportunities for Indian people, we be-
lieve strongly im the role of education.

NACA's adult education program provides Indian people with
adult basic education courses and GED classes that increase their
chances for employment. For Indian people te successfully compete
for iobs, increased education proficiency levels, particularly in the
areas of math and English, are necessary.

However, to increase literacy in conjunction with specific job
skills requires long-term training. This can only be achieved by al-
lowing program managers the flexibility to make long-term train-
ing commitments to their clients. Unfortunately, the Department
of Labor performance standards and program restrictions limit the
opportunity to provide the necessary long-term training.

Economic development is also vital to the Indian community in
northern Arizona, as it is in every urban and reservation communi-
ty. NACA's programs emphasize self-employment and personal self-
sufficiency.
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NACA has operated an arts and crafts vendor project in corqunc-
don with the U.S. Forest Service for the past two years, providing
jobs for over 100 Indian people. The vendors earned $1.2 million
lut year.

These projects demonstrate how to put people to work while di-
rectly benefitting those who need economic empowerment.

Based on Nt.CA's successful economic development projects, we
believe that in the hearts of every Native American lurks an entre-
preneur. Unfortunately, program restrictions and roadblocks must
be eliminated to allow creating projects to put Indian people to.
work.

NACA is also serving the most economically vulnerableIndian
women. We are training Indian women with limited job experi-
ences English language skills and a little formal education to
produce lures for the sport fishing marketfish flies. The fly-tying
project capitalizes on the skills already possessed. Most important-
ly, the project gives the women pri e, dignity and economic
empowerment.

At NACA we support economic development projects that not
only teach skills but also motivate people to develop pride and self-
worth that will sustain their efforts to be self-sufficient long after
the training is concluded. These projects have helped many of our
job training clients find real economic opportunity.

I wish that I could tell you that JTPA played a key role in start-
ing these projects. It did not

We, like nearly all other Indian JTPA grantees, are very reluc-
tant to include such innovative ideas in the plans we present to the
Department of Labor for approval DOL places special restrictions,
some written and many that seem to be unwritten, on such uncon-
ventional ideas. There is a special layer of review for such ideas.
All the grantees proposing them, many involving economic develop-
ment projects, are routinely questioned and told to use other
money to implement them.

This illustrates the seriousness and depth of misunderstanding
and mistrust that unfortunately exists between Indian grantees
and the many DOL offices and officials Indian programs have to
deal with.

We think your bill, Mr. Chairman, will go a long way toward
curing this misunderstanding. We strongly endorse the Indian pro-
visions in the bill.

We need one office in DOL that is accountable for the develop-
ment and implementation of policies affecting Indian programs.
Your bill provides this.

We need Indian people, people who understand what it takes to
meet Indian needs, in the DOL, jobs that affect our programs. This
means policy jobs, not just ent level jobs. Your bill provides this
also.

Above all, we need a genuine, open, constructive dialogue be-
tween Department officials from the top down and Indian tribes
and organizations that actually deliver the employment and train-
ing services funded through JTPA.

I have spent much of my own time over the last several years
trying to get such a dialogue going. It has been a very frustrating
experience.
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To share just a small example of the problem, we spent most of
one of our very infrequent meetings with DOL officials explaining
why we needed regular meetings on at least a semiannual basis
with agendas developed mutually and distributed in advance and
with positive action taken on nur recommendations. The DOL rep-
resentatives said they thought some of our suggestions sounded
okay, but they would have to study them. That was almost a year
and a !Ialf ago. It seems likc a lifetime. We have yet to have an-
other meedng.

We strongly support the Advisory Council provided in H.R. 3266
as a way of insuring that there is a genuine partnership between
Indian grantees and the Department of Labor.

Thanks again for the opportunity to share our concerns and
ideas with you and express our wholehearted endorsement of your
efforts to improve our programs. Thank you, sir.

[The prepared statement of Thomas M. Dowd follows:]

1.4
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Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman. My name is Tom Dowd. I am
the Executive Director of Native Americans for Community Action
in Flagstaff, Arizona. I would like to thank you for inviting
me and my associates on the panel to share our hopes, our concerns
and our ideas on how to improve the employment and training
programs serving Indian people through the Job Training Partnership
Act.

The Indian programs in JTPA have proven to be vital ones In
preparing Indian people for the jobs available in today's and
tomorrow's labor markets. squally important to us is the support
which JTPA can offer in the development of our communities, both
on and off the reservation.

Nationally, the Indian program in Title /V of JTPA -7446
about 34,000 youth and adults. A wide variety of services are
offered, with JTPA support, by 183 program grantees all across
the country. These grantees include tribal governments, Indian
organizations in off-reservation areas such as my own and by
Native Alaskan groups. Tribal governments also receive funding
from the JTPA Title II-8 program to provide services to reservation
youth.

I would like to share with you some of our own experiences
with the prograa in northern Arizona. Native Americans for
Community Action, NACA for short, is an Indian-controlled nonprofit
organization. We work with Indians in the off-reservation
portions of Coconino County, Arizona. Our neighbors include two
of the largest tribes in the United States who hays reservations
immediately to the east.

In helping to open up job opportunities for Indian people,
we believe strongly in the role of education.

NACA's adult education program provides Indian people with
adult basic education courses and SED classes that increase
their chances for employment. For Indian peorle to successfully
compete for jobs, increased education proficiency levels,
particularly in the areas of math and English, are necessary.
However, to increase literacy in conjunction with specific job
skills requires long term training. This can only be achieved
by allowing program managers the flexibility to make long term
training commitments to their clients. Unfortunately, Department
of Labor performance standards and program restrictions limit
the opportunity to provide necessary long tern training.

Economic development is also vital to the Indian comaunity
in northern Arizona, as it is in every urban and reservation
community. NACA's programs emphasize self-employment and personal
self-sufficiency.
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NACA has operated an arts and crafts 4Undor project in
conjunction with the U. S. Forest Service fer the past two years,
providing jobs for over 100 Indian people. The vendors earned
$1.2 million left year. This project demonstrates how to put
people to work while directly benefiting thope who need eoonomic
empowerment. Based on NACA's successful economic development
projects, we believe that in the hearts of every Native American
lurks an entrepreneur. Unfortunately, program restrictions and
roadblocks must be eliminated to allow creative projects tO put
Indian people to work.

NACA is also serving the uost economically vulnerable --
Indian women. Me are training Indian women with limited job
experiences, Inglish language skills and little formal education
to produce lures for the sport fishing market -- fish flies.
The fly-tying project capitalizes on skilla already possessed.
Most importantly, the project gives the women pride, dignity and
conomic empowerment. At NAcA we support economic development
projects that not only teach skills, but also motivate people to
develop pride and self-worth that will sustain their efforts to
be self-sufficient long after the training is concluded.

These projects have helped many of our job training clients
find real economic opportunity.

I wish that I could tell you that JTPA played a key role in
starting these projects. It didn't.

We, like nearly all other Indian JTPA grantees, are very
reluctant to include such innovative ideas in the plans we
present to the Department of Labor for approval. DOL places
special restrictions -- some written and many that seem to be
unwritten -- 0,1 such unconventional ideas. There is a special
layer of review for such ideas. All the grantees proposing them
-- many involving economic development projeCts -- are routinely
questioned and told to use other money to implement them.

This illustrates the seriousness and depth of misunderstanding
and mistrust that unfortunately exists between Indian grantees
and the many DOL offices and officials Indian programs have to
deal with.

We think that your bill, Mr. Chairman, will go a long way
toward curing this misunderstanding. We strongly endorse the
Indian provisi,,ns in the bill.

We need one office in DOL that is accountable for the

7 s
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development and implementation of policies affecting Indianprograms. Your bill provides this.

We need Indian people, people who understands what it takesto meet Indian needs, in the DOL jobs that affect our programs.This moans policy jobs, not just ntry level jobs. Your billprovides this.

Above all, we need a genuine, open, constructive dialoguebetween Department officials from the top down and Indian tribes
and organisations that actually deliver tha employment and
training services funded through JTPA.

I have spent much of my own time over the last several
years trying to gat such a dialogue going. It has been a very
frustrating experience.

To share just small xample of the problem, we spent mostof one of our very infrequent meetings with DOI, officials
explaining why we needed regular meetings, on at least a semi-
annual basis, with agendas developed mutually and distributed in
advance and with positive action taken on our recommendations.
The DOL representatives said they thought some of our suggestions
sounded OK, but they would have to study them. That was almosta year-and-a-half ago. We have yet to have another meeting.

We strongly support the Advisory Council provided in MR3266 as a way of insuring that there is a genuine partnership
between Indian grantees and the Department of Labor.

Thanks again for the opportunity to share oul concerns and
ideas with you and to express our wholehearted endorsement of
your efforts to improve cur programs.

7 :)
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Chairman Msamizz. Thank you, Mr. Dowd.
Mr. Allen.
Mr. Aunt. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. You have my statement

before you and I'd like to also express my appreciation for being
asked to testify to you regarding our programs and what you are
proposing to do with your bill in amending this law that would en-

vad kelp Indian communities.
I'm the chairman &the Jamestown Klallam Tribe located in the

peninsula at the west, the-sound area in Washington State. I'm the
chairman of a board of intertribal consortium that consists of 17
tribes and serves around 19 counties.

We provide a great deal of services to our people and are obvious-
ly very concerned about this bill and about how it can help us out.
Specifically, I'd like to address the way that your bill can oonsider
addreesing the government-to-government relationship that we
have between the Indian tribes and the United States Government.

As youltnew, the United States through different proclamations
of various administrations and congressional laws have endorsed
the gevernment-to-government policy, the principle itself. We have
worked very hard through other departments and other legislation
to try to get that law and that principle implemented when it actu-
ally is being activated at the various departmental levels within
the various programs that serve the Indian communities.

It's one that is very near and dear to us as we move forward to-
wards what we consider self-determination and self-sufficiency. We
find ourselves consistently in this struggle between our pursuit of
becoming independent and self-sufficient and managing our own af-
fairs, as independent governments would, as opposed to the bu-
reaucracy trying to sustain its own life and its own role and re-
sponsibility to try to serve Indian people.

We worked very hard last year in amending the Indian Self-de-
termination and Education Assistance Act to force the Department
of Interior and the Department of Health and Human Services in
implementing their programs consistent with that principle be-
cause we can always find the policies that are there, but to get
those policies implemented into practical application down at the
grassroots level where we are is two different things.

We found that we had to go through Congress to get the kinds of
conditions that we need to get those conditions implemented and to
get the bureaucrats to understand that concept, how that concept
would work and that relationship and to accept it. It had to be
mandated 111 Congress in order to get it activated.

We found it was a long-term effort, but we feel that we are
making a great deal of progress in our efforts.

We feel that this bill that you're introducing can help us in that
same effort with regard to the Department of Labor in the JTPA
programs because it's one thing for the President to make a policy,
and President Nixon did and President Reagan did, and Bush has
also acknowledged that he supports this relationship and its policy.
But to get the department heads to accept it and implement it, is
quite another.

We constantly are trying to point out to Congress and the Ad-
ministration that the conditions of Indian tribes are very unique.
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We find ourselves in very remote conditions consistently and the
conditions that we live under are very unique.

We have very high unemployment rates and often we find laws
and regulations that are set up for unemployment rates that may
be six or eight percent. Yet, we find our unemployment levels at 80
percent or 60 percent, which is incredibly high, and with the
remote conditions that many of our reservations and communities
live within we find it very difficult to implement this program con-
sistent with regulations designed for ot..-r communities or other
conditions.

The things that we would like to see you, Mr. Chairman, and this
committee consider is ways in which you can help us make this
program be established on a foundation that would acknowledge
our government-to-government relationship.

We think that that can be done by institutionalizing this Native
American Indian Investment Council which would provide us the
forum by which we can create the dialogue with the department
heads in the Department of Labor in terms of how the programs
should be developed, how they should be refined or restructured sothat they are practical, they are realistic, they implement the gov-
ernment-to-government relationship, and they can be actjusted for
the special unique conditions of Indian communities.

That way, we feel that we will have established that legitimate
communication, that legitimate coordination, that was reflective of
the government-to-government relationship, and hopefully it will
administer consistent with that principle.

We feel that if we don't legislatively create this that we will get
a lot of lip service and it won't be practical, it won't be as effective
as it could be and should be.

We also feel that the very structure of DOL in implementing this
program is very awkward particularly in the context of dealing
with Indian communities. 'You have all theee different offices,
many of whom don't communicate at all, that try to coordinate
how these programs will be implemented within tribal communi-
ties. There is an incredible inconsistency of the policies or the in-
terpretation of the policies or the rules and the regulations that
make it incredibly awkward for us. We have to constantly spend a
great deal of our very limitei and precious resources fighting with
these entities and these varima individuals in trying to get them to
understand the different confliciing policies or conditions that
they've asked of us to implement the* programs.

There exists now a division that idresses the Indian programs.
We would like to see all these functions and aspects of this pro-
gram be incorporated under the same umbrella so that we don't
have to deal with 10 or 12 different offices that administer this pro-
gram, with individuals that don't communicate very well at all.

So, if we have an Indian Division that deals with the Indian pro-
gram, consolidated in that manner, then we think that the coordi-
nation and the effectiveness of serving the Indian communities is
going to be much more effective .

We would also urge that you consider an Indian preference con-
dition in filling these positions so that you end up with individuals
in this particular program who understand Indian communities be-
cause we are not like other cultural communities. W are very
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unique. We have very unique conditions. With the 335 or 338 tribes
across the United States and 200 villages in Alaska, the 150 or ran-
cherias in California, we have very unique conditions and you need
Indian people who understand those conditions.

WA would hope that the reorganization and the refinement of
that system could be considered to be incorporated into this bill so
that that would institutionalize that relationship. We feel it's le-
gitimate because it will reflect the government-to-government rela-
tionship between the tribes and the United States Government.

We hope you would seriously consider these. We have worked
very hard in the Department of Interior and in HHS in making
them adjust their programs and their relationships with the tribes,
and we feel that all tb,J other departments, including DOL, needs
to go through that same actjustment. Their relationship with tribes
is very limited.

I thank you for this opportunity to provide these comments and
look forward to answering any questions you may have in the
future.

[The prepared statement of Ron Allen follows.1
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Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for inviting se to participate in
the Committee's hearings. Thank you also for focvsing very
specifically on Indian needs in these hearings and in your fine
bill.

Ny name is Ron Allen. I as the Chairman of the Jamestown
Klallam Tribe.

For a laughter of years I have also had the opportunity to
serve am the Board Chairman of the Western Washington Indian
Employment and Training Program. Western Washington is a
consortium of tribal governments which provides job training
services to our people in reservwtion and off-reservation areas
in the western third of the state.

I'd like to use my time, Mt. Chairman, to talk a little
about ay efforts and those of my fellow "',ibal Chairmen, to
forge a new, true goUlbrnment-to-governa -alationship between
Indian nations and the United States government. I'd like to
speak specifically about what this moans to JTPA and how your
bill contributes to our goals.

Every President of the United States for the last twenty
years has ndorsed the princinle of a government-to-government
relationship between Indian tiibal governments and the U. S.
government as the cornerstone uf federal Indian policy.

Th last Congress strongly reaffirmed this policy in its
amendmerts to the India Self-Determination Act, Public Taw 93-
638. I have been very active in many, rany weetings wi;:h *embers
of Congress and thei.. staffs and with various a.xlcutive Branch
agencies in shaping this legislation and deciding how it ia to
be carried out.

One of our major objectives is to enable tribal governments
to integrate all the resources available to us -- tribal, federal,
state and private sector -- in furthering tribal development
activities. JTPA has to be a part of this, Mr. Chairman. Your
bill would help to make this happen by reaffirming the special
Indian nature of Indian job training progra-...

I want to stress that the government-to-government
relationship is not just a matter for the Bureau of Indian
Affairs to be concerned with. It must include all federal
departments and agencies, including the Department of Labor.

Last yea dheh your Committee approved changes to tho
Indian Educat' A Act, you advanced the goal of a government-to-
government relationship with Indian tribes by writing strong
rnnsultation requirements and strong provisions on Indian
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preference in federal employment into that lay. We are very
happy to see that your bill would incorporate similar provisionsinto the JTPA law.

We need these provisions. The Labor Department has yet to
adopt a government-to-government relationship approach to its
dealings with tribes on JTPA. A recent experience involving my
ovn organisation, Western Washington Indian Esployment and
Training Pregram, illustrates the point.

Our finanCial affairs are overseen by an independent Certified
Public Accountant, retained in accordance vith standard federal
requireuents under the Single Audit Act. Some months ago the
Labor Department sent in DOL monitors to vis-t our program.
These monitors came from two completely separate offices.
Although the people involved were not CPAs, they questioned a
number of our financial practices, including ones previously
examined and approved by the CPA firm.

Then the Labor Department sent staff auditors from its
Office of the Inspector General to review our program. The DOL
auditors, like the CPA firm we retain under the Single Audit
Act, gave us a clean bill of health.

Despite this, the DOL monitors insisted that we had problems
and that, in effect, even the Department's own auditors were
wrong. They tried to hold up our funding.

Eventually this mess was re ,Aved satisfactorily and in our
favor by a DOL official in still another office. He discovered
:hat he wasn't getting the full story from all the different DOL
offices that had gotten involved. Our funds were released.

Mr. Chairman, this is not the way one government deals with
another government Inat's not the way DOL treats other types ofgovernments.

DOI's approach needs to cnange. By g to centralize
the policy responsibility for Indian programs in one office and
insisting on an Indian preference policy, HR 3266 would provide
these changes.

DOL's performance standards system illustrates another
aspect of the problem. In planning what we are going to do with
our scarce JTPA resources, we have to think first about what weneed to do to satisfy our performance standards and only latar
about how the money can strengthen tribal development efforts.

That would be less of a problem If the performance standardswela bu It with Indian circumstan in mind, as the JTPA law
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already requires, but they're not. I understand that the system
was put together by a consulting firm with no experience with
Indian job training programs. The results snow What happen when
Indians are deliberately excluded from the development of policy
affecting Indian programa.

Tribes with unemployment rates stimated by the Bureau of
Indian Affairs to be in the 80% to 90% range are given clt,ndards
which assume the unemployment rates involved are 6% to 8%.

Things like this wouldn't happen if there were a real
partnership, a true government-to-government relationship that
included a serious consultation process. Consultation, ongoing
face-to-face dialogue with federal officials seriously listening
to and adopting tribal recommendations, is an essential feature
of any sound relationship.

Your bill would solve many of the problems I've described.

It would centralize accountability for DOL policies and
dealings with Indian tribes and organizations in one office --
an Indian office. It would give this office a direot relationship
to the Assistant Secretary of Labor for Employment and Training
-- the principal DOL official in charge of all JTPA matters.

It would require that DOL follow a policy of Indian preference
in personnel actions at all levels, including the hiring and
promotion of staff with direct policy responsibilities for our
programs. You mandated such an arrangement in the Indian educationYield. It works. It should be extended to the employment and
training field.

And your bill would help to create a constructive consultation
process, in part through a formal Advisory Council structure.
Your provisions are key to insuring the independence of thia
council and its accountability to the people it represents --
the tribes and organizations actually providing JTPA services.

Thanks for all your efforts on our behalf. Please continue
your discussions with us. Como ses our programs. Share the
pride we have in helping Indian people succeed in tod'v's labor
markets and become the leaders in those of tomorrow.

6 6
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Chairman MARTINEZ. Thank you very much, Mr. Allen.
Mr. Edmonds.
Mr. Enzdorms. Good afternoon, Chairman Martinez. I bring to

you warm greetings from the Indian community in Southern Cali-
fornia.

I am Randy Edmonds. I serve as the Executive Director of the
Indian Haman Resource Center, San Diego, California. We provide
JTPA and related services to our Indian people in the off-reserva-
tion portions of San Diego County. for many years I have also
worked very closely with the Indian groups in the IA* Angeles
area.

I want to talk to you for a minute or two about how there
became such a large Indian community in -the urban areas of
Southern California.

In 1952 a relocation program was established by the Bureau of
Indian-Affairs to bring American Indian families and individuals
from reservations and Indian communities into the urban areas for
assimilation into the mainstream of society. From these first pio-
neers, many stayed in the urban areas and have remained there
raising their families and teaching them the way of the dominant
society.

In the early years of relocation, after the BIA released us from
its responsibilities, maoy individuals began to take charge of their
destiny by providing resources and information to other American
Indians, utilizing the experiences gained in lifestyles in urban
areas on how to make the transition from one environment to an-
other.

Out of these experiences we fought to build Indian organizations
to serve the needs of our poople, starting on the streeth of Los An-
geles. That struggle continues to this day as more Indian people
come into Southern California in search of work. JTrA is a crucial
element in meeting their needs.

My own organization, the Indian Human Resources Center, Inc.,
is ten years old this month. It owes the success of this longevity to
community support, Indian and non-Indian and to a commitment
by board members and staff to provide the beet sources of training
and employment opportunities to American Indians by sensitizing
the private and public sector to hire American Indians.

We have set up the Indian Center Task Force which includes all
Indian service agencies to take on the economic and social barriers
that we face in our transition into this society. We have established
linkages wit} all human services to assist in providing the proper
care for o:. people, We are in the process of sensitizing the local,
state and Federal Govornmenth about the needs of American Indi-
ans.

JTPA is also critical to getting involved in other aspects of em-
ployment issues. For instance, I am currently serving as the Cheir-
man of the Equal Opportunity Program Commission for the City of
San Diego. I am the first American Indian that's ever held that po-
sition. This gives me a chance to work closely and cooperatively
with all groupsChicanos, Blacks, and Asiansin opening up job
opportunities for everyone.

.8 7
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I support the many good things in your bill, H.R. 3266. We be-
lieve in Indians helping Indians. That's what the Indian section of
your bill is all about.

It requires that the Department of Labor coordinate and admin-
ister the Indian JTPA program through an Indian office with
Indian people leading it and working for it. Your bill requires that
the Indian people in the Indian office in DOL engage in a full and
open discussion with the Indian tribes and organizations who actu-
ally provide job training services. We support all these aspects of
H.R. 3266.

As the committee moves forward to write new changes into
JTPA, please reinforce the fact that this is an American Indian
progran- It exists as a special national program only because of
the unique historical and legal relationship between the Federal
Government and Indian tribes and Indian people. We believe that
this is an appropriate arrangement and that it should stay that
way.

there has been a tendency to overlook this unique relationship
by trying tc change the meaning of the term Native American.
These words have been defined to mean the indigenous people of
North American, Indian, Eskimo and Aleut. However, there now
seems to be a move to change these words to include non-Indian
people as eligible for Indian programs.

In San Diego, we see non-Indian people coming to our organiza-
tion and saying, "We're Native Americans tco. We were born
under an American flag. That makes us Native Americans. We
want services from your program."

We have clarified matters in San Diego by calling American
Indian just that, American Indians. This makes clear that the jobs
and programs which are being provided for Indians are really
available to Indians.

I am aware that a JTPA bill developed in the Senate Labor Com-
mittee would call American Samoans "Native Americana" as a
way of opening up the Indian program to them. Now, we under-
stand that An,erican Samoan people need employment and train-
ing servical. We suprort their efforts to obtain Federal help to ad-
dress their needs we don't think the way to do this is to call
Samoans Nativ+ Aiericans so that they can receive program serv-
ices provided Indian people.

To do this would just cause friction between our two communi-
ties and set us against one another when we need to be working
toward a common goal of development for both our communities.

We hope you will oppose any attempt to open up the Indian pro-
grams to non-Indians. Please look closely at the 78 page report of
the Comptroller General of the United States. His report to the
Congress, GAO/HRD 88-1, dated December 1987, is entitled Job
Training Partnership Act: Native American Status for American
Samoans Appears Unwarrant..d.

Indian job training programs run by Indian organizations and
providing services specifically desigued to meet the needs of Indian
people are even more vital than ever as we face the challenges of a
new high-tech labor market. We thank you for working with us to
help make our programs even better.

[The prepared statement of Randy Edmonds follows]
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Good afternoon, mr. Chairman. I bring you warm greetings
from the Indian community in Southern California.

I am Randy Edmonds. I serv as the Executive Director of
the Indian Human Resource Center. Ws provide STFA and related
services to our Indian people in the off-raservation portions of
San Diego County. For many year* I have also worked very closely
with Indian groups in the L. A. area.

I want to talk fJr a minute or two about how there came to
be such a large Indian comaunity in the urban areas of Southern
California.

In 1952 a relocation program was established by the Bureau
of Indian Affairs to bring American Indian families and individuals
from reservations and Indian communities into the urban areas
for assimilation into the mainstream of society. From these
first pioneers, many stayed in the urban areas and have remained
there raising their families and teaching them the way of the
dominant society.

In the early years of relocation, after the BIA released us
from its responsibility, many individuals began to take charge of
their destiny by providing resources and inforsation to other
American Indians, utilizing the experiences gained in lifestyles
in urban areas on how to make the trahsition from one environmcnt
to another.

Out of these experiences we fought to build Indian
organizations to servo the needs of our people -- starting on
the strets of Los Angeles.

That struggle continues to this day as more Indian peonle
come into Southern California in search of work. STPA is a
crucial element in meeting their needs.

my own organization, the Indian Hunan Resource Center, Inc.
is 10 years old this month. It owes the success of this longevity
to community support, Indian and nol-Indian, and to a commitment
by board Isenberg and staff to provide the best sources of training
and mployment opportunities to Aaerirl.n frO!nne eensitizing
the private and public sector to hire American Indians.

We have set up an Indian Centers Task Force which includes
all Indian service agencies to take on the economic and social
barriers that we face in our transition into this society. We
have established linkages with all human services to assist in
providing the proper care for our people. W3 are in process of
sensitizing the local, state anu federal governments about the
needs of American Indians.
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JTPA is also critical to getting involved in other aspects
of employment issues. For instance, I as currently eerving as
the Chairman of the Equal Opportunity Program Commission for the
City of San Diego. I an the first Indian that's ever held that
position. This gives me a chance to work closely and cooperatively
with all groups -- Chicanes, Slacks, Asians -- in opening up job
opportunities for veryone.

I support the Deny good things in your bill, HR 3266. We
believe in Indians helping Indians. That's what the Indian
section of your bill is all about.

It requires that the Department of Labor coordinate and
administer the Indian JTPA program through an Indian office with
Indian people leading it and working for it. Your bill requires
that the Indian people and the Indian office in DOL engage in a
full and open discussion with the /ndian tribes and organizations
who actually provide job training services. P. support al:
these aspects of ER 3266.

As the Committee moves forward to write now changes into
JTPA, please reinforce the fact that this is an American Indian
program. It exists as a special national program only because
of the unique historical and legal relationship between the
federal government and Indian tribes and Indian people. P.
believe that this is an appropriate arrangement, and that it
should stay that way.

There has been a tendency to overlook this unique relationship
by trying to change the meaning of the term "Native American."
These words have been defined to mean the indigenous people of
North America, Indian, Eskimo and Aleut. However, there now
seems to be a move to change these words to include non-Indian
people as eligible for Indian programs.

In san Diego, we see non-Indian people coming to our
organization and sayino, =iiu'io dative American, too. W. were
born under an American flag. That makes us Native American. We
want services from yoer program."

We,ve clarified matters in San Diego by calling American
Indians just that -- American Indians. This makes clear that the
jobs and programs which are being provided for Indians are really
available to Indians.

I am aware that a JTPA bill developed in the senate Labor
Committee would call American Samoans "Native Americans" as a
way of opening up the Indian program to them.

91
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Now, we understand that American Samoan people need mployment
and training services. We support their efforts to obtain
fedoral help to address their needs.

But we don't think the way to do this is to call Samoans
"Native Americans" so that they can receive program services
provided for Indian people. To do this would just cause friction
between our two communities and set us against one another when
we need to be working toward a common goal of development for both
our communities.

We hope you will oppose any attempt to open up Indian
programs to non-Indians. Please look closely at the 78-page
report of the Comptroller General of the United States. His
report to the Congress (GAO/HRD 88-1 dated December 1987) is
entitled "JOB TRAINING PARTNE1SHIP ACT: Native American Status
for American Samoans Appears unwarranted."

Indian job training programs, run by Indian organizations,
and providing services specifically designed to meet the needs
of /ndian people are even more vital than ever as we face the
challenges of a new, hi-tech labor market. We thank you for
working with us to help make our programs even better.

(),,)
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Chairman MARTINEZ. Thank you, Mr. Edmonds.
Mr. De Weaver.
Mr. Ds Miami. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. 1* name

is Norin De Weaver, and I've had the privilege to work with Indian
tribes and organizations on job training programs since CETA was
first enacted in 19'73.

Thank you very much for inviting me as a part of this panel. I
would like to express our very deep appreciation for your willing-
ness to take leadership and to champion our cause and for the con-
tinuing intereet of the subcommittee's fine staff under your direc-
tion.

I would like to also note that this is the first time in these many
years that we've been able to present this comprehensive a picture
of Indian programs to the committee, and we appreciate that.

I have a fairly lengthy prepared statement and I would appreci-
ate your entering it in the record. I would like to just summarize it
very briefly.

Our statement is intended to address an issue which we some-
times face in terms of why, if there are problems between Indian
grantees and the Department of Labor, why don't you just go over
to the Labor Department and try to work those out.

The truth of the matter, Mr. Chairman, is that we have tried.
We have tried again and again and again and again and again for
a number of years now.

Our experience with the performance standards system perhaps
illustrates the current problem and why we need more congres-
sional guidance and more congressional direction in the law as well
as any.

The performance standard system that's used for Indian grantees
has many problems with it. We took a poll not too long ago and
discovered that 94 percent of the grantees felt that the perform-
ance standards system developed by the Department of Labor for
Indian programs is bad fo. Indian organizations.

The performance standards system is controlled by three totally
separate offices, the Indian performance standard system is con-
trolled by three totally separate offices within the Department of
Labor. One office develops the model working in conjunction with
the contractor, and two other offices have various roles in imple-
menting it. To our knowledge, none of the people in any of these
offices has any direct experience at the tribal or Indian organiza-
tion level in the administration of programs and the delivery of
services for Indian people.

This means that they do very strange things. For instance, in the
current system that's used, Indian triba that have unemployment
rates in their reservation areas estimated by the Bureau of Indian
Affairs in the vicinity of 80 to 90 percent are working under per-
formance standards which assume that the unemployment rates
are in the vicinity of six to eight percentnot the 80 to 90 percent
which BIA says they are.

We have tried to have a conversation with the Labor Department
on these issues. We had a discussion two years ago and suggested
that there be a joint grantee Labor Department stiidy 01 what the
performance standards system is artually doing to services for
Indian people. That was two years ago. We made a formal written
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request a year and a half ago. We have never received a response
to that request.

In the meantime, the Labor Department continues annually to
publish their specifications for the system. The last time they did
this, they gave Indian grantee exactly two weeks from the date the
notice appeared in the Federal Register to respond. Most grantees
didn't even receive the notice before the deadline had passed.

Labor, in its latest omgressional correspondence, is blaming
grantees, blaming the victims for the delay. We illustrate that this
shows why the consultation provisions, why the provision strength-
ening DINAP, why the provisions requiring that Labor have people
familiar with Indian programs are all very much needed.

We fully support the Indian provisions in H.R. 3266 and we cer-
tainly encourage you to pursue them, and we wculd hope that the
full committee would adopt the very fine positions which you have
put forward.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chnirman. We would be very happy
and delighted to answ m any qu-..ations you might have.

[The prepared statement of Norman DeWeaver follows:]
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Thank you, Ht. Chairman. Ny name is Norm DeNtaver. I have
been involved with Indian job training programs since Indian
program: were first authorised in the Comprehensive Employment
and T=aining Act of 1973. I have served as the Naehington*
contact point for the Indian and Native American Employment and
Training Coalition since its inception in 1978. The Coalation
is an informal information network linking Indian jou training
grantees.

Thanks for inviting me to be a part of this panel. I would
also like to express ccr deep appreciation 2or your leadership,
kr. Chairman, on issues of great importance to the Indian job
trainivg community and for the continuing interest of the
Subcommittee's staff under your direction.

my associates have spoken about their accomplishments and
concerns from the perspective that counts the most -- the point
where job training, education and employment services meet
Indian workers. I would like to join in their endorsement of
the Indian provisions of your bill, HR 3266, and provide some
historical detail on why these provisions are so necessary.

DivisiOU Indian and Reams 8Merican PEONERNA

Section 10 of HR 3266 would provide specific authorisation
for the Division of Indian and Native American Programs (DINAP),
a longstanding unit in 'IOL's Nmployment and Training
Administration. It woulC provide for a direct relationship
between the Division Director and the Assistant Secretary for
Employment and Training. It would define the responsibilitias
of the Director of DINAP in such a way as to insure that the
Indian Division is fully accountably for the Department's
administration of Indian programs.

In 1973, when CETA was first passed, Congress indicated
that it wanted Labor to handle Indian programs in this way
through language carefully shaped in this Ccamittele. In 1982, a
bipartisan effort resulted in strengthening this language and
inserting it in Section 401(e) of STPA.

However, starting in mid-1980, the. Department MOVed in the
opposite direction. Over the next several years it effectively
stripped the Division of any real control over program policy
and sost other functions that impact Indian tribes and
organizations operating job training programs.

In 1984, an internal DOL reorganization created a duplicate
aonitoring unit to oversee grantee compliance with DOL
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requirements. Later that same year, things reached the point
where a totally different DOL unit, the one handling grant
close-outs, routinely disallowed everir cent legitimately spent
by over 50 Indian grantees during the previous three years without
even tolling DUMP what it was doing.

The situation has not improved any since then. There are
currently eight or nine separate staff units within ETA alone
(not counting staff in the Solicitor's office and the Office of
the Inspector General) that have substantial control over
Departmental policies or actions which directly affect how
Indian tribal governaents and organizations can rul their JTPA
programs. I will be happy to furnish you with a listing of
those offices and their positions on the ETA organizational chart.

This lack of overall acoountability within DOL for its
dealings with Indian grantees results in policies that conflict
with each other, that den't make any sense, that force tribal
governments and off-reservation organizations to separate their
job trainino effort...! from other activities with which they
should be linked.

IndkAn JTPA Directors -pend much of the time they could be
devoting to improving their services to petty paperwork to
conform to a host of unrelated policies and to satisfy monitors
from thiee separate officesr all of whom become involved in
eatters that are already overseen by independent CPA auditors
retained by everl grantee in compl3ance with the Single Audit Act.

That's why we need the provisions of HR 3265 relating to
the Division of Indian and Native American Programs.

Indinn RKSZSESDGS in ROL Innlanint niated IQ Indian kimarmaa

In 1973 the CETA law required that Labor use staff with
uparticuls: competence° in Indian employment.and training programa
to administei those programs. Its first Director appointed to
head the Indian Division vas Indian. By the end of the 1970's
about 40% of the staff in the Division was Indian.

In 1982 Congress repsated this 'particular competence"
requirement by incorporating it into JTPA.

However, in the early 1980's deliberate management decisions,
combined with the impact of several Reductions-in-Force, radically
altered the staff composition of DINAP.

This Committee noted these problems in the Report it issued
on the 1986 JTPA amendments. House Report 99-754 said:
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". . . the Committee directs the Secretary to insure that
a substantial proportion of the staff responsible for each
of the functions specified in 401(e) have experience in the
delivery of employment and training or related human resource
development services at the Indian or Native American
community level."

At present, 16 years after Labor was required to use staff
with *particular competence" in administering Indian programs,
DINAP employs a total of 6 Indian people in its 23 or 24 authorised
positions. All but one are in relatively entry level jobs.
None has any policy authority whatsoever. Three of the 6 were
hired recently, after continuing grantee complaints on this
issue. None of tha 7 or 8 other RTA offices that substantially
controls policy for or otherwise deals with Indian grantees has
any Indian staff at all.

The permanent appointees who head Indian units in several
parts of HRS, the Department of Education, HUD and, of course,
in the Department of the Interior, have long all been Indian.
From theme positions, they exercise virtually full control over
the dealings between those agencies and Indian groups.

Not co at the Depart/elm of Labor.

It makes a difference. people who don't what goes on
in tribal governments and reservation areas or in the Indian
communities elsewhere are simply not in a position to understand
the consequences of the policies they-develop. That's why we
need the Indian preference in employment provisions in HR 3266.

cananitatinn xi= Indian =intim

Throughout the 1970's there vas history of frequent
contact between Indian grantees and policy level officials in
DOL. In 1982 Congress recognised the importance of this
consultation by requiring it through language in Section 401(h) (1),
language written in this Committee.

Indian groups were actively involved with Department officials
in the development of the Indian JTPA regulations and in the
initial stages of the development of the Indian performance
standards system.

By the mid-80's the Department's attitude toward working
with grantees on the shaping of program policies seemed to
shift. An informal advisory committee that was created by Labor
and supposed to meet twice a year wound up usually eeting about
once every two years instead. At those meetings, grantees were
reduced to reacting to policies DOL had already decided to

23-356 0 - 90 - 4
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implement, and did implement regardless of grantee opinions.
DOL policy level official. frequently didn't even sit in on moth
of the meetings, missing most of what grantee representativesbad to say. At some meetings, DOL didn't even distribute the
agenda for the meeting until it started. The last regular
meeting of this grow wee almost two years ago.

Labor promised to eppoint another, more formal Indian
advisory committee in the spring of MSS. After that time,
Labor did appoint an advisory committee to look at the state-
administered JTPA programs. That committee meet a number of
times, held various bearings and delivered a report to the
Secretary. In contrast, the /ndian advisory committee promised
a year-and-a-4.'1f ago has MVOr even been appointed.

Labor argues that it has fulfilled its obligation to consult
with Indian grantees if it publishes a notice in tht federal
Register, calling for comments on a complex subject like
performance standards within 14 days. Grantees don't even get a
copy of the Notice until just before or even atter the deadline
for comments has passed. This has now happened twice, once in
1914 and again earlier this year.

That's why we need the consultation language in Section 10
of HR 3246, including the independent Advisory Council directly
representative of grantees and having clearly defined duties.

Additignal Immo

I would like to touch briefly on several other issues
which, though not part of SR 3266, are raised in other proposals
to amend MA now pending in the Congress.

RR 2003, the Administration's JTPA proposal, and the package
of JTPA amendments recently reported in the Senate Labor Committee
would subatantially restructure the relationship between adult
and youth programs in Title II. Although this might not
to involve Indian JIM program. at all, it could have a r=4:illy
desk active effect on /ndian programs unless certain technical
change-0 are made in the Indian funding provisions in the Act.

The funding formula for Section 401 programs is directly
tied to the sums available in Title II-A. Indian tribes, Native
Alaskan organisations and the one native Hawaiian grantee also
receive direct federal funding under Title //-11.

If the Committee transfers all youth programs from Title
II-A into Ix-a, we ask that you rewrite the funding formala
along the lines adopted by the Senate Labor Committee. This
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would enemas that no inadvertent harm is done to the program
services for both Indian youth and adults.

The Secretary of Labor and others have eloquently argued
for a special demonstration minx*. to make a more concentrated
effort to *prom the career prospects of disadvantaged youth.
VI support this and apt that you insure direct Indian funding
under this prograa by cwating a special Indian component in it.
This approach is consistent with the governeent-to-gowrnmant
relationehip Chairman Allan has already discussed and is fully
consistent with the special Indian funding provisions of many
years of youth program legislation crafted by this Committee.

Finally, one of my associates on this panel has already
described the strong and universally ehared feelings in Indian
country that non-Indian groups thould not be added to the Section
401 progran.

I would also note in this connection that American Samoans
are already receiving $2.5 uillion a year in special job training
assistance available exclusively to meet their mode through
Title II of JT1tA. The Senate Appropriations Committee now wants
to increase this to $3.5 uillion.

If Samoans were included in the Indian Section 401 program,
even under the increased funding formula in the reported version
of S. 543, they would only get about $1.6 million. Saeoan needs
are already being met at proportionally much higher funding
levels than provided for existing Indian and Native American
constituencies. Why, considering all these !actors, should they
now be defined as eligible for Indian JTFA services?

Thanks very much for providing th4 opportunity to put these
matters in the record. I will be happy to answer any questions
you might have on any of these issues.

f
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Chairman Mairrnaz. Thank you very much for that excellent
statement, Mr. DeWeaver.

First off, I think it's tragic that it almostI'm goinig to give them
the benefit of the doubt and say it seems to be that the Department
of Labor has really very little respect or regard for the most indige-
nous people in this country that they don't even communicate or
respond to communications, or make even a better effort to make
sure they understand the problems and are dealing with the prob-
lems.

One of the things you mentioned about the everima, you
know, in our bill we do require that all profeadoml staff of tUt
division shall have the professional field experience in the daily op-
en tion of service and tr aining programs for Native Americans.

One of the things that we have developed a lot of this on is from
our ounsternation over the fact that wherever you go in this coun-
try of ours and you visit where the Indian people are living in this
country, that there is massive unemployment there. That doesn't
have to be.

I remember years sip, before I even was on the City Council in
Monterey Park, starting into my government service activities,
reading about a carpet mill called Sequoia which was on an Indian
reservation. Very succeesful and where initially the management
people that were brought in were brought in to train the Native
Americans themselves. They did. Vithin a short five-year period it
was completely run and operated b; Native Americans.

That mill grew to be the seventh iargest carpet mill in the coun-
try. Now, that's quite an accomplishnent, which proves it can be
done.

So, we have had succeesful experiences The trouble is that we've
not made a concerted effort to do it eleewhere and to follow up on a
lot of the successful programs that we have seen. It just seems to
belike I say, it seems because I would hate to believe that it's a
contemptuous disregard. So, I'm going to say it seems to be a con-
temptuous disregard only because I'm being charitable because if
you really examine the facts, oomeone less charitable than that
would say there is a contemptuous disregard.

It is funny that we have never in the history of our country
ceased to ask minorities and people who are not treated as com-
pletely equal to give of their h.fe's blood to defend this country. In
World War II in the South Pacific you all know that the greatest
contributors to the success of the movements of our forces were be
cause of the Navajo Indians and other Indians because the Japa-
nese couldn't understand what they were saying and there was no
code that they could break. It was the language that they didn't
understand. It saved a lot of lives.

We certainly know about Ira Behaze who was one of the heroes
at Iwo Jima in raising the flag and won the Congressional Medal of
Honor. Yet, no matter how many sacrifices they make, we seem
completely unwilling to recognize their right to have a quality life
for themselves, and we do not do the things we have to.

I am attempting in this bill to correct some of that. The direct
dialogue that you talk about, that requirement is in the bill.

I'm going to need a lot of help to get this thing passed. I don't
kid myself that there are a lot of people on both sides of the aisle
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that are to be irresponsible and try to find arguments and
reasons w should not be done.

Has the 1 . t of Labor, have ti,Py made any comment on
this provision? TW11 probably wait until the last minute and
shoot me with both barrels of the shotgun, but hopefully we will be
successful.

I think that we have come to an enlightened age that when we
speak of rectifying the wrongs of the pal* we speak of rectifying all
the wrongs of the past.

Let me ask you this. You mentioned policies. I remember a while
back when Mr. Williams of Montana, my colleague, was on the
floor decrying the lack of policy bnplementation. You know, _elected
officials really in a way are policy-makers. They establish the
policy by passing the laws and then the implementation of them is
left to the boreaucrat, the professional bureaucrat. W!len you use
the word professional, in some instances you have to uas it very
loosely.

I don't want to chastise a whole group of very profeesional people
in a lot of our government agencies that really are dedicated, and
there are. But there are some, and sometimes because they might
be influenced by administrative appointments, that they subvert or
negate the effect of a policy wtablished by the Federal Govern-
ment.

One is in programs like JTPA to serve the Native Americans,
there was definitely a policy established by the Congress and
signed into law by the Administration that said that these special
considerations should be made. Yet, what I am hearing here is that
in every instancenot in some instances, but in every instance
there has been a total disregard of that policy.

To not respond even to communications and to suggestions that
you've made because you understand the problem to a greater
extent, to the fact that simply as good management, you woUld
think that the Department of Iobor would have their people devel-
op that expertise they need by beipg with as much as possible the
actual situations that they're going to have to make deciaions
about.

I find this, from your testimony, not to be true. Am I understand-
ing this right, Mr. DI eWeaver?

Mr. De Wagon'. That's correct, Mr. Chairman. There is a tend-
ency every time an issue arises to look at it strictly from a Federal
point of view. What do we think we'vs got to do, on the Depart-
ment of Labor's side, to make grantees tow thi line on this, that, or
the other thing"

There has practically nevercertainly not in the last five
yearsbeen any effort to look at the program from the Indian side
and say what has to be done to make this program work effectively
in Indian .communities, to tie it to the gther Indian programs, as
Chairman Allen points out. Instead, it'fralways a matter of what
are - the . bureaucracy's needs, their timetables in terms of what
grantees have to do. On the Department of Labor side there are
never any timetables.

We feel that a constructive dialogue by people in the Department
of Labor that actually understand how these programs operate is
what's needed and would cure those problems.
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Chairman MARTDIRZ. Mr. Dowd,
Mr. Down. It's unfortunate there is not a vucuum or a lack of

Indian expertise in the field to tell Au how a program should oper-
ate based on their experience, and many, many years of it. It's un-
fortunate that we have to come before you, and we certainly ap-
plaud your championship and leadership in this bill, to ask fir fun-
damental structural changes within the Department of Labor to
simply communicate.

It's unfortunate that life boils down to will somebody listen to
somebody else, and will they take the advise of people who know
what's going on.

Chairman MARTINI= If I had my druthers and I were an agency
head, like the Secretary of Labor, I would make sure that I ap-
pointed people into those positions that were sensitive and that
cared. You see, this whole thing matters down to an attitude.

Mr. Down. Right.
Chairman MARTINEZ. An attitude of really not caring. Somebody

has got to put a fire under their feet and make them care and un-
derstand.

Mr. Allen.
Mr. &tam My feeling isand the reason I made a comment

that I would hope that the relationship between the tribe and the
Federal system could be institutionalized for force t.he dialogue be-
tween us to resolve these issuesif we don't do it, just like the
DOL had proposed to establish an advisory council between the
tribes to help resolve this issue a yea' and a half or so, they've
never come close to implementing that.

The other part of the lem is the skepticism that the tribes
have with regard to any of offort like that that's initiated by
the Department If it's institutionalized and the consultation lead-
ership comes from the trthez, the tribes are going to have a great
deal more confidence about the kind of dialogue that will be con-
ducted between them as oosed to bureaucratically handpicked
people who may not have tU- same interests as the trilial commu-
nities.

So, that's one of the reasons that it's critical to thisthat they,
for whatever the reasons are, just do not have a great deal of desire
to institutionalize it. They even have their oval departmental sur-
vival premise that they move on. So, this issue of thaw different
offices that we struggle with, there won't be a desire to move in
that particular direction.

Chairman MARTINI2. That's a good point.
Mr. Edmonds.
Mr. EDMONDS. Looking at the way the organization is set up in

the Department of Labor, you see this big maze of organization.
Within this, fits DINAP, the Division of Native American Pro-
grams. The gentleman that rune that is called the Chief of the Di-
vision of Native American Programs.

Where I come from, the chief takes control and charge of all the
things that happens to a particular tribe. This young man that
works in this particular position is not an Indian and he reports to
a person higher than him that has no authority to make any kinds
of decisions that affect Indian programs.
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-Within that also are nine other players that become a part of
DINAP. Those players, of couree, are not familiar with Indian pro-
grams, not -familiar with the geogrsphics of Indian culture and tra-
ditions, -and have never been. They may have went to school for
two- weeks up north somewhere at some school and took a little
Indian studies, but that does not allow them to know what Indians
are about.

Also, -the IG'a office and the Solicitor's _office are also a part of
that. So you're-leeking at about nine or ten different players
within the Division of Native American Programs.

What we would like to do is have that as a part of your advisory
tommittee that you propose that would put us closer _to the Assist-
ant Secretary of-Employment and Training where we could advise
and have some ccnsultation that would go on to the Qingrees of
the United States-where our relationship is as Indian people.

Chairman. Maitrutaz. -What we attempt to do in the legislation is
.all the little -boxes that you have in there, to throw those out,
eliminate them, and make a direct contact.

tin going to have to apologize to this panel because we have a
vote which the second bell has gone off; giving me ten minutes to
get there. Then there is going to be a five minute vote following
that. So we'll probably be in recess for 15 minutes.

I want to thank you again and assure you that we will have a
continuing dialogue, unlike the one you've had with the Depart-
ment of-Labor, until this thing is &Ally awomplished.

Thank you.
Mr. EDMONDS. Thank you.

DaWaavsa. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Kurrnesz. I would like to apologize to the next panel.

There will be about a 15 minute recess.
[A brief recess was taken.]
Chairman MARTINEZ. At this time I would like to call the meet-

ing back lo order. We will see if our witnesses are still with us.
Mr. Lee Cretin, Prent of the National Association of Educa-

tion and Training Contractors, -Washington, D.C.; Mr. Robert
Sherer, Executive Coordinator, Michigan Occupational Information
Coordinating Council, Lansing, Michigan; and Mr. George Ortiz,
President of the National Council for Farmworkers Programs,
Santa Rosa, California.

Mr. Crean, let',7 start with you.

,STATEMENTS OF C. LEE CREAN, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL ASSO-
CIATION OF EDUCATION AND TRAINING CONTRACTORS;
ROBERT SHERER, EXECUTIVE COORDINATOR, MICHIGAN OC-
CUPATIONAL INFORMATION COORDINATING COUNCIL; AND
GEORGE ORTIZ, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR FARM-
WORKERS PROGRAMS

Mr. CREAN. Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman. I am Lee Crean,
President of the National Association of Education and Training
Contractors. We are a new organization comprised solely of high
caliber for-profit companies which conduct training services under
JTPA and other Federal education and training programs.
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Mr. Chairman, I have prepared a written statement for the
reoord, but will confine my testimony today to the major point of
focus of our membership.

Chairman MARTDIZZ. All written testimony will be entered into
the record in its entirety.

Mr. Cazerr. I understand Thank you.
Our association was formed primarily to provide a strong voice

in Washirgton and in the sta.te capitols for those of us whose singu-
lar role is to provide training and educational services and who
have no role or responsibility whatever in designing, managing or
administering the state and Federal job training or education pro-
grams under which we operate.

We believe that as the primarydelivery vehicles for direo:, oduca-
tion and tzaining services to JTPA participants our members are
uniquely qualified to offer valuable insights and informed recom-
mendations which can substantially assist Congress and the Execu-
tive Branch to further improve JTPA and enhance its qualitative
outcomes, particularly for our most severely disadvantaged partici-
pants.

Mr. Chairman, the members of the NAETC comment you and
Chairman Hawkins for your efforts to strengthen accountability
under JTPA. We also support the efforts of the Assistant Inspector
General, Gerald Peterson, whose diligent work in the field has pro-
duced information and insights which will be invaluable to the
Congress as it seeks to further improve JTPA and enhance the
quality of its results in terms of more effective training for the
hardest to serve individuals in our society.

Mr. Chairman, the members oi NAgirc firmly believe that in-
creased emphasis on accountability and program results is in the
best long-term interests both of the JTP _ programs and our asso-
dation members as well. Our members take great pride in the fact
that they operate high-caliber training programs. They have been
as dismayed as you and the Inspector General Peterson have been
to see the encroachment of inferior training products which have
gained SDA acceptance solely on the basis of their purportedly
cheap price.

In&ed, a lot of very costly mistakes have been made under these
so-called economical programs. The tragedy is that these mistakes
have ended up hurting the very people that the JTPA program was
created to serve.

A renewed emphasis on program results and accountability will
substantially help reputable training contractors to do a good job
under JTPA. In keeping with this new focus, our association urges
this subcommittee to adopt clarifying language which will assist
those of ue in the private sector training field who are committed
to excellence and results.

We need a little helping hand in the form of some realistic defi-
nitions for training and administration, as well as some fair policy
guidance and interpretations on performance-based contracts.

We also need an explicit directive from Congress to the Employ-
ment and Training Administration of the Department of Labor to
reinsert itself back into the role of provider of technical assistance
and an interpreter of its own regulations.
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With respect to the defmition of training , the association believes
that there is a compelling need for a JTPA statutory definition
which recognizes the unique role of private sector training compa-
nies. Our members do not administer JTPA programs, nor have we
been incorporated to provide a wide range of social or supportive
services to JTPA participants or other individuals. Our NAM
member companies have a single mission. We conduct training and
education.

On the issue of technical assistance, Congress must insist on a
clear line of authority and responsibility for the Secretary of Labor
and the governors to provide technical assistance to the local serv-
ice delivery areas, particularly with respect to the new procure-
ment and contracting interpretations that have resulted from
DOL's policy issuances of March 13th relative to fixed unit price
performance-based contracts.

Right now we have literally hundredsand I mean that literal-
lyhundreds of different interpretations bang enforced at the
state and SDA levels. One of our members reported to me recently
that for a single training package that has been an integral part of
his company's training product line for many years, he has -had to
negotiate 20 different versions of performance-based contracts to
meet 20 different interpretations by local SDA's with whom he
does business. My own company has had to do the same for about
different SDA's.

Mr. Chairman, this represents wasted administrative time that
neither the JTPA program nor the private training contractors can
afford.

Mr. Chairman, this is my 25th re.ar in the job training business
and I have been a community action agency director, chairman of
the State Manpower Council in Indiana. I was the state CETA di-
rector in that state for six years almost. I was a consultant to the
Assistant Secretary of Labor here in Washington for a couple of
years and have been operating programs as a contractor now for
the last nine years.

In all of those 25 years I have never seen as chaotic a situation
as we have out there today. It defies description almost. That was a
personal aside. It's a mess.

Mr. Chairman, our association really looks forward to the oppor-
tunity to work in close cooperation with you and your daff and
with the staff of Assistant Inspector General Peterson toward the
creation of model procurement and contracting procedures. In fact,
NAETC will soon embark on a project to develop our own volun-
tary standards for the training industry. We believe that by work-
ing together everyone in the n'PA system will benefit.

If I may, just a personal postscript to an earlier testimony, we
also operate a few older worker programs as contractors around
the country. My own personal opinion is that if you don't have set-
asides, older workers are just not going to be served in the way
that we are doing it now.

I have operated them both ways. I've done it when there were
set-asides. I've done it when there weren't set-asides. Even within
my own company, in getting the people, if they weren't totally
dedicated to that client group, it just didn't happen. That was my
own personal postscript. ft had nothing to do with my testimony.
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Chairman MARTINEZ. Adding to that, you know, I have seen it in
the time I've been in government, bah from a local perspective
serving on local government, through the state to the Federal Gov-
ernmentis that unless you do definitely set aside and make cer-
tain mandates it's not going to happen because other priorities
come up. You can always find local governments that don't want to
do something finding finding plenty of reasons why there are othrx
higher priorities.

Mr. CRRAN. Absolutely. Mr. Chairman, I would be pleased to re-
spond to any questions that you may have regarding our position
on these issues and we really sincerely do appreciate the opportuni-
ty to be here today.

Thanks very much.
rjrhe Prepared statement of C. Lee Crean follows:II
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF 1DUCAT!ON
AND TRAINING CONTkm.TORS

TESTIMONY OF
MR. C. LEE CREAM, INTERIM PRESIDENT

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF EDUCATION AND TRAINING CONTRACTORS

Good afternoon Mr. Chairman and distinguished Members of the

Subcommittee. I am . Lee Crean, Interim President of the

National Association of Education and Training Contractors. We

are a new organization, comprised solely of ;t10-caliber,

for-prr'cit companies which conduct training services under JTrA

arA other federal education and training programs.

Our Association was formed primarily to provide a strong

voice in Washingtrn and in the State capitols for those of us

whose singular role is to provide training and educational

services, and who have no role or responsibility in designing,

managing or administering the state and federal job training or

education programs under which we operate.

We believe that as the primary delivery vehicles for direct

education and training services to JTPA participants, our members

are uniquely qualified to offer valuable insights and Informed

recommendations which substantially assist Congress and the

Executive Branch to rurther improve JTPA and enhance its

qualitative outcomes -- particularly for the most severely

disadvartaged participants.
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Mt. Chairman, the members of NAETC commend you and Chairman

Hawkins for your efforts to strengthen accountability under JTPA.

The members of our association take great pride in the fact

that they all operate high-caliber ducation and training

programs. In fact, in order to be approved for membership in our

organization, applicant companies must pass muster with our

credentials committee. We are deeply committed to a uniform

standard of excellence, and we believe that JTPA's future as a

viable ard respected program depends upon our collective resolve

-- yours and ours, Mr. Chairman -- to weed out the inferior, the

unscrupulous and the incompetent from the education and employment

contrac:or community. Toward that ob)ective, our Association will

soon begin work on voluntary standards for our trainink industry.

We intend to seek input from the Employment and Trainini

Administration and the Inspector General of the U.S. Department of

Labor in this endeavor, end you can be sure that we will keep this

Subcommittee fully informed on our efforts.

As you can see, Mr. Chairman, the members of NAETC are your

allies in the effort to improve the qualitative results of JTPA

training expenditures.

NAETC is ready, willing and able to assume a leadership role

for the training industry, and to set a positive direction for

the future that can be followed by other existing companies that

are seriously interested in improving the quality of their
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training products, as well as new companies coming into the field

who want to start out or the right footing and succeed through

good leerformance.

This Subcommittee could help NAETC immeasurably in the

achievement of its mission by focusing legislative and policy

attention on four key issues that we believe must be addressed by

Congress in order to ensure that the kind of training which you

envision for those mont in need can Le delivered competently and

at reasonable cost by the best possible service providers.

First, there is a critical need to include a rational and

realistic definition of training in the JTPA statute. Congress

saw fit to include a definition of "supportive services in the

original J1TA authorizing legislation, but inexplicably,

"training" was never defined in the legislation -- despite the

fact that JTPA is principally a )ob training program.

The Department of Labor further compounded the problem

through ita own failure to define "tiaining in the regulations.

And the governors of the fifty states -- reluctant as they

are to insert themselves in any role that they perceive to be

properly that of Congress or the DoL -- simply adopted the limited

number of definitions that were in t:e statute and the DoL

regulations, and made no bold regulatory moves to prcmulgate

their own definitions of "training".
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The predictable result of this lack of statutory or

regulatory guidance was that, by default, each SDA become its own

interpreter of Congressional intent. And, understandably, this

interpretation process at the SDA level was very much influenced

by the stark budgetary realities with which SDA's were confronted.

Quite simply, in order to keep witk-n the 158 administrative cost

limitation, the SDA's developed an expansive definition so that

they could charge as many costs as possible to the "trainir4

category°.

Now, seven years aftei the original JTPA statute was first

enacted -- the U.S. Department of Labor hea finally moved to

interpret what activities DOI, considers to be properly chargeable

to "training" under fixed-unit price perfnrmance-based contracts

which can be charged to the "training" category under the

provisions of 20 CFR 529.38(e)(2).

But this attempt by DoL to rapidly change cot.rst ma7 well

produce the kind of effect you could anticipate if you tried to

pull out of a skid on an icy road by suddenly turning the steering

wheel in the opposite direction. We all know what happens -- the

vehicle goes out of control and ends up in a collision.

And as we speak, the objectives of Zongress in the pending

JTPA amendr,erts with re3pect to focusing on the hardest-to . erve
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segments of our unemployed rnd underemployed population are on a

collision course with Doh's new interpret.tion of what =Institutes

"training'.

JTPA participants who reprnsent the most significantly

disadvantaged and the hardest-to-serve elements of our population

require a great deal of attention and work before they can be made

ready to take the first step into a classroom or an on-the-job

training slot.

Mr. Chairman, the kind of basic "know-how" and "how-to" that

you and I take for granted as being a "given" in every

middle-class teenager and young adult going out to apply for their

first job is simply not present in the overwhelming majority of

the hardest-to-serve population that I have been working with over

the past 20+ years. The most severely disadvantaged and the

hardest-to-serve have to be trained in basic "know-how" and

"how-to" before they are ready to take their first step into

actual claegroom training or into an on-the-job training slot.

And if that advance preparation does not occur, all the

"core training" dollars in the world wLl not be enough

to transform the hardest-to-serve into easily7placeable, job-ready

candi".tes for employment.

When the major private sector training contractors that

comprise NAETC dedicate teaching time and effort to prepare
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the hardest-to-serve participants so that they can have a

realistic chance of succeeding in the c...essroom, these contractors

art engaged in training -- not program administration or

supportive services.

As a practical matter, it can bet argued everything that a

private sector training contractor does for JTPA participants

constitutes training, because private sector companiee do not

administer the JTPA program, nor have they been incorporated for

the purpose of providing supportive social services to JTPA

participants or other individuals.

NAETC urges this Subcommittee to adopt a statutory definition

of "training* that recognises the particular and unique role

played by private sector training companies, and which provides

governmental JTPA grarzeee and non-profit community-based

organizations with the guidance that they need to properly

designate the tasks that they perform in their own respective

roles.

Second, there is an equally compelling noted for a statutory

definition of "administration". Since 'supportive services" is

already defined in the statute, once a etatutory definition of

"training" is adopted, the simple process of elimination should

reveal all the remaining tasks that are properly within the realm

of administration.

-6-
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As in the case of the needed definition for *training* that I

have already pointed out in my testimony, the need for a

definition of *administration* has become even more acute since

the Employment and Training Administration issued its March 13,

1989 policy interpretation on costs eligible to be charged under

fixed-unit price, performance-based contracts.

NAETC members report that they are encountering widely

varying interpretations of that policy issuance at the state and

local SDA levels. One NAETC member noted that his company's bogie

training package has had to be renegotiated twenty different.ways

to meet twenty different sets of interpretations and rules in the

states and Service Delivery Areas where his company does business.

It is clear that this situation will eventually discourage tha

best companies to discontinue their JTPA involvement. In the

words of the NAETC member with the twenty different versions of

a single training package contract, *The margins in JTPA are

simply not worth the kind of hassle I have been going through.*

Third, on the issue of the conflicting interpretations and

general level of confusion that seems to exist at the state and

local SDA level with respect to the new rules for contracting,

Congress must send a strong message to the U.S. Department of

Labor that the time has come for it to abandon its "hands-off"

policy and to get involved in the provision of technical

assistance to the governors and the local SDAs.

-7 -
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Since the original enactment of JTPA, there has been a

total vacuum in the technical assistance area. And in the

absence of action by DoL or the governors, a trio of

private practitioners ha.; taken over the role of going around the

country and sponsoring workshops in which they interpret

the intentions of Congress and the periodic issuances of the

Department of Labor for the staffs of the governors and the SDAs.

Now, I am not disputing Jhat there is a proper role for

private practitioners in the JTPA technical assistance field.

But is it good public policy for then to function as the

authoritative source of regulatory interpretation simply because

the Employment and Training Admtnistration has largely abdicated

its technical assistance responsibilities under JTPA? Shouldn't

the Secretary of Labor be the authoritative source for

interpretation of DoL/ETA isriance? NAM thinks so, and hopes

that this Subcommittee and the Congress will share its view

on this issue.

Fourth and last, but not least, NAETC urges this Subcommittee

to include language in the JTPA statute or in an appropriate

report accompanying the legislation which makes it clear that

performance-based cont-acts, properly procured and negotiated,

are a legitimate mechanism under which the emphasir can continue

to be placed on performance and good results for JTPA

participants.

-8-
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NAETC commends the initiative taken by Assistant Inspector

Genaval for Audit Gerald Peterson to expose poor contracting

practices and defective contract models. We support the fforte

that have been made by Hr. PetersOn and his staff to esvelop

language on program accountability which is now incorporated in

H.R. 3266, and NAETC looks forward to the opportunity tO work in

cooperation with the deeply dedicated staff of OIG toward further

improvements in the JTPA procurement and contracting system.

NAETC members believe that it is in their best interests as

high caliber companies to keep the emphasis on performance under

JTPA. If the emphasis should shift to lowest price or the

thinnest profit margins, the best private training companies will

simply abandon the JTPA field. NAETC member companies are

performance driven and results oriented. They are committed to

delivering quality services at a fait price. But they expect fair

play from JTPA, and they will not engage in a contest to see who

can deliver the most ineffective "training" at the cheapest price.

NAETC members believe that if the emphasis in JTPA is

properly focused on program accountability, pricing considerations

should play a secondary role. In other words, if a training

company is providing a high quality service that produces

impressive results for JTPA participants, the proof of its worth

should be measured by the value of those results, rather than on

the price. Our price concern should be focused on 'realism. i.e.,

-9-
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is this price realistic to produce the kind of results we want?

If you want good results, high caliber companies'such as those who

comprise NAETC will be able to produce those results at a

realistic price.

Mr. Chairman, the members of NAETC stand ready to lend their

full support to the efforts of this Subcommittee, and to Assistant

Inspector General Peterson and his staff, to further improve JTPA

so that it can realize its full potential for serving America's

unemployed and underemployed. I would be very pleased to respond

to any questions that you may have regarding NAETC and its

mission.

-10-
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Chairman MARTINI:Z. Mr. Crean, we win certainly have some
questions, but we'll allow the other members to testify first.

Mr. Sherer.
Mr. &masa. Chairman Martinez, thank you far tido opportunity

to provide testimony on the reauthorization of the Job 'Training
Partnership Act.

My name is Robert Sherer and I'm the Executive Coordinator of
the Michigan Occupational Information Coordinating Committee.
My tketimony will focus on the interagency programs known as the
National and State Occupational Information Coordinating Com-
mittees.

I will present here a summary of my written testimony but I
would also like to point out to you, Chairman Martinez, that I do
have a folder of related materiab- supporting many of the informa-
tion systems addressed by my testimony.

It is important to explain how the NOICC and SOICC programs,
as they are called, operate and understand that coordination and
cooperation are key words.

Coordination is put into effect by having all the major informa-
tion-using and producing apncies at the same table to identify '-
ority informational needs. Theee needs may be generally described
as pertaining to the three primary use areas of occupational infor-
mationcareer decision-making, program planning and job search.
All the agencies involved need this information and prodrce rele-
vant information.

This information becomes more powerful and useful when it is
combined into an integrated system. The primary mission of
NOICC/SOICC is to develop the necessary information deiivery sys-
tems and the resources for them.

Addressing program planning needs is a major aspect of our pro-
grams. In Michigan we have developed the Occupational Projec-
tions and Training Information for Michigan, or 0 'Mid System. It
unifies several data bases related to the planning and evaluation of
job training vocational educational p

It is the only state-based eource iTioLilrigan that addresses the
question of how many people are being trained for the available
jobs. Although we are expanding slowly into the professional area,
we are primarily restricted in combining supply and demand infor-
mation presently for the vocational type occupations.

The use of our OPTIM system by the UAW-GM Human Resource
Center in Flint, Michigan is perhaps a good example of how exten-
sively the ornm and other SOICC systems contribute to the
design of broad-based job training programs. Facing the prospect of
prcRiding services to thousands of dislocated workers, many requir-
ing or desiring new careers, the Center made extensive use of the
OP'Thd system.

The primary use was in identifying demand occupations for
which vocational type training was required. This type of data was
easily accessible through 0 's customized source features.
With cooperation from the local Chamber of Commerce, employers
ware surveyed to verify the accuracy of this comprehensive list of
demand occupations.

OPTIM helped to identify which employers to survey for specific
occupations because it provides information on where occupations

L 19
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are concentrated by industry or employer category. Occupations
verified as in demand were the beginnings of a comprehensive pro-
gram for which training providers were sought

to develop a personal computer based search information
The UAW-GM Center used the same ocgational industry data

system mlled E.T., or Employer Tracker. E.T.T. informationon employers to be used as the basis of a search. One of its
most important features is labor market information on where oc-
cupations are concentrated by industry to produce listings from an
industry coded list of

The resulting list of em oyers is a targeted listiw of where job-
less workers are most like y to find employment in thW.r chosen oc-
cupation. The E.T- system, therefore, is supportive to the most fre-
quently used method of job search, which is direct contact with em-
ployers. As a consequence, job search begins more quickly and it is
much more organized to address a job market where the over-
whelming majority of job vacancies are hidden.

Nationally, 47 states have implemented an occupational informa-
tion system, with 35 states operating the Micro-01S, a microcom-
puter based system developed by the National Occupational Infor-
mation Coordinating Committee.

It is equally important that individuals have good career infor-
mation. Michigan is a leading state in the delivery of career infor-
mation to both youth and adults. It has been a hi6 priority to de-
liver such information on a comprehensive basis Wmuse we fully
recognize that workers and employers are better off when people
pursue careers consistent with their interests and abilities.

Further, we understand that student and adult interests drive
enrollments in specific occupational job training programs and as a
consequence we believe that an informed interest based on the best
job availability information that we can produce stimulates effi-
ciencies in our educational and job training p

roA eolid commitment to career informationLireery helps avoidwide swings in enrollments in programs that are either painted
negatively or positively on the basis of anecdotal stories or short-
term views of tbe labor market.

Our career information system called the Michigan Occupational
Information System is updated and distributed annually to nearly
2,500 sites in the education, job training and related community.
The system has both a national and state focus but is directed pri-
marily to describing Michigan jobs and how and where to prepare
for them.

Approximately 1,000 sites receive the system in its popular com-
puterized format. Among these 2,500 sites are approximately 75
JTPA service delivery areas and over 95 percent of all high schools
in Michigan:

A recent independent aesessment of the MOIS mtem estimated
350,000 Michigan residents use thie qstem annually. The system is
operated by the Vocational-TwImml Education Service, Michigan
Deimrent of Education, in with our Department of
1Lar and Employment Security cy.

Nationwide, the agencies of the Wigan SOICC have cooperated
on several occaeions to address the lack of printed career informa-
tion. Through interagency efforts, we have been able to significant-
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ly increase the focus on job and educational preparation by Michi-
gan residents by printing a career newspaper. This rare resource is
valuable in the classroom, home and adult agency settings.

Our 1987 edition had a print run of nearly 600,000 copies. The
Detroit News in a joint venture with +he Employment Service in
Michigan printed a 1989 edition and included it with every newspa-
per delivered on September the 13th.

Nationwide, 47 states operate statewide career information sys-
tems, more than half of which were initiated with funds from the
National Occupational Information Coordinating Cmmittee and
nearly all of which have received NOICC funding for system and
data improvements.

A real capstone of the NOICC 62Torts in the career development
area is the National Career Development Guidelines initiative.
These guidelinea, developed with the encouragement of the NOICC
agencies from the Department of Education, are the result of com-
prehensive involvement and review by the career development and
guidance community.

The national guidelines have been endorsed by several education-
al and career guidance and counseling organizations. These guide-
lines are designed to strengthen and improve comprehensive career
development programs at all levels, and are being used in 24 state
pilot sites.

I am pleased to see emphasis in H.R. 3266 on such activities, par-
ticularly as reflected in Sections 13(aX6), 12(dX3) and 13(dX4).

In closing, I like to point out that coordination rarely just hap-
pens. Responsibility for it must be assigned and the activities sup-
ported. There also must be cooperative participants, which is the
case for the many Federal and state agencies who are the NOICC/
SOICC network.

I hope I have selected from their many accomplishments those
most relevant to issues before this subcommittee. I believe this net-
work has been a successful model for coordination among a
number of agencies. I also believe that these amendments strength-
en its foundation.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Robert Sherer follows:]

t 2 1
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Chairman Maxima. Thank you, Mr. Sherer.
Mr. Ortiz.
Mr. Owriz. Mr. Chairman, I am George Ortiz of Santa Rosa, Cali-

fornia. I want to thank you for the opportunity to testiktoday on
behalf of the Committee for Fwmwork.er Programs, or CFP. It is a
national association of nonpro:it organisations that provide train-
ing and related services to migrant and seasonal farmworkers
under authority of Section 402 of JTPA. I am currently serving as
president of CM.

Mr. Chairman, our member organizations are quite experienced
with regard to successfill efforts to train and place hard-to-train
populations. We applaud your efforts and those of Chairman Haw-
kins and the committee to refocus limited Federal job training re-
sources to these populations.

While our exper....-nce I'm sure would be quite helpful to you in
attempting to improve the overall JTPA performance in preparing
hard-to-train populations for work, my time and your time is quite
limited so I will focus exclusively on recommenclations regarding
services to agricultural workers.

We have three main areas of concern.
First, and most important, the authorization uf appropriations

for Section 402. Since 1983, the Department of Labor has estimated
the eligible population for Section 402 programs to be 462,000 low-
income agricultural workers. This underestimate is, unfortunately,
based upon the census data collected by census workers unfamiliar
with migrant populations during the month of March 1980, not a
particularly good month to gauge where migrant seasonal farm-
workers live and work.

However, we have been unable to convince the Department to
use more accurate and reliable data and thus have had to live with
this underestimats for six years.

This estimated population does not include farmworkers who are
not legal residenth of the United States. They are not eligible for
Section 402 services. In 1986, the Immigration Reform and Control
Act opened the opportunity for farmworkers who are not legal resi-
dents to become legal residents of the United States under the Spe-
cial Agricultural Workers or SAW program, of which 1,287,824
farmworkers have applied for legalization under the SAW pro-gram.

Based upon the current rate, it is likely that more than 85 per-
cent of these applicants will be approved, and nearly all of those
will cpalify for services under the S' action 402 program. But even
using an extremely conservative estimatesay only 75 permit or
so of the applicants approved for legalization and only 75 percent
of those approved individual meeting the age, income and agricul-
tural work eligibility requirements of Section 402we are experi-
encing an eligible population increase to no lees than 1,186,000.
This doesn't include the dependents of these individuals who would
be eligible for supportive services.

This conservative estimate would nearly triple the National pop-
ulation eligible for the Section 402 'program. In my State of Califor-
nia, this conservative estimate prects a six-fold increase in the el-
igible population. Clearly, more Section 402 resources are neces-
sary.

23-356 0 - 90 - 5
J
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In recognition of this exponential growth, the Appropriations
Committee has granted increases in the past three &cal years for
Section 402 exceeding the rate of growth in other JTPA programa
In point of fact, we are now exceeding the JTPA percentage re-
serve authorised for Section 402 and the Appropriations Commit-
tees have acknowledged this restraint in their ability to grain: addi-
tional increases.

We are hopeful that this subcommittee and the fiill committee
will recommend increares in the authorization of appropriations
for Section 402 which reflect the newly eligible population. We
have sugge:ted legislative options to staff that would either set a
percentage reserve based upon the committee's best estimate of eli-
gible population, or if reliithle data is not ayailable by the time of
the markup, establish the current appropriation as the floor and
authorise such eumi as may be neceary for Section 402.

Our second concern relates to our ability, as limited or single
purpose agencies, to carry out fiscal management and audit respon-
sibilities. The Department of Labor has recently changed its inter-
pretation of OMB Circular A-122 to prohibit us from using our
DOL grant funds for staff time and accounting and legal services
related to audit resolution procedures within the Department after
a determination by the grant officer.

Since most of us have no private resources nor general tax hinds,
we are placed in the uncomfortable position of not being able to re-
spond to audit questions raised by the Department. As the commit-
tee is aware, many audit questions are quickly and efteily resolved
when grantees are able to develop and present additional data and
justification.

We hope that the Congress will take action to insure our right to
to such audit questions. We have discussed with committee

and with the Department of Labor language that would pro-
vide helpful iltrzneenand more closely conform DOL procedures to
those of the t of Health and Human Services, the Feder-
al Government s largest grant-making ency.

(5) of JTPA can be amended to include the Association of
Finally, Mr. Chairman, we are that Section 4, ph

Farm-
worker Opportunity Programs, a 502(cX8) organization made up of
farmworkers serving community-based organizations. Currently, no
farmwerker-serving organizations are identified in the Act.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will be happy to attempt to answer
anyquestions the committee might have of me, or yourself

Mie prepared statement of George Ortiz followsl

11 I II I
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Testimony of George Ortiz

before the Nous* Subcommittee on imployment Opportunities

September 19, 1989

Mk. Chairman, Members of the Subcommittee, I am Cleotge Ortiz

of Santa Rosa, California. / want to thank you for the

opportunity to testify today on behalf of-tbs Committee for

Parmworkers Programs (C7P) a national association of non-profit

organisations that provide training and relatod sorvices to

migrant and seasocal farmmorkers under authority oil' Section 402

of JTPA. I as currently glorying as President of CIT.

Mr. Chairman, our membor organisations ars quite oxperienced

with regard to successful efforts to train and plave

hard-to-train populations. We applaud your efforts and tilos* of

Chairman Hawkins and the Comalttee to refocus limited federal job

training resources on these populations. While our experience, I

am sure, would be quite helpful to you in attempting to improvv,

the overall JTPA performance in preparing hard-to -train

populations for work, sy tip* and your time is quite limited so I

will focus exclusively on recommendations regarding services tc

agricultur/41 workers. He have three main areas of concern.

f
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First, and most important, the authorisation of

appropriations for Section 402. Since 1983, the Department of

Labor has estimated the eligible population for the Section 402

programs to be 462,000 low-income agricultural workers. This

underestimate is, unfortunately, based upon census data collected

by census workers unfamlliar with migrant populations during the

month of March, 19s0 - -not a particularly good month to gauge

where migrant and seasonal farmworkers live and work. Sovever,

we have been unable to convince the Department to use more

accurate and reliable data and, thus, have had to live with this

underestimate for six years. This estimated population does not

include farmworkers who are not legal residents of the United

States. They are not eligible for section 402 services. In

1986, the Immigration Reform and Control Act opened the

oppozt4nity for farmworkers who were not legal residents to

become legal residents of the United States under the Special

Agricultuzal Workers (SAW) program. 1,267,824 farmworkers have

applied for legalization under the SAW program. Based upon the

current rate, it is likely that more than 85% of those applicants

vill be approved and nearly all of those approved will qualify

for services under the Section 402 prograa. But even using an

extremely conservative estimate - --only 75% of SAW applicants

approved for legalization and only 75% of those approved

k 33
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individuals meeting the age, income and agricultural work

eligibility regairements of Section 402---ve are eepartenciug an

eligible pogulation incmiese to no loss than 1,116,000 (not

including the dependents of those individmals, who will be

eligible for supportive services.) This conservative estimate

would nearly triple the national population eligible for the

Section 402 program. In my State of California, this

conservntive estimate predicts a sixfold increase in the eligible

population. Clearly, mere Section 402 resources are necessary.

In recognition of this exponential growth, the Appropriations

Comaittees have granted increases in the past three fiscal years

for Section 402 exceeding the rate of growth in other xrpA

programs. In point of fact, we are now exceeding the JTPA

percentage reserve authorized for Section 402 and the

Appropriations Committees have acknowledged this restraint in

their ability to grant additional increases. We are hopeful that

this Subcommittee and the full Committee will recommend increases

in the authorisation of appropriations for Section 40d which

reflect the newly eligible population. We have suggested

legislative options to staff that would either set percentage

reserve based upon the Committee's best estimate of eligible

population or, irreliable data is mot available by the time of

mark-up, establish the current appropriation as the floor and

authorize such sums as may be necessary for section 402.

34
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Our second concern relates to our ability, as limited or

single purpose agencies, to carry out our fiscal management and

audit responsibilities. The Department of Labor has recently

changed its interpretation of OMB Circular A-122 to prohibit us

from using our DOL grant funds for staff ties and accounting and

legal services related to audit resolution procedures within the

Department after a determination by the grant officer. Since

most of us have no private resources nor general tax funds, we

are placed in the uncoaeortable position of not being able to

respond to audit questions raised by the Department. As the

Committee is aware, many audit questions are quickly and easily

resolved when grantees are able to devlop Ind present additional

data and justification. Me hope that the Congress vill take

action to ensure our right to respond to such audit questions.

We have discussed with Committee Staff and with the Department of

Labor language that would provide helpful guidance and more

closely conform DOL procedures to those of the Department of

Health and Human services, the federal government's largest grant

making agency.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, we are hopeful that Section 4,

paragraph (5) of JTPA can be amended to include the Association

of Faraworker Opportuni-zy Programs, a 501 (c) (3) organization

, 35
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made up of fersmorker-serying, caamunity based organisations.

currently, no farsworkec-serving organisations ere identified in

the Aat.

Thank you Kr. Chairman. I will be happy tmettempt to

answer any questions the Committee night have.

36
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Chairman Mammas. Thrik you, Mr. Ortiz.
There are several questions that I have. I want to leave the

record open for tiro weeks to submit those questions to you in writ-
ing. rin only going to take a brief minute hem because I have an-
other appointment tint I've got to make to ask one particular qua&
tion of you, Mr. Crean.

In our attempt to create accountability, became of the concerns
that have bem raised over the past about go* we in
the provboions of our legislation have for the breakdown
and cost analysis breakout for the t costs. Of where the
money is actually going as far as training and administration be-
cause right now under contracts you just say, I'm going
to serve "x" 'minter of for "x" number of dollars and then
there is no accounting where that money is.

There has been some surTestion that in some instances there is
some abuse of what was or; Ally recommended for administrative
costs, et cetera, ot cetera.

Do you find that there is going to be any conflict of interest be-
tween the people that are providing the service and PICs who are
doing this?

Mr. Caw,. I don't know that I would characterize it as a conflict
of interest.

Chairman Msarninez. Not conflict of interest, but just conflict. I
mean, that there is going to be reluctance.

Mr. Cantai. I don't think that the method of contracting is really
key to our concern, Mr. Chairman. I think that the central ques-
tion really is a realistic definition of what constitutes administra-
tion and what constitutes training.

Most people have gone to the fixed unit price contracting method
as survival really because the way that they now talk about what's
training and what's administration gets as ludicrous as, for exam-
ple, just this week I heard one of the people we're negotiating with
tell us that anything that's insfice training, even for our in-
structors, has to be called Mini& ation.

Well, that's not administration. For heaven's sake, that's prepar-
ing our instructors to do a better job. That's part of the training
costa.

You get into thole kinds of arguments. The way that the Dewt-
ment of Labor is now defining administration, so many costs have
to be pushed into administration that are legitimately training ac-
tivities that that's really the question. Once that's been resolved, I
don't think that most contractors really care that much about what
form of contract they operate under. It has to do with getting what
is truly categorized as training t nd what is truly the cost of run-
ning the program--getting those thinp defined more properly.

If that were done, 1 don't think that there would be a whole lot
of argument between the PIG; and the service deliverers. We don't
careI don't and I'm sure our other members don'tcare about
making our costs public. You know, that's public money. We under-
( Ind that. That's not the question.

1 think if we could resolve the dermitional question, the contract.
Lig question would be truly minimized.

Chairman Kurrnizz. Do you favor the accountability standards
that we have outlined in the legislation?

, 37
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Mr. CREAN. I have some technical problems with them. I think
that there might be some conflicts in there withwell, one thing
conflicting with another. I think that's what concerns me.

Chairman MARTINEZ. Could you respond to us in writing?
Mr. Ceram. Yes. Yes.
Chairman MARTINZZ. Communicate with the staff director.
Mr. CREAN. Sure will. I'm not quite quick enough on my feet todo it right now.
Chairman MArrisna. Okay. Then we'll quickly turn to Mr. Ortiz.
Would technical assistance from the Department of Labor be

helpful to you in dealing with the special agricultureprograms and
with the audit questions that you have? Because the Department of
Labor can, I think, under the direction of the Secretary of Labor,
provide that kind of technical assistance to you.

Mr. ORTIZ. Well, Mr. Chairman, I've been with the organization I
presently mpresent, California Human Development Corporation,
for the past 22 years and I have very lnrge and have a vary techni-
cally capable sto ff. As a matter of fact, the Department of Labor
uses them often for providing technical assistance and training toothers.

I don't know if that's something that we need to have now.
We've been involved with the Department of Laborwell, myself
since 1967.

Chairman MARTINEZ. So what you really need is resources?
Mr. Oirriz. What we need is resuurces. We have a very large

number of newly-eligible people, 90 percent of them are Hispanicand many, manyI wouldn't venture to say what percentage of
that 90 percent is monolingual, but a very high percentage. Just

iEnglish as a second language s something that we need in our
training program in order to make these people more eligible and
more capable of employment in this country.

So, on the technical side, the resources are the things that we
lack right now. We have a total number of $68 million, $68.5 mil-
lion, for the entire country, to train something like $1.2 million
newly-eligible farmworkers. That's not enough.

Chairman MARTINEZ. Well, I share your concern about under-
counts because I can assure you that not only in this area but in
other ,:,:reas Members of Congress have ,been attempting to ^et the
agenci-.o, te understand the underoeunts and do something out it.We nave had very little luck. You know, Rome people of certainminoritiesthe Asian communitybecause there are Chinese andJapanese and -Koreans which have subclassifications which arereally unique and different to one another, and they want to be
counted out separately. They love to lump things together. One ofthe reasons they don't like accurate counts is because then they
might be forced to respond to something, which is another ques-tion.

But we have in the Hispanic communitythere is a Filipino
community who have traditionally been identified as Hispanics and
they're_not. Very seldom do you see a true Filipino name under the
Tagalog language. So that unless it's that way, like Montebog,
you're not going to recognize it as Filipino and you're going to clas-
sify them Hispanic because they are Ortiz and they are Cionzalez
and Martinez, and you name i+.

3 8
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So, they are now attempting to see if in the new Obes1111 they
can't get kdr.en out so that there can be an accurate identification
of how many there are. We have identified in this partidular area
here at least 300,000. Yet, the census has them lioted, think, at
less than 100,000.

So, it's difficult to get them to respond with the numbers.
Mr. 017m. Mr. Chairman, may I submit, though, that the INS

has all of the figures. They are very clear. The special agricultural
workerthere is a number connected to the person. We are talking
about almost 1.3 million special agricultural workers in this coun-
try. I would say at least 50 percent of those and t's a
very conservative figureare eligible for the services that 402 pro.
vides.

So, that's a real count That's better, in my estimation, than the
census because they are there, there b a number connected to
them. There is no question about their existence and their demo.
graphics and everything.

I would think at the Department of Labor would take the initi-
ative and go over to the Department of Justice and collect those
figures so that they can know better what the numbers of the pop-
ulation are out there as far as farmworkers are concerned.

Chairman MARTIMIZ. That's the coordination between agencies
that someone elee testified to that doesn't take place.

I'm terribly sorry about the short time, but I appreciate your tes-
timony. Like I said, we will submit some questions to you in writ-
ing and leave the record open for two weeks so that you might re-
spond. Thank you again.

[Whereupon, at 4:10 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
[Additional material submitted for the record follows.]
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The Job Treining Partnership Act and its predecessor acts
have always included a strong provision for linking sometime
and other agencies in training and placement for employment.
Incluled in those provisions are funds for direct support of
state education agency activities te promote linkage amd to
demonstrate partnerships of education, bugloss., emd ether
goverment services te accomplith the objectives of the act.

The youth and adults targetted for service through JIM must
learn the foundation skills of commonlestles and empatatlea for
e ffective employment, either ontry.levol et for coot/ming
advancement. It is essential that the reautherisetise of JTM
place strong emphasis on assuring these femdaties skills are
learned. This objective will be met only through strong
connection. between the education and training sectors end
business at the federal, scate and local lovas.

Chairman Hawkins' bill for reautherizatiee of JTPA. N.R.
2039. includes provision of 8 percent ef these funds to be
used by state educetion agencies to meemplish the objectives
noted above. V. strongly support this provision of N.R. 2039.

The Administration's bill, introduced as N.R. 2203, provides
strong provisions and incentives for linkams mem education
training sad business resources et the lewd and federal level
bet leaves critical gm at the state Level. That gap must be
filled by the specific autherizatisa of :lode fer state
educatioe anomion te provide for the lishme smog state
agencies end business; technical assist...0; staff development
program Mr local providers; amd demonstration projects vhich
will advsoce JIM ard education imstitution comectiess at the
local level.

The focus of use for funds earmarked for state education
agencies simuld be refined in the authorized bill. he recommend
incorporation of the specifications in the attached summary.
Also attsched is tatement of the importhoce of STIPA linkage
support.

Rt. Chairman and members of tne Committee. the Council would
be pleased to respond to my questions about our position and to
essist in tha JTPA reauthorization es you might request.

\t U 1 ( till I NI 'II 1 lhiI t)I I I. I It's
, r.
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ratmaint, COS FOR TIOI Se (ROGATION SMARR IN MA

Fer federal legislation te promote linkage between and amen. pregrams
administered by marline; state egancioe, it is mecessary te sereark cartels
funds te amours the participatise of seek armies. Ms reeamewiestiems
below ere designed te sharpen the fecus of the SO edotatien est.asids Le
the Job Training Partnership Ant (2110) es new nationat prieritims fer she
program. including 1) targetieg service@ te adults and youth nest at risk
of ducational failure amd lemg-tern umempleymemt: 2) assuriag services
effectively shires. both their educational and sesupatiweal seeds; and 3)
building lees-term meanactiens and effective limkagss between the
education amd system,.

Target OS funds to linkages and institutional changes te better servo
dropouts and potential dropouts. adults in need of literacy traiuins. and
10W:dangle whe ars dependent ea welfare.

o Identify statewide linkse and coordination of educational and
occupational services for disadvantaged adults and youth an tam top
prioriry for the St funds. authorising use of the mains for 1) inter- sad
intre-saency weerdinatien and collaboration; 2) outreach. referral.
placement and remotion services that support local efforts te serve
in-schwa and eut-ef-seheel individuals; 3) direct eerriee la programs
that successftlly connect the educatieeal amd minims systems; and a)
other statewide or reaienal promotional activities that build permanent
connections between education and training programs serving thee'
individuals meet in need. Require that use ef $e funds for linkage be
limited to these activities that build long-tern programmatic and
institutional cenneetions

o Authorise the use of the Se funds to build dap capacity of the
educational system to meet the needs of the target populations veder
JIM. Funds would be used !or staff development. eurriculwa development,

improving odusational/eecupetional skill assessment instruments and
performance standards. Require that use of SO Asada for system-building
be liaited to these activities limit promote leas-tern institutional change
and suppect des fforts of local educational agencies to serve the target
populstiona

4 2
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September 19, 1989

ACHIEVING COMINATION RETUEEN EDUCATION AND TRAINING IN JTPA

Revisions to the Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA) should assure
that (1) adult and youth participenti *chime meaningful medallic and
occupational skills, and (2) there are strong linkages between and *song
education and training programs for the disadvantaged. T. achieve these
goals it is necessary retain the eight percest earmark for state education
agencies authorised by Section 123. The funds should be focused am: (1)
long-tern instemtional connectime between education and job training.
and (2) staff development and curriculum development to nest the
educational and occupational needs of the most disadvantaged youth and
adults.

*** Joint SRA participation in JTPA is essential public policy to assure
successful implementation of the Family Support Act, the Carl D. Perkins
Act, and the Adult Education Act. At a time when new provisions for
consultation with and reliance on education are being enacted to reduce
welfare &pendency, illiteracy, and address the nee& of Americans most at
risk of school failure and unemployment, full participation of state and
local education agencies in job training programs is essential.

*** The goals of the JTPA amendments -- developsent of educational end
occupational competencies, and coordination of education and training
programs -- can only be achieved through joint responsibility for
planning, use of resources, and outcome by the SEA and the state job
training agency. New expectations for JTI0A must be matched with a new
focus on education in occupational training through the eight percent
earnark. The connection between the education and training systmo at the
state level must be strengthened to parallel the stronger connections
being forged at the federal and local levels.

*** Our Nation's competitiveness and economic strength depends, as it
always has, on a strong, free public education system. That system caused
neither the demographic, social and economic change that has i d the
number of economically disadvantaged individuals in need of job training
and basic skills, nor the severity of their needs. That systea is key to
the solution. For an education-training partnership under JTPA, joint SEA
responsibility for resource and reeult must be assured in amendments to
the program.

*** Our nation's educational system, comprised of state and local
educational agencies in each state, has a separate institutional base and
governance from that of general Noose government. To exooct governors
alone to connect and integrate that rotes with job training and other
networks in the states is akin to asking layers or county commissioners to
coordinate education without the perticipation of school superintendents
and local school boards.

*** Coordination and integration of services tends to occur at the
programmatic level, between and .aong persons responsible for
administering and implementing programs. Mille a single advisory
committee and a unified plan for related programs can facilitate policy
oversight and coordination, real connection of the state educational and
job training systems is achieved by each having designated resources
coupled with joint responsibility for performance.
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TIER ANED FOR MONT= JOB TRA/NOG AND rumen. PROGRAMS

YOU OWIR WORMS

CNAIRNAN RANKINS AND CORRITTRZ MUM

We appreciate =is opportunity to provide the Comittes with

our written statement in support of the oral testimony given

before the committee on July 7, 1919, by Michael Tilles. This

opportunity is particularly important because older workers and

older worker programs have not been highly visible. Older work-

ers were not visible under the JTPA predecessor, CITA, because

older workers were subsumed and consequently under-served within

the adult programs.

They are seldom visible today because older worker programs

have low priority within the current JTPA structure. Local

Service Delivery Areas (SDAs) concentrate their efforts on the

mainstrean 79% adult 0k-ogress. That is where they receive most

of their funding and devote most ot their time and energy.

That older workers are served at all is only because Con-

gress mandated that 3% of JTPA. funds be targeted for their needs.

H.R. 2039 recommends many improwmmwas for JTPA, yet we fear that

without mandating specific levels ot service or maintaining the

3% targeted programs, IDA* will give older workers even less

priority, znd older worker program services will cease to exist.

4 5
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For this statement, we fomm on three major Jammu and offer

our recommendations for consideration during thc debate on the

Amendeents to the Job Training Partnership Act Of MP:

I. Unique barriers amd services for older workers

II. Program end cost effectiveness

III. National policy amd the aging work form

rv. Recommendations

A. MOM PURIM AND SIIRVICRO POR OLD'S DORMS

There is a perception that older worker programs have not

functioned well. During the start-up in early 1144 and program

year 1914 - 1985, this perception was correct. It should not be

surprising given that there were no trained staff meeting the

unique needs of this group.

The reason that so many programs did so poorly is that

initially we modeled our services after 71% programa designed for

adults who were typically 22 - 40 years old. Out we learned that

recruitment, counselifig, training and job development for older

workers must differ from the services provided by 7$1 programs.

Older workers will not be found in the same places and doing

the same things as twenty-five year olds. Nor Will an outreach

message directed to the typical 78% participant appeal to the

average older worker.

2
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MARX

Older workers are mot accustomed to whet %bey perceive ao
4swapive personal questiono-thet must be asked for PM enroll-
sent. thamelless, tbsoroonso et imisaviming sad intake mast be

moditied from that utilised by saw 78% programs. .Otten intake

wonkers.tor. 11%-programs.bews litele,empriemos im'doeling with

applicants who are eiguificastty older thee they ere. Dash*
workers lack the training and-sonsitiwity to smberstend *bat an

laemploys&worher_omer 34 years o16.18-emperissoing: anxiety
about oompativg withyounger workers, towed sge disoriminatios,

fear of being *out ot dates, as well as the normal combination of

tort and tiostration aboWtbsimg essemployed.

those now serving older workers in St programs have de-

veloped their recruitment and intake procedures to address the
barriers which Cifferentiate older workers fro. other JTPA par-
ticipants.

C1011114814141

loth assessment and counseling for a 30 programa are signifi-
cantly different than for 78% programs. by virtue of their life

speriences, older workers-bring wealth of competencies and

skills which-must be viewed as lutsgral elements in developing an

employability plan. An ability to assistolder workers is recog-
nising the transferability of their skills is critical for 3%
services. This embossment ability is less vital for work with
78% participants who have little or no work history.

3
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A counselor must be able tc, assist the older workei: in

dealing with many psychological problems whift confront each of

us as we age such as changing values and new perception. of self.

Older workers confront these and other concerns which rise in

inportanoe as we age, such as need for health insurance, loss of

spouse, concern tor retirement, declir of physical stamina.

Tbe staffs of 78% programs have not been trained to provide the

specialised counseling that older workers require.

MINIM AND IINTIAININS

Because most 3% programs attempt to capitalise on the skills

that older workers possess, training for older workers should be

different than that for 78% participants. Bore of the training

time should be spent in assisting older workers in learning to

transfer their skills to meet current labor market needs.

when basic skill training is required, the methodology

utilised must differ significantly fro. traditional classroom

setting. Research shoes that we learn differently as we age, but

many 78% programs have not utilised this knowledge.(Botwinick,

1978) As a result, older workers are perceived by 78% staff to

be poor students, not profiting from classroom training, when in

reality the fault lies not with the older students, but rather

with the methodology and curriculum. The 3% service providers

have recognised these issues and adapted their training accord-

ingly, which, in turn, have resulted in more successful proOrans.

4
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SOD MITILOPOSIIT

Job development and placement servioes must also be differ-

ent. older workers have unique barriers to employment, the

foremost of which is age disarlainetion. Job devmlopers must be

trained to overcome this barrier, and related ones, which con-

front older workers. For exempla, unless they aro appropriately

trained, staff will not be aware that many older workers have

seldom had to competitively interview for jobs, and therefore are

at a significant disadvantage during the interview promos. This

often "dates* workers for the interviewer, leading to a subtle

form of age discrimination.

Because many older workers began their employment careers

under very different labor serket environments, they need sig-

nificant help froa job developers sensitive to their needs and

historiec. Similarly, job developers need training to oommuni-

cats the value of older workers to employer. and to .cue on

their clients' experiefice, "maturity and dependability.

older worker programs reach the hard to serve, the most
needy. The 34 programs have no 10 percent window; all clients

aro conomically disadvantaged. Older worker progress reach

those struggling to survive on :eager social security benefits.

They are caught in a double bind of needing more income and

fearful of exceeding the social security earned incone limit.

For this reason, many seek part time jobs. Many older workers

have basic literacy skills; their employment problems include

5
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out-Jated skills rather than lack of basic education.

II. 005V SOD MOMS IMITTIVIS11011

COOT SIVIOVIVSMOSS

Rather than under-spending, in 1980 States spent Ink of

their annual 311 allocation, and in 1987, States spent nil of

their allocation. Carry-over of funds today does not refleat the

results of current efforts, but rather under-spendiag from tho

difficult initial years. (See table I.)

We are concerned that such of the Congressional lecision

making about 3% is based on out-dated and incomplete information

from the Department of Labor: data which emphasises poor per-

formance in the start-up years and de-emphasises the excellent

performance of the scat recent years. !or example, while it is

true that $30 nillion dollars available to older worker progress

during program year 1987 went un -spent, that figure distorts the

fact that 3% service providers expended $13 million above the

annual $54.5 million allocation.

If service/expenditures remain at a constant rate, ve will

have totally exhausted previous carry-over funds by program year

1990, the year in which these amendments are proposed to take

place.

The experiences in California ars a case in point. Rather,

than under-spending, we are exceeding our placement goals and our

funding allocations. In Alameda County, we expended the avail-

able 3% funds, asked for and were grantee supplemental funds from

the State. In the City of Los Angeler, we exhausted our 3%

funds, including all xcess carry-over from previous years, and

the SDA allocated additional funds from under-empended 78% money.

6
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tO 78% POOSIONS

Programs for adults funded by 70% funds have a dismal reoord

of service to those 85 and older. Their outreach, Umtata., and

job development programs have failed to ttract or serve the

unique needs of the stature jOb seeker. Vie believe the 7$% sere-.

ice providers priorities and programs preclude effective (service

for this group. For example, during program year 1987 - 1088,

the small 3% program assisted 41,927 clients age $8*. IOW* me
72% of the total 58,13e older

workers served nationwide by aTIPM

Title II A. Similarly, in California, Mt (734) of all MA
Title I". clients 55 years old and older were served by the tiny

3% program.

Only 2% of the 78% enrollees tationvide were 85 and older.

In California, only 1.9% of the clients in 78% programs were 55+1

in LOID Angel.. city, Only 1.3% of the adult program clients were

55+, in spite of the fr-* that the Loa Angeles SOA made epeeist

ff..gt to encourage tla enroilsent of all adults, regardless of

age, in their 78% prc nag, and in spite of the fact that the

U.S. Census identificel 48.75% of the JTPA eligible population in

Los Angeles as ever 53. In Alameda County, 784 programs had

fever than 2% of their - -Ants 55+. (See Table II)

Sow have argued that 70% program not arve older work-

ers because of the existence of the 3% s aside. As we stated

earlier, however, usainstreaninga older workers into xisting

ae.11t programs is doceed to fail because these progress are

7
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geared to serve a much ycengsr and a mmeh tfferemt cliemtele.

B ecause the potential ol)'_:!'" b01:4 tor JIBS tnr emmeeds the avail-

able tending, it is not un t..o best interest of 76% programs to

re-trsin staff to serve old.* 111041110010. Sven the most altruistic

program manager would no: -.Au:Bider it fiscally prudemt to convert

6-151 of his program for new constituency.

O r/TRW MOM NOWAINs VINSIN ANS MOMS&

In many communities, it is simply mot oost effeotive tor

local Sthe to have a separate program for older workers where the

target older populatiem is small. In these areas, the amigos

needs of older vorkers have often been met through regional or

statewide coordination of older worker 31 programs.

In Michigan, one consolidated State funded 31 program serves

older workers in 26 separate SDAs. The amendment proposed tc.

operate older worker serwices at the SOS level would totally

[raiment tkis exemplary effort. In several rural States suck as

Arkansas and Vermont, the programs have been effective as ptata-

gtils efforts. (See Attachment A - A statewide Older Worker Pro-

gram: Arkansas).

It has taken several years of trial and error to Wild these

programs into the efficient vendee, they are tsday. Te disman-

tle them by administerimg them through local SOAs would be

vests of vell-trained, specialised resources.

III. MATIONS& POLICY SSD TSB MINS IOU POWS

Older worker programs would seem to be one of Congress best
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efforta at planning for the future. We are mystified by the

Administrati-a's and Congreost ttempt to move older mortars beck

to anonymity at the very time when government repeCts and busi-

ness leadership are acknowledging the aging of our work. As the

number nf young workers ntering the labor market shrinks, older

workers will becoae the fastest growing source of labor. (See

ealmniallY. !salmi alska and MAL Vsausx /Alio Issues, Dm,

1988 and 1989.) With the rapid advancements in teohnolea, older

worker skills are fast becoming obsolete. With the re-training

offeeed by 3% programs, older workers becone an increasingly

valuable resource.

We recognise that the proposed language of R.B. 2039 re-

quires 80As "to make special efforts to identify and serve on an

equitable basis a number of individuals 55 years of age or

older°. But this language ir insufficient. Just as the amend-

ments improve the targeting Dor.our youth, similar specific goals

must be mandated te target the older workers. Based on past

experience such as that withrCETA, and current-experience with

78% perforsance, minim tit Alan isiftsis simply sill °At RUM&

unisss A Wattled OLORCIR is maislAteds.

Finally, it should be noted that JTPA is our major national

policy statement about employment. As such it should contain

recognition of the aging work force, the need to identify and

adopt new strategies for the 'changing demographics, and tp.r need

to "reconsider traditional methods of recruiting, training/re-

training and menrging older.workers° (Brd Report of the 'Secretary

of Labor, 41Asx Rutin TAsk Bum' Ssx PAlietJAIssia).

Putting total emphasis on the youth initiatives, diminishes

9
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recoonition of the other end of the work force at the very time

it is growing in sine and need for service.

VI. aimallinilentIONS

Sased on our knowledge of and perception. about the unique

needs of older wrkers, we resmsamend the following fur nonsidera-
tion.

L. Itatain tanatal War =lac =wan= with illawaaam
12X. dittaxansat j lama ant EJLEA1 Auriga *sada&

IL audits caaarsaana atandaitga amcitically. las
mama which allow In Unit swim umiczasot waft and scoatiz.
IMAM

*Counseling and JIM versus classroom training

*Part time as well ass full time work options

*Retraining as well es literacy and basic skills

C... /Angina which unawaiaaa that aaaccaciata tninina
ralatad minim au u wallah/a and inesamsx aldat nub=
u taxa risroon =Janina is. LitX mann ick slam&

nichael Tilles, director of employmoint and training programs for
Catholic charities, Diocese of Oakland, California, is Chairman
of the northern California Teruo on Older Workers. The forms
addresses concerns of the older worker service provider communityand includes public and private representation from 11 countless
Alameda, Contra Cesta, San Mateo, ;ante Clara, San Francisco,
Marin, Solano, Sacramento, San Joaquin, Sonoma, and Nies.

Sally E. Janos, executive director et the Lee Angeles Council on
Careers for Older Americans, coordinates a network of 57 inde-
pendent public and private offices in southern California which
provide services for older workers, 20 of the network offices
receive JTPA 3% funds and 14 utilise Title V, older Americans Act
fAnds.

10
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OM 1
OTP21 mom iguanas age emasumps PROSIMMS MEM=
2Sfah1 lID 3% 119211111211101214110 POOMMOD 131011191110199

191901119 UMW 1914 - 1911e*

(In millions)

Program Veer 111eemmat Available lispead

et avail

Tromaition $4
9 mos. $42.3 042.3 $12.3 le% 20%

PT 44-45 54.2 55.3 $1.4 47% 45%

VI 05-45 55.2 103.7 52.11 WM 51%

VI 55-47 53.5 103.1 40.0 111% Set

51 57-SS 54.5 07.4 67.4 124% 50%

PI at -49** 55.5 115.7 74.5 134% 07%

Pi SIO-00)* 55.5 55.4 51.6 147% 122%

Precise agoras on expenditures and available carry ever tends ere
difficult to obtain. The U.S. Department of Leber is ommbls to provide
complete date tor tho Start up program amd Program Sear 1,24 -SS, date
vas inoonsistest tor Program Tears 1980 - liii. "liSs tsblo is stir best
effort to compile data obtained trem the M. S. Impastasin se Labor, the
National GWOrbOrS Assoeiation, the State et 2a1ltornia end several
looal service providers. Incernsistenciem among "elletmeste,
%available", and empooditure peroents nay be doe to the exciusion of
Alaska, See Maxim and the Territerills fres see* of the program year
totals.

Projections for Program years 1115S -and 11110 are booed on a oonser-
waive assumption of program service and eupenditureo at an vonual le%
grnoth. such grosth onuld not occur maltase supploaamtal funds are
allocatod by .773A and/or other funding sources.
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TAILS II

JTVA OLDER NM= TITLE ILi 76% AND 3 %

PROEMS TEAR 1967 - /4116

TINNIMEITONG MT PNOOMANS ALL CAM. LOS ANNUS
CITY

TITLE II A, 70% 1117,6511 59,196 12,306

AGE 55+ 16,207 1,124 160*

% 55+ 2% 1.5% 1.2%

TITLE II A, 34 41,927 2,956 412

TITLE IIA, 76% & 56,134 4,110 572
AGE 55+

% ALL 55+ IN 3% PROGRAMS 721 73% 72%

SOURCES: Estimates tiom U.S. Departsent of Labor, State of
California JT6D Office, City of Los Angeles Training and Job
Development Division, Cosammity Development Department

Estimates for total city of Los Angeles 711% clients projected
free percents provided by the city.

56
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ATTACIIIINT A

A STATWIDO OLOCR 110MA ANDORINI MMUS

Millie is an ettractive, part TT-yaw-old single woman. Sha is elven

well-dressed and very personable. Millie works Its riMa clerk with us at

As tenses ABl E.

Arkansas ABLE (Abilities Based on Long Experience) is a not-for-profit

agency that helps Arkansans 55 years of age and olds, get Jobs. Arkan-

sas ABLE administers the statewide Job Training Partnership Act (JIPA) 3%

Set Aside ter Older Workers and hos since JIIIA began in 10113.

Millie hos worked at ABLE for three years. We hired her through the JTPA

3% Set Aside. Millie has lived alone since her husband left her TS years

ago. She has no children and is the sole support for herself. Site works

for AM E parttime alai ear's $5.02 cents er hour.

Millie Is typical of the 44153 older Arkansans whe have gotten Jobs

through the 311. Set Askie since the prostate began in 1903. More then 03

percent are women, firefly widowed and divorced, 40% of whose have beer

unemployed at ivost one year. Milltr's walk ethic is also typtcal of our

chests. She has only been skit two dnys in the three years she has

work441 with us. Sloe is a serious worker, always looking for things to

.,
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de when her own work is fienwhed. She is a °ghee end keep ceeklee

and cheerful persoswilty to ear office. Site is ecourete, dependable,

ceesidarate, end dedicated to doing her bent *b. What more could en

employer watt

If it hadn't been for the 3% Set Aside, Millie would probably still be

unemployed. lied she gone to the local Service Delivery Area tor help, they

probably would Not have worked with her. First of all, she didn't seed anY

occupational training. She has more than 35 yews' experience in office

work. The local SDA has mandate to enroll a certain percentage of

their participants into occupational training. Second. Male only wanted

to work part-tirne because she cannot take tha stress of full time Job-

The SDA doesn't recognize part-time work es legitimate. Third, Millie woeld

have gotten lost In the SPA process of going to three different locations

to be certified, entofied, trained, and finally placed. Six of ow Job Club

clients did. We sent them eves to be certified end they never coma beck.

Many older people are insecure enough as it is about their ability to work

without being further intimidated by the "beaucratic 'Milne. Finally.

Millie probably would not have been inalped by the local SDA because 'lent

year they only worked with 3 older people, 1.0% of the total number of

JTPA persons they worked with (even though the eligible population of 55+

in this SPA is 11.1%).

-2-
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H.R. 30311 proposes to eliminate the 3% Set Aside for Older Workers.

Although the hill includes "strong recammendetiosis" that the lead Service

Delivery Aram swerve older workers, we know from years of previous

meepower programs that this age group does gar get served when main-

*trammed Into regular employment and training programa.

Arkansas ABLE began in May 1982 with CETA grant for 1144,000. Fran the

beginning, we established a stetwcide deliverg system by subcanstracting

through our state's eight Area Agencies on Aging. Each year, we have

exceeded our planned placement goels. And, each year, since 19118, we haw

spent nearly 100% of our lojel evalloble dollars Oncheding carryover/.

ABLE has received regional awards from the Deportment of Labor for the

past three years the awards have been presented. This year we were

recognized for our efforts with linkages and coordination. In 19118, ABLE

received one of ten JTPA Presidential Awards and in October of this year

ve will be recognized bY the National Alliance of Business as one of ten

DistIngurimed Adult Plograms in the United States.

Don't tell us the 3% Set Aside for Older Workers sigma weft. We know

it does work. And it works because of statewide delivery system which

insures uniform standards and delivery methods, on-going training and

relearch concerning older workers, agencies and staff who ore dedicated

to the older human being enri recognise the unique needs of this age

-3-
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group, end because the sok focus is ea the older worker. Sends% TT

percent of our Older Worker staff ore themselval elder wailer*. le WNW

bare tbe empathy end first-hand experience of looking fer job* es older

Job seekers.

Arkansas ABLE appreciates Congressmen Hawkins' coment with mottissoun

utilization of federal dollars end the critical mead of so many groups fee

such few funds. But, we implore tbe Congressmen to re-enlidae kis

proposal to eliminate the Set Aside for Older Workers. bowed of

°throwing the baby out with the bethwater," good f1sc44 management

dictates that the Congressman and the Subcommittee on Employmeet end

Training look at delivery system medals across the cotmtry tkat ght work

and insist that states that are az succeeding with their older worker

programs replicate these modals. Arkansas is an excellent example. So

are Vermont and Louisiana, Azeth of which have statewide thtliverr systems

similar to ours.

In states where large cities dominate end where dent.....raohlcs Wid Inwilly-

pity prohibit tightly-knit statewide system, the networking model hose

which Arkansas ABLE I. Iailsioned is on award-winning and esooesstel elder

worker program model, one which is utilized by some of tits boa: elder

worker programs in the 'moony. Attacked es pert of this testimony is a

booklet describing this model.

-4-
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America' -amply of workers Is fest dwindling. And the treditional grump

to whom we leek to amply new labor, theme le - 24 years of age, Is not

fully gettleg "lull", but Is Ws. erenered to enter the lebor nsarket. It

,I indeed important to concentrate energy and resources on this deficit

population. However, such work takes years to succeed. In the short.

term, it is vital to continue the :elk Set Aside program for older workers,

In continue In keep the lebor force productive Instil them younger

workers are adequately prepared to come on hoard.

o
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